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Studley Furniture Co.
Come over to Studley’s on Park street if you are looking for smart
furniture styles very reasonably priced. Every day marks the
arrival of new things for the home. Low overhead makes it pos
sible for Studley’s to sell furniture of guaranteed quality at the
lowest possible price. Take a trip over on Park Street.
: : IT PAYS : :

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY & MONDAY
WALNUT FINISH
METAL BED
2 inch continuous posts,
3-4 inch fillers
A good comfortable mat
tress; a wishbone spring,
complete—

$18.50
THIRTY-TWO PIECE DINNER SET
Handsome design, just the thing for cottage or h6me

$4.98
We carry the complete line of
DAYSON MATTRESSES

Studley Furniture Co.
61 Park Street

Tel. 1154

Rockland

THE BACKWARD CHILD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Dr. Farrington of the Ban
croft School Addresses the
Rockland Rotary Club.

A Coeducational Preparatory School

Bucksport, Maine
A School of—
HIGH ACADEMIC STANDARDS
MODERN EQUIPMENT
ATHLETICS UNDER EXPERTS
TOTAL EXPENSE $400 A YEAR
For Particulars Apply to—

DR. R. E. PECK, Bucksport, Me.
A School Offering a Thorough Preparation

7&S108

’A1 "the S If n of;
North Nation! ll Bank]

ONLY A PERCENTAGE
OF YOUR PAY IS
REALLY YOURJ5
Uut is the percentage you
rstde
and save Make it a definite lum—
10% if possible of every dollar
earned.
Our Compound Interest Department for Thrift Ac
counts make it easy for you to save.
(1) Our Bank is located in Convenient business
(2)

center.
Our Banking hours—open from 9 A. M. to
3 P. M. Saturdays to 12 M.

(3)

Deposits may be made by mail.

Make your initial deposit today
RESOURCES $2 780,000.00

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
BIIUIIIIHIIMlIllliiniFiB
U

is the amount being earned by depositors in the
Mutual Savings Banks of Maine and semi-an
nually credited on their account as dividends.
In the Mutual Savings Bank the depositors
share in the profits earned by the bank.

z

Ur. Ernest A. Farrington of Had- I
don Held N I mid Owl’s Head, held
|
J’ ana
1 s
new
the closest attention of Rotarians at
.l

| ' ©sterday s luncheon as he told the
' story of “Why Some Children arc
)» Backward,” a subject upon which his
•••
—
It Is easier to enrich ourselves with — long experience at the head of the
a thousand virtues than to correct —• I Bancroft School entitles him to speak
••• ourselves of a single fault.—Bruyere. ••• | with authority. For 22 years, he said,
he had spent here three months of
8^
•••
■••••» ••• •••
••• •••
each summer, so that he felt him
self talking to old friends and neigh
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
bors.
The number of backward chil
For President
dren in the United States is not
known, he said—perhaixs five per cent
HERBERT C. HOOVER
are retarded mentally. . The. old
of California
theory that such children are the
victims of a father’s sins, or heredity,
For Vice President
and therefore to be ashamed of, is in
these enlightened days exploded. It
CHARLES CURTIS
is unfortunate to have a backward
of Kansas
child, but no blame therefor is to
be attached to the parents and there
For United States Senator
is no disgrace.
FREDERICK HALE
There is a great difference between
ot Portland
mental defect and insanity. They are
not the same thing at all. You can't
For Representative to Congress
lose a mind until you first have one.
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
The insane person is one who is try
ot Lewiston
ing to compete on a basis of equality
with the normal person. A man for
For Governor
various reasons gets below par and
This Is a Picture of “Montpelier,” the French Chateau Built by General Family Members, the Place Decayed and in 1871, When the New Railroad
may develop a psychosis, a mental
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
twist, for which he strives to com Henry Knox on the Banks of the St. Georges River, During the Closing Crossed the Premises, the Ruined Chateau Was Pulled Down and Its Former
of Gardiner
pensate, to make himself great, such j
Years of the Eighteenth Century. Here he Lived the Life of a Landed Gen Grandeur Left to Memory. It Is To Create a Reproduction of This Mansion
as declaring himself to be Napoleon,
For State Auditor
tleman cf the r errod, Carrying On At the came Time An Ambitious Develop That the Efforts of the Gen. Knox Memorial Association Are Directed. The
etc.,
and
it
is
this
strife
to
prove
him

ELBERT D. HAYFORD
ment of the Vast Natural Resources of These Virgin Regions. Here in 1806 Brick Building Shown at th- Left of the Picture Still Exists, Occupied As the
self
on
par
with
others
which
gives
ot Farmingdale
the manifestation which we call in He Died. Through the Slow Processes of Time, Following the Death of Other Railroad Station.
sanity.
For State Senator
The fact of a child’s undeveloped
ZELMA M. DWINAL
TO HEAR HOOVER
mind is not today ascribed to causes
of Camden
formerly advanced. Syphilis does not •
occasion backward children. Largo
Estimated 1 hat 30,000,000
For Judge ot Probate
numbers are backward by reason of
H-K. MELZER T. CRAWFORD
Will Listen To Acceptance
accident, from natural causes for
of Camden
which parents are not to be blamed. Thomaston To Be Scene of Another Important Event Next gion Auxiliary for the State is chair
man of this important committee on
Speech.
Typhoid fever, scarlet fever and other
For Clerk of Courts
Wednesday—Midshipmen From U. S. S. Utah In Big which will be representatives of Win
diseases are examples of causes. Per
slow-Holbrook Auxiliary and 'Wil
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
Plans for inauguration of the racHo
haps the child is low in the power of
Parade—Major Gen. John A. Lejeune and Gov. Brewster liams-Brazier Bost Auxiliary of program of the Republican cam
ot Rockland
the principal glands, a condition that
Thomaston, (Jen. Knox Chapter,
produces dwarfs which are sometimes
To Speak—Midshipmen To Lunch In Rockland.
Daughters of Veterans, Lidies Relief paign with broadcasting of the
For Sheriff
seen on the public stage. Early ill
Corps. Rotary Club ami Forty Club, Hoover notification ceremonies from
FRANK F. HARDING
ness following birth is another reason.
all of which will contribute, as will the stadium ot Leland Stanford Uni
of Rockland
The wonder is that the number of
citizens in general.
versity at Palo Alto. Calif.. Aug. 11
backward childrden is not greater.
. The parade in Thomaston will take were announced it the Republican
For County Attorney
The old theory that children should
' place at 1.15 p. m., th«* midshipmen be- national committee headquarters.
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
PROGRAM OF THE PUBLIC MEETING
have certain diseases and have them
! ing accompanied by the U.S.S. Utah
of Rockland
'With 38 stations already signed up.
over with is altogether erroneous, de
hanjl.
it was said that tlu> hook-lip will ex
clared I)r. Farrington. Modern meth
Adjutant General Hanson has ar tend from coast to coast and from
For County Commissioner
Call to Colors—The Bugler
ods are increasingly making use of
ranged to have 2d battalion. 240th bonier to border. More stations are
MARY PERRY RICH
antitoxins which serve to overcome
Salute
To
the
Flag
—
Audience,
led
by
Scout
Douglas
Walker
Coast Artillery mobilized at Thomas arranging to put the ceremonies on
of Rockport
these diseases. Intelligence in their
Star Spangled Banner (first and last verses)
ton to take part in parade ami exer the air, and committee officers
use ad the moder spread of wise
by audience, led by Miss Margaret Ruggles,
cises.
.
For Representatives to Legislature
expected the tota number at least to
medical methods is attaining great
At 1.45 while the marchers ami equal the National convention’s recaccompanied by band from U. S. S. Utah
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
and marvelous results. Let us spread
spectators are assembled in tin; cem ! ord hook-up of 69 stations.
Remarks—Gov. Ralph O. Brewster
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston, the good news of these toxins that
etery, Gen. Lejeune will lay a wreath ] The Air waves will first carry the
Friendship, Cushing and Owl's Head serve to keep the children immune
Address—Major Gen. John A. Lejeune
on the grave of Gen. Knox. Prayer i voice of Senator M<»sesot‘ New Hamp—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
to disease.
Greetings from Maine Daughters of American Rovolution
J v. ill.. Le otTc-s o<l by Rev. .1. W, St rout i Fhfre as chairman of tho notifica
..Rockport. Warren. Union, and
Visiting Rotarians besides Dr. Far
of the Congregational Cf ureh, ami a tion committee. The notification adMrs. William Smith Shaw, State Regent
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of rington, who is a member of the Had
firing squad will perform its func , dress is now being prepared by him
Poem, “Montpelier”
Union.
donfield club, were Fred «S. Hill. Wo
tion. followed by taps.
composed by the late Beulah Sylvester Oxton
| at his Concord N. II., home. ListenersCamden. Hope and Appleton— burn. Mass.; James Holdstock, Troy,
Th'* afternoon exercise.' in Watts In next will hear Mr. Hoover, who has
and read by Miss Frances A. Shaw
George E. Allen of Camden.
N. Y.; George W. Morse, Boonton,
hall will begin at 2.30 o'clock, the spe- ' asserted that his acceptance speech
Appeal—Rev. W. S. Rounds
Vinalhaven, North
Haven, St. N. J.; Charles A. Holden. Hanover,
i I'i.ii ;•!!.• i i.<Hi.- <ton Bi• v,•-1 »-i and will be his first enunciation of the is
“America”
George. Isle au Haut and Matlnlcus— N. H.; Marcus Chandler, Ralph HayI staff, ,\ii. and Mi Cyru 11 K. Cur- sues of the campaign.
Grajiville Bachelder of St. George.
audience led by Miss Ruggles with band accompaniment
de, John Rird, all of Camden, Guy
I tis. Gen. ami Mr John A. Lejeune, I
Estimates by broadcasting staRamsey, Orlando, Fla.; Frank Poland,
Mrs. William Smith Shaw. Stale Re I tions of their radio audiences were
GLITTERING WORLD
Camp iMedomak; E. F. Chauncey,
gent. D.A.R., (’apt. Littlefield of the said at the committee headquarters
Black circe or waxed chiffon is a Columbus, Ohio; Albert Robinson.
Probably the most important event citizens who are striving to perpetuate U.S.S. Utah ami Adjutant General
I to indicate that some 39,000,000 perbrilliant addition \to the glittering Peabody, Mass.; Ernest Cowles. St.
in Eastern Maine this year will be the memory of Gen. Knox with atlast- and Mrs. J. W. Hanson.
I sons would hear Hoover formally acworld of fashion. One house is mak
Johnsbury, Vt.; E. K. Leighton*' Thomaston’^ celebration of (Jen. ing memorial.
Tin* speakers will be Gen. Lejeune i eept the nomination.
ing a glazed rayon satin which is
The first event on next Wednes
Waterville; Harry Jackson, Littleton,
Lasting about an hour, every phase
almost as brilliant and extraordinary
Henry Knox’s birthday. The presence day’s selvdu’e will be the annual busi and Gov. Brewster, while the State
N. H.; George Johnson, Waterville.
regent. Mrs. Shaw, will bring greet of the notification program will be
for window hangings as that heavy
of such a distinguished figure as Ma ness meeting of the Knox Memorial ings from the Daughters of the Amer
Guests
present
were
Elias
S.
Clark,
sent through the air. The program
oil cloth. It’s more durable, too, but
jor General John A-cher Lejeune Association, which is scheduled to ican Revolution.
is slated to start at 5 p. m., Pacific
still a little difficult to get because Phoenix, Arizona, with Alan L. Bird;
begin
at
10
o
’
clock
sharp,
with
the
Edward
Young,
Central
Falls,
R.
I.
At tin* com •Insion of the program Coa t time, which is 8 p. m. Eastern
(commandant of the “Devil Dogs')
smart decorators ha\V? Isuight up
president, Mrs. Herbert M. Lord, in the ap]»eal of the Knox Memorial A«- ! standard Dine.
Roger
M.
Wajcott,
Hartford,
with
much of that whfch has already been
would be sufficient to attract a large the chair. Reports will be presented,
woven; and the weavers are holding Charles M. Richardson; Dr. R. J. crowd to the day’s festivities, but the officers will In* elected, and doubtless sociation will he presented by Rev.
\V .8. Round: «»f the Rockland ConThe Bath Times says that the mem
back on mass production in the hope Wasgatt and Dr. Neil Fogg, Rockland.
visit of the battleship Utah, and the there will be new interest that will gregational < hureh.
bers of the Sagadahoc Veteran Fire
of keeping this novelty exclusive.
participation of 400 midshipmen in lend inspiration.
men's association are lasting covet
• • « V
WYOMING COMING
the parade should create a climax
While this meeting
in progress
ous gazes toward the Maine State
The line old C( lonial town of Thoin- League muster at Rockland, Friday,
that will add vastly to the day's then* will be busy time.; at the Uni
R. E. COLTART, R. N.
Something About Famous interesting features.
versal 1st Church in Rockland, where aston will he at its best on Wednes- Aug. 10. and with visions of winning
The governor of the State is also the 100 men from the U.S.S. Utah
money are working out their ma
Ship Which Will Be Here to honor the occasion with his pres are to be served lunch before em day when the a mve program is car- first
B
Chiropodist
lied out. TI e oceasion should at- chine several times a week.
ence.
bringing
members
of
his
staff
barking on a special Maim* Central
Old Home Week.
and interjecting into the prog rath a Urain for Thomaston. M/»s. C. F. tract thither a great company of
Correct Treatment of
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
message of cheer to those patriotic Snow, president of the American Le guests from every part of Maine.
The battleship Wyoming which
All Foot Ailments
comes here to remain during the
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
ure In poetry ta the greate t of literary pleas
celebration of Rockland's Old Home
Individual Arch Supports Made
ures Viscount Grey of Falloden.
Week, was a member of the British
Grand Fleet for over a year of the
THE OLD 8WIMMIN -H0LE
320 Main St Over Moor’s. Rockland
World War.
Uh! the old swlinniiii' li'ile! where the crick
The
ship
is
now
an
oil
burner,
hav

Opp. Fuller-Cobb-Davis
so still aud tlei'p
Looked like a ha>>.v river that was laying half
ing just recently been converted from
Tel. 593-W
asleep.
coal burning, and is 16 years old,
Ami the gurgle of the wor‘er round th • drift
coming down the ways in 1912. She
jest hclow
was one of four battleships sent
Sounded like the laugh of son.ethlng i^e onc’t
uat to know
over to join the Grand Fleet In No
Before we could remember anything but the
vember, 1917, where they became
eyes
known as the Sixth Battle Squad
Of tlm angels lookin’ out as we left Paradise;
THERE’S A
But the merry days of youth is beyond our
ron. and as such participated in
control.
many Grand Fleet maneuvers and
And It's haul to part ferever with the old swimconvoys in the North Sea, and fin
mln’-hole.
ishing a year of hard service by as
Oil! tlie old swlinmlu’-liole! hi the happy days
sisting in the surrender of the Ger
of yore.
man Battle Fleet.
When I <ist to lean above it on the old slekalllol 1 .
EVERY
The Wyoming, upon her return to
Oil! It showed rue a face In Its warm sunny
New York with her sister ships, re
ii,|.'
We Save You Money and
ceived a tremendous ovation from
That gazed back at me vo gav and glorified.
It made me love myself a- I leaped to caress
the big city the day after Christmas
Sene You Re tier
My sliaddci smilin' up at nie with Rich ten
1917. About six months later she
derness.
became a part of the newly formed
But them days Is past anil gone, and old Time's
tuck his toll
Pacific Fleet, enjoying a wonderful
From the old man come oael; to the old swlmtrip from Panama to Seattle and
min’-hole.
being acclaimed by every city along
Oh! the old swimmin'-hole! In the long, lazy
the coast, to whom the sight of a
days
large battleship was a wonderful
When the hum drum of school, made so many
tonic. They hadn't sefcn a real large
run-a ways.
How pleasant was the journey down the old
battleship and having a real fear of
Authorized Ford Dealers
dusty
lane.
the Japs had hollered long and loud
Where tlie tracks of our hare feet was all
for a part of the American Fleet.
ROCKLAND, ME.
printed so plane
They gave the Wyoming and the Here Is the Battleship Utah Which Is Coming With 400 Midshipimen Who Will Parade In This City and at You could tell by the dent of the heel and the
51ISo4
sole
other ships comprising the first Pa
Thomaston On Gen. Knox’ Birthday
They was lots o’ fun on hand at the old swimcific Fleet^a welcome such as West
min’-hole.
But the lost Joys is past! Let your tears til sor
erners are famous for.
row roll
SECOND HAND
The Wyoming during the war car
The battleship Utah, which is plement 64 officers, 1082 men, 64 ma a trip to Tampico, where she re Like the rain that ust Io dapple up the old
ried more than 1801) men. A regular
swimmin'-hole.
FURNITURE SOLD
mained for some time, and took on
township, with everything from coming here in order that her offi rines.
cers
and
400
midshipmen
may
take
The
Utah
is
turbine
driven.
She
There
the bulrushes growet, and tlie cattails
hoard
refugees
from
the
revolution.
blacksmith shop to bakery on board
CASH or CHARGE ACCOUNT
so tall,
part in the celebration of Gen. was a terrible “coal hog,’’ but makes
At the outbreak of the World And the
to carry on the “town.”
sunshine and shadder felt over it all :
Knox’s Birthday at Thomaston, July a much more economical showing War, she was in Cuban waters, and And It mottled the worter with amber and gold
ECONOMICALLY PRICED for
since
she
was
modernized
in
1926-2
7.
Tel
the
glad
lilies rock I in the ripples that
25,
is
no
stranger
in
Penobscot
Bay,
returned
to
Hampton
Roads.
Aug.
Visitors at The Courier-Gazette of
the THRIFTY BUYER
rolled ;
fice have been exclaiming at the sl">-. for -she had her builders’ acceptance when she was converted to an oil 30. 1918, she sailed for Bantry Bay, And the
snake-feeder s four gu zy wings flut
Dont let lack of ready cash keep
fragrance anij beauty of the bouquet trial on the Rockland course, as well burner with new boilers and a rear Ireland, with Admiral Mayo and his
tered by
you from looking over our large
of sweet peas which graces the place. as her standardization trial after rangement of turbines. Improved staff on hoard, and arrived on Sept. Like the ghost of a daby dropped out of the
stock. Here you will find all you
*>ky,
underwater
and
anti-aircraft
protec

being
reconditioned.
From
the
Bu

11.
after
a
very
rough
voyage.
Told that they came from the Spruce
Or a wounded applt'oni In tlie breeze's
need for a home at a price to fit
Sept 15. 1918, she was made tho
street gardens of Mrs. C. M. Thotnu ' reau of Construction and Repair tion were also installed.
eon t role
your pocketbook.
MANY BAR
Her
sponsor
when
launched
was
As It cut ai’rost some orchar. to'rds the old
comes
the
following
official
data
con

flagship
of
Battleship
Division
Six,
nobody wondered, for that is the sort
GAINS at ASTOUNDING PRICES
swiminiu'-holi.
.Miss
Mary
Alice
Spry,
daughter
of
cerning
the
big
craft
which
will
he
with
Rear
Admiral
Thomas
S.
Rod

of thing one always expects out ot'
that “CANNOT BE BEAT"
the then governor of Utah, Hon. gers in command.
here next week:
those premises.
Oh! tlie old swtmmln link-' 'Mien I last saw
• • • •
Whether you buy or not come in
William Spry.
The Utah remained at or near
the place.
and be convinced.
The Utah was authorized May 13. Bantry Bay until the Armistice, The scenes was all changed, like tho change
The Utah is a sister ship of the
In ray face:
'Florida, Length, 521 Lj feet; beam, 1908, and was built by the New York when she went to Portland. She The bridge
Highest Prices Paid for
of the rath ».id now < rossea the spot
WANTED
Shipbuilding
Company
at
Camden,
88
feet
2
’
6
inches:
normal
displace

joined
the
escort
which
brought
Whare
the old dlvln log lays 'ink and forgot.
Used Furniture
ment, 21,825 tons; draft 28 feet, 6 N. J. Her launching took place Dec. i’residenf Wilson into Brest, short And I stray down the hanks whare the trees
OFFICE TO RENT
be
inches: full load displacement. 23.033 23. T909. She was first commis ly afterwards returning to New Mot ust to
argfp will tb»‘\r stia^A «hp,ter me!
Rockland Furniture Co.
3 or 4 rooms
sioned on August 31. 1911.
York.
And
I
wish
In
ray sorrow I could strip to tho
tons;
draft
30
feet,
1
inch.
Her
trial
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
the soul.
From 1911 to 1918 the Utah was
At one time or another she has
speed was 21.04 knots. Armament,
Phone 1163
Telephone 899-R
(
And
dive
off
:
i my grave like the old swim10 12-incb 45 cal.: 12 5 inch 51 cal; engaged in the ordinary routine work won every competitive trophy in the
87-lt
luiii'Jiolc84-T-tS-tf
1 8 3 Inch 50 cal., anti aircraft. Com of naval vessels with I he exception of lb*et.
*
Jam‘s W hltcomb Uiley,
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Tt restone
Built Tire for

Put Your Savings in a
Mutual Savings Bank

PURSE

Rockland Savings Rank;
Rockland, Me.

hnillfflllllllMlllllIM

1928

FORTY YEARS
Some of our Depositors have been with us all that time. Many are
Just beginning to enjoy the benefits we offer. Why not Join them?

OUR DIVIDENDS ARE 5%.%
And they are compounded semi-annually. The security we offer is
the best. It is backed by the homes of our people.

UNCLE SAM BELIEVES IN US
He exempts each year from Federal Income Tax $300.00 of your in
come from our Association. Call and let us explain more lully.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
407 MAIN STREET

Volume 83.................. Number 87.

NBWSPAPHR HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
I 1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
land consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
(The Free Press was established In 1835 and
I In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
(These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Over $375,000
Every Month |

1888

THREE CENTS A COPY

TO CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY OF KNOX

BUCKSPORT SEMINARY

■iaannu^nmi.mh.,..ii 'i

The Courier-Gazette
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.

61 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 1154
(Around the Corner from High Rents)
A Little Trip That Leads To Big Savings

Rockland, 'Maine, Saturday, July 21,1928.

TE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Three doors South of Rockland National Bank
51Stf

Knox County Motor
Sales Co.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 21, 1928
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TRANSFORMING A TROTTING PARK

CLOSE ON CAMDEN’S HEELS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

CIRCULATION

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Me.. July 21. 1928.

Being a Story of How the Rockland Fair Association Is Victory For Rockland This Afternoon and We Slide Into
Second Place—Home Team Going Strong.

Personally appeared Frank 8. L.vddle who
Getting Ready For Old Home Week.
jn oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-fJanette, and th»t of the
issue of this paper of July 19. 1928, there
was printed a total of 6.273 copies.
,
Thousands of persons who have nie H, Fred R. Caruso and Peter
before we,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public. (passed Rockland Trotting Park in the Kennedy, and there will probably be

Next Week's Games

hits were made by Clancy. Davidson
had exceptionally good control, and
his support was of the 100 percent
past few weeks have marveled at the two others. This race takes place
type.
Remember now thy Creator in the signs of activity in evidence there. on the last day of the fair.
One of Belfast’s runs was made by
The 2.13 pace is also the subject of
days of thy youtn, while the evil If they had stepped inside of the park
Clancy, who singled, reached third on
days come not, nor the years draw they would have been even more much excited discussion, and a well
two passed balls, and scored on Paienigh, when thou shalt say, I have amazed, and they would not have known Maine horseman stands ready
ment’s sacrifice fly. The other was an
no pleasure in them. Let us hear failed to compliment the devoted to wager that a mile will be done
earned run. a double by Kunitz being
the conclusion of the whole matter: band of sportsmen whovare doing so in better than 2.10.
followed by Clancy’3 s’ngle.
Fear God. and keep his command much to put Rockland on the map
Horsemen speak of the Roekrtand
• * » *
Rockland started the scoring in the
ments: for this is the whole duty of through the medium of the Rockland track as "the finest piece of earth"
The League Standing
first chapter, and In a somewhat sin
man.—Ecc. 12:1. 13.
Fair and Old Home Week celebra that they find anywhere. It is 55 leet
The Courier-Gazette today offers gular manner. With Conway and
tion which will be held at the park wide in the narrowest part and is in
the pink of condition. A new rail a revised, and what it believes to be Monroe occupying third and second,
Aug. 6-11.
The convention that met in Ashe
The amount of work still to be done fence has been built all the way an absolutely accurate standing of respectively. Walsh bunted toward
ville, N. C., this week, made up of before Aug. 6 arrives does not seem around it. and the pole fence will be the league team<. It finds Belfast first. Thurston was wise to his inten
leading by two full games and it finds tion. and quickly had the hall in his
delegates from fourteen Southern within the range of possibilities, un finished before the first races are Rockland so close on Camden’s heels possession, but instead of shutting off
called.
til
one
considers
what
these
same
states, organized “to save America
The new grandstand, now about that a victory for the heme team this the run at the plate he threw the ball
men have already done.
afternoon will put Rockland in second, Into the crowd between third and
from Alfred E. Smith and Tam
The first new thing to catch the half completed, is 168 feet long, and
home.
many.” Tlie press despatches, state eye is the so-called cyclone fence, of will have a seating capacity of be place. Here are the figures:
Won Lost P C.
Roekland scored two more runs in
that with the exception of four of which there is about 850 feet on the tween 1200 and 1500—this in addition Belfast ............... .......... 8
5
.591 the second on singles by Conway and
to
the
bleachers
which
will
seat
500.
side
where
the
highway
runs.
The
the fourteen states, representatives
Camden ............ ......... 7
8
.466 Davidson, a double by Walsh and an
fence is constructed of woven wire, Lewis Rokes is building the grand Rockland .......... ......... 6
8
.428 error by Cogan.
at the first secret session of the con about seven feet in height. It ob stand.
Nothing more doing for the visitors
• • • •
vention professed complete confi structs nobody’s view of what is go
There are three new small builduntil the ^ixth inning when an error
Rockland 10, Camde n 7
dence that their normally Democratic ing on inside, but will serve to create ings in the park, built for the purpose
by Kunitz. a double by Conway, a
Two of
Thirty-six base hits were made in triple by Walsh and a single b.v
states would cast their electoral an even greater desire to be qp the i of serving refreshments.
j these structures are for Mont P. last night's game at Camden, entit French resulted In three more notches
inside.
votes for Hoover. There was no
In anticipation of the largest entry Trainer, one back of the judges' stand ling the batters *o a grand total of
mention of Mr. Hoover in the open list ever known at this track 18 new and one near the entrance. The third, 45 bases. The hulk of the carnage being cut in the stick. French’s timely
single enabled him to turn the laugh
meeting, at which the organization horse stalls have been built, making which is located at one end of the was directed against Camden's new onto the Belfast crowd, which, as
CHLITZ Malt Syrup has taken every
grand
stand
is
for
Charles
Mitchell.
a
total
of
50
with
wtiich
the
park
has
southpaw. Bailey, who. it must be usual, had been razzing him unmer
got under way. but in the closed
State in the Unipn by storm! No pre
Fred M. Blackington. who has been stated in fairness, never faltered, or cifully.
session which followed the whole been equipped. The equipment for
miums,
free offers or high-pressure induce
a
very
active
factor
in
the
resurrec

the track also includes a new sprink
never stopped- trving to head off
Just to show that Rockland was out
question was whether the church ler and the latest edition of a Cali tion of the park, has set the poles Rockland s wicked barrage.
for blood Bachand tripled. Aube
ments have been necessary—sheer quality
people in general, and "dry Chris fornia track harrow’. Not to be over for electric lights in the srtables. and
Saniter, who started for Rookland doubled and Davidson singled in the
alone has done it!
lasted 2 2-3 innings. His speed which last inning.
tian women" in particular, would looked is the new community heater the grandstand wl'll also be lighted.
By clearing away stumps, rocks
s been a prominent factor of his
The game was a complete walkover
swing to Herbert Hoover in suffi from which hot water will be ob
Schlitz selects the world’s finest barley right
tained in caring for the horses. It and underbrush excellent space has work in other games was quite con
cient numbers to overturn the nor has a capacity of 200 gallons. Which J been provided for the midway which spicuous by its absence and Camden for the Lime City outfit and the Bel
in the field. Each grain is thoroughly cleaned
fast team, for which Rockland fans
mally Democratic Southern states. means that 100 horses can be cared will extend from the entrance gate to had begun to make merry with his of have so much admiration, looked like
and triply malted. The syrup is doubly fil
The multiplying newspaper reports for. There is nothing like it in the the grandstand, and the electric light ferings when Manager French came a French franc during the war.
I Wotton and Walsh pulled off some
tered and doubly pasteurized. Schlitz con
of this form of political activity in State. The Association has its o.wn • poles are also set there. It will re in from the field and called a halt.
Into the box went Davidson, who | more classy staff on their respective
truck for transporting horses to and quire ten New York Central cars to
centrates every effort on the production of
the South emphasize the certainty
from other fairs, and its own black I bring the carnival which is coming had distinguished himself in the pre- (i tees, while Cogan and Paiement were
that the question of prohibition is to smith shop, presided over by Herman < for this occasion.
perfect malt syrup!
vious day’s game at Belfast. He had i wearing the Belfast laurels. Conway
receive a countrywide prominence Hall, an expert at the game.
On the opposite side of the grand little or no time to warm up, and and Clancy led with the wagonBetter maltsyrup than Schlitz cannot be made
It w’ill interest many persons to stand space is to be cleared for park would ordinarily not be expected to ’ tongue. The score:
even beyond what campaign fore
pitch again for three days, but a wil- |
ing
150
automobiles.
know
that
there
are
already
30
horses
— its wonderful flavor will convince you!
Rockland
casters had predicted. This we be
being trained on this track, and alThe grass will be mowed in the ling worker is our “Dave” and up to ,
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lieve will be particularly true in eadv 60 entries for the Old Home center of the park, and Mr. Blacking- the eighth inning he was sending the
Conway. 2b ....... 6
3 4 1 3 0
Maine, whose September election Week races.
ton is authority for the statement that Camdenites back to the bench with Monroe. If ........
0 0 1 0 0
marked
regularity.
a
tine
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The
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for
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W
’
ith
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■will have such tremendous effect
9 5 2 3 a
In the eighth they emerged from Walsh. 3b .......
there.
$500
is
going
to
be
to
the
Rockland
upon the national election of two
French, cf .......
1 1 4 0 0
their
batting
slump
long
enough
to
I
Your name on this ad,
The
Association
has
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a
spray
track w’hat the Patriots Day. mara
I Bachand, ss .....
1 3 1 4 0
months later. We look to see all our
make
three
hits
and
a
score.
gun
and
compressor,
and
all
of
the
thon is to Boston. Already entered
2
sent
to Schlitz, Milwaukee,
Aube,
rf
...........
0
3
1
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The ninth opened with the score 10
State issues mechanically subordi are some of the fastest horses in this buildings will be painted. Things are
Wotton. lb .......
1 9 14 0 0
entitles you to a valuable
to
2
in
Rockland's
favor.
With
two
nate themselves to the one great part of the country—Auto Pace, Jen- 1 going to shine Old Home Week.
0 0 3 0 0
free recipe booklet.
down things began to happen. When Higgins, c .........
2 2 1 9 0
question as to whether the people of
they had ceased Rockland had made Davidson, p.......
this country are to place in the
two errors and Camden five hits, and
AROUSE IRE
42 7 12 20 27 12 0
Distributed by
the score was not 10 to 2 hut 10 to 7.
Presidential chair a man who is the
Belfast
That
Davidson's
arm
had
weakened
JOHN
BIRD CO.
declared enemy of prohibition.
under the strain of two games was to
Tel. 65
Rockland
ab r bh tb PO a e
I
Gov. Baxter Vetoed Fred C. Black’s Bill, But Millbridge be expected, and the Rockland fans, Cogan, ss .....
0 0 3 1 1
in spite of their long lead, felt relieved Murphy, cf ....
The chap who went to Carcassone
0
0
0
0
0
"SCHUTZ-THE NAME THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS*
Man Has Federal Permit To Kill.
when the third man went out.
4<iinitz. c .......
1 2 8 1 1
B 214-3
and saw two generals has nothing
The tremendous batting attack in Clancy, rf ....
3 4 0 0 0
this picturesque game was led by Thurston, lb ..
on the town of Knox, which is to
0 0 13 0 1
"Something has got to be done Last winter Senator Hale introduced French and Loftus, each of whom Paiement. 3b
1 1 1 7 0
have besides two'Generals in its pa
about the Seagulls,” declared Fred C. a claim for damages to the amount made four hits, including a triple.
1. "■
Mackley, If ....
1 1 1 0 0
rade a Governor and his staff. All Black of Black & Gay Canners, Inc., of $2400 in favor of Sawyer because
Conway again put up a high class Breslin, 2b ....
0 0 1 1 0
SHOULD HE CONFESS
not in accord with Delegate Moran
yesterday. Mr. Black had special of the depredations of migratory game at second besides turning in two Sterling, p ....
“CHANGE OF HEART” is
h 0 0 3 0
traffic next Wednesday should head
on April 3, for as a member of the i
reference to the inroads which the birds in his blueberry fields.’ -The three-baggers. Some plays were also
—
—
—
State convention, one of the leaders , Sharp Question Settled At Park The
toward Thomaston.
sea scavengers are making on the bill was referred to the committee on made by Bachand and Walls. The
31 2 6 8 27 13 3
atre By Colleen Moore.
Knox County blueberry fields.
claims. The biological survey of the former can handle a hard hit in about Rockland ........... 12 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 7 Sam Conner’s Comment On in the fight to secure a Smith dele
gation to Houston, he voted for the j
Department of Agriculture, which is the easiest manner that the writer Belfast .............. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 _ o
"They
’
re
worse
than
anything
you
Moran's
Water
Power
Local telephone subscribers who
adoption of this water p->wer plank.
Most wives, particularly young
can imagine,” said Mr. Black—"just charged with the administration of has ever seen in semi-pro baseball.
Two-base hits, Conway, Wlilsh,
Speech.
have just been welcoming receipt of Ijke an afmy, and they pan clean yp the Federal migratory bird staAutes.
Friends Say Favored Importation
oqes, feel, when it comes to hus
A-s for Walls, that kid will bear watch Aube. Wotton, Kunitz. Clancy. ThreeThat Mr. Moran has changed his
Among the newspaper men wht
has disapproved the claim on the ing. He bears the earmarks of a dase hits, Walsh. Bachand. Bases on
the new directory wonder why they, a blueberry patch in short order.**
bands, that an honest confession is
‘covered’ the Democratic festivities i position since the third dAy of April '
Mr. Black went before the Legisla ground that lt would establish a bad coming player. The score:
should almost immediately encounter
balls, off Davidson 1, off Sterling 1. in this city last Sa-.irday was Sam s indicated by what the writer was good for the soul. Some husbands
precedent,
opening
the
road
to
filing
ture when Baxter was governor, and
Hit by pitcher, Walsh. Sacrifice hit. E. Conner, the well kn *wn staff write; old in Rockland last wick.
Rockland
the operator’s gentle announce
are in agreement with their wives on
succeeded in securing the passage of of hundreds of dubious claims.
Paiement. Double play, Davidson and of the Lewiston Journal. In Tues
e
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Several well kno.vn Rockland men. this point. But as every rule has its
ment that “That number has been
"Meanwhile,
the
Secretary
of
Agri

bill which would permit the kill
Wotton.
Umpires,
Martin
and
Mc

9
2 6 9 6 0
day's issue of the Journal appearet ill friends of Mr. .Moran, in talking exertion, the screen was bound soonchanged.” It is a huge affair, this ing of gulls which were committing culture, acting within the discretion Conway. 2b .... ... 6
6 1 1 1 3 0 0 Donough. Scorer. Winslow.
he political situation ovet-.' expressed cr or later, to present a wife who knew
Monroe. If .....
the following comment on candidat*
country’s telephone business. It is depredations on the blueberry fields. permitted by the migratory bird act.
9 1 0
he greatest surprise that he had ' her husband had a seen t to confess,
Moran's water power speech:
The governor vetoed the message has forwarded to Willis E. Parsons, Walsh. 3b ..... ... 6 1 3 3
the constant moving of old subscrib
9 4 6 3 0 1
* • « «
ome out against the s ilo of surplus but refuses to let him tell her about
and Mr. Black returned home In commissioner of inland fisheries and French, cf .....
5 1 0 0 0 3 1
ers and addition of new, necessitat disgust.
TO ABSORB EXPRESS
game at Augusta. 80 blank permits, Bachand. ss ..
How is E. C. Moran. Jr.. Demo >ower outside of Maine.^The speech it. The wife is played by Colleen
9 3 3 9 0 0
cratic candidate for Governor, goim >f last Saturday was rtrtt his first ! More, twice voted by exhibitors to be
A Washington despatch which ap- with instructions to issue them to Aube, rf ....... ... 4
ing four million installations during
Wotton. lb ....
1 9 3 14 1 0
etting forth of adherdrfee to the the most popular box-office star in
the past year, which explains why peared in the Press Herald yesterday ! Maine persons who can prove that Higgins, c ..... ... 4 0 3 3 0 9 0 Railroads Will Take Over to reconcile his attitude on watei irinciple of retention of • power in ( pictures, and the picture is “Happi
birds protected by the migratory bird
power with the stand which liis partx
treated the situation from the angl
the directory, new’ each six months of another Maine packer. It said:
Saulter. p ..... ... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ness Ahead,” showing Monday and
act are damaging their property.
Extensive Business — Carl in the Slate has taken, is the ques rialne. He had said it before at vari Tuesday.
—adv.
is incomplete even on the day it is
“So far only a half dozen com Davidson, p .... ... 4 0 9 2 1 0 0
tion people have been asking sinct ous county gatherings Which have
Midnight tonight marks the zero
—
— — —
—
>een held throughout the1 State. The
R. Gray One of Agents. last Saturday.
issued. When the operator gives us hour for the sea gulls which have plaints on this ground have been re
46 10 20 27 27 13 2 ■
Satuday at the big Democratic Saturday speech was but more | Telephone 784-J and your luncheon
the new’ number, our method, a been eating blueberries in the fields ceived by the biological survey from
The American railroads have an get-together in Rocklar.d, Candidate englhy and detai1 ?d explanation of oi dinner will be ready when you
Camden
of George A. Sawyer at MHlbridge. Maine.
simple one, Is immediately to enter Maine. Although the gulls are under
lis position on this matter.
arrive 'at Two Steps Inn. Ingraham
“The permits for the killing of
ab r bh tb PO a e nounced definite plans for taking over Moran declared himself positively
These men all declared that until Hill.
86-tf
the correction on the margin of the the protection of the Federal mi predatory gulls are valid only from Cole, ss ........
against the exportation of hydro-e’.ec
r. 0 0 0 1
1 } the country’s express business.
Presidents of four of the larger rail trie, alias water power, from the iie became the party candidate for
book against the subscriber’s name. gratory bird laws, the United States July 20 to Aug. 20, the blueberry sea Nanigian. cf . .. 5 1 1 1 1 0 0
Jovernor .Mr. Moran had. been a supson. Persons using the permits must Small. 2b ....
R 9 3 3 4
0 ' roads are appointed agents, with State.
Thus our directory is kept up to Department of Agriculture has given
At the State convention in Wuter- l>ort of tjie export of surplus power
Sawyer a permit to shoot them in his dispose of the dead birds in accord Ogier. If ......
9 2 0 0 0 1 broad powers to acquire either the as
1
date and the wdrld goes on serenely. blueberry fields during the month be ance with state laws and report the
dea and they were surprised to hear
Masterman, c .... 5 1 1 1 4 3 0 sets and property of the American ville on April 3. last, the Democratic that he bad changed his views.
number killed! under each permit Loftus, rf ....
9 4 6 9 0 1 Kailway Express Company or its party just as positively declared it
ginning Friday, July 20.
The two-story, 12-room dwelling
While w’e follow’ with sustained in
‘For several years Sawyer has both to Commissioner Parsons and Wilson, lb ...
0 2 2 1 f 0 0 stock and to organize a new corpora self in favor of such exportations.
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of land, situated at Mill Creek,
vey here, together with the names Bailey, p ......
Representatives of rtti railroads do agree; they're a bad hitch, as an old
The attraction todqy is a double
0 9 2 0 1 1
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PRISON
of our power and the policy ex jf Fear."
turn now and then a grieved eye
Rockland .... .... 0 2 0 1
1 3 1 0-_7
"The Racket” a thrilling picture
Camden ........ .... 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5—7 pires next Feb. 28 and all are ex pressed by the Fernald law. * * * * *
upon the Boston teams in the two
FRIDAY, JULY 27
pected
to
co-operate
in
the
plan
for
The minute we embark upon the pol dealing with the battles jxdiee wage
Two-base hit, Wotton. Three-base
great leagues. That the metropo
taking
over
this
business
as
pro

icy of export of power we give uj against crooked politicians, bootleg
at 12.00 o'clock
hits, Conway 2. French. Loftus. Bases
Associated
Industries
and
State
Federation
of
Labor
Take
lis of that New’ England, in which
on balls, off Saulter 1, off Bailey 1. posed by the uniform express contract forever the right to control it and w< gers and hi-jackers, with Thomas
CHARLES PLUMMER, Auctioneer
committee
of
the
American
Associa

can't recall it or do anything about Meighan as the star, comes to the
the National sport numbers its loyal
Action To Prevent It.
Struck out. by Bailey 4. Sacrifice hits.
86-88
it.”
Aube, Higgins. Double play. Cole. tion of Railway Executives.
4trand Monday and Tuesday. In this
adherents by the hundreds of thou
The
agents,
who
have
virtually
un

The platform which the Democrat picture, Meighan* plays the role of
Small and Wilson. Umpire, Mc
sands, should year after year be
limited power in negotiations, are W. S'tate convention at Waterville on
The Associated Industries and the one kind of goods, and so far as prac Donough and Martin. Scorer, Win D. Stowey, president of the Atchison, April 3. adopted said on the subject of Captain .McQuigg. a courageous jxdice
found with both its clubs at the bot
officer who attempts to buck a gang of
tical, the industries upon which said slow.
Now Is the Time
Topeka and Santa Ee Railroad; W. W. water power:
• * * «
tom of the league standing, gives oc State Federation of Labor will unite in convicts shall be employed shall be in
bootleggers and hi-jackers who are
Atterbury,
president
of
the
Pennsyl

"Development
and
utilization
of
our
submitting to the next legislature a the manufacture of articles not else
protected
by
a
powerful
political
or

To Have Your
casion for only the most painful re
Rockland 7, Belfast 2
vania. P. E. Crowley, president of the water power have been discussed for
bill dealing with employment in the where manufactured in the State.”
flections.
Manager French's team journeyed New York Central and Carl R. Gray, many years. Far seeing business men ganization. He declares war on the
gang and causes so much trouble that
Shirts are being manufactured in to Belfast Thursday and pounded president of the Union Pacific.
State Prison and the State Reforma
have sought to develop this resource, the -Pig bosses” have him transferred
the State Prison at the present time Sterling for a total of 20 bases, w hile
Appointment of the agents was an if permitted to sell surplus power out to an out-of-the-way prebinct. Nick
A correspondent (C.E.S.) writing tories. The proposed legislation will
under contract at a cost of less than
Piping Inside and Out—Digging
from Kansas to The Courier-Gazette do away with prison contract labor one-half that of the production of Davidson, pitching one of the sweetest nounced trom the office of N. P. Bal side the State. Demagogues have ob Scarsi, the 5naster mind ofthe gang,
games of his career, was holding lou. assistant to the cheirman of the
Included. Call—
says: “Our state with Curtis a nom of all kinds and provide for the use of shirts made by free labor, and the Thurston's Knights of Swat to six Association of Railway Executives. tained public favor and high public played by Louis Wolheim. carries his
office by declaring flatly against any
inee makes us noticeable in the big prison labor in connection with State prison product goes into competition scattered hits. Three of those six Details of the plan, however, were not sale of such power outside of the activities into McQuigg’A’ territory
and defies McQuigg to do anything
with that of shirt manufacturers in
made public.
picture just now. The Republican construction work and the furnishing
State. Meanwhile little progress has about it. "The Racket" is ah engross
S. E. EATON
Maine and other parts of New’ Eng
It
is
estimated
that
successful
cul

been made. * * •
ticket looks to us like a winner. The of Supplies to State institutions.
ing picture and is said to‘have been
land.
mination
of
negotiations
will
add
Telephone 534-J
"We desire and pledge our party to inspired by the actual observations of
It also will provide for a program
Democrats had a band-wagon circus
MICK1E SAYS—
Rufus H. Stone of Lewiston, who
some $300,000,000 yearly to the in the utmost protection of water power Bartlett Cormack, a police reporter,
was
present
was
one
of
the
11
shirt
and doubtless named their best man of education and industrial employ
87Clt
come of American railroads, which for industrial and agricultural uses who wrote the original play of the
manufacturers who have protested r
for years have watched with hungry within the State and we believe it is same name which enjoyed ti success
Smith has forced the main issue and ment by the prisoners based upon
the conditions of shirt manufacturing
WHILE we ARE Ruuuiua
eyes the cream of the merchandise legally possible to do so. and yet per ful run in New York and from which
will be likely to learn something plans of reform for the prisoner and at Thomaston to Gov. Brewster and
OUR JOB PRlimuG DEPARTMEMT
transportation business taken by .the mit the sale of surplus ix>wer-outside the picture was adapted. Marie PreThe sentiment expressed here in making him a useful citizen upon his his Council.
TO MAKE MOMEV. STIU. WE
American Railway Express witli an the State thereby providing for the vost, the only woman in 'he east, plays
I HAVE TAKEN OVER
Employment
of
the
prisoners
upon
Kansas is, What possibly copld in release.
TAKE PRIDE «J TURUlUG OUT
investment of a little more than $34.- speedy development of this resource." the part of Helen Hayes, a night club
State
road
work
and
in
the
manufac

A preliminary conference was held
000,000, while the railroads, with hun
duce the country to turn itself over
MICE WORK. GOSW, I 0l *
Theie, as is being pointed out by entertainer, who is famfliah with the
ture of goods used in State institu
dreds of millions of dollars Invested, members of both the Republican and activities of Scarsi’s gang and aids
OUR. FOREMAN EWJOVff
to Al. Smith and Tammany, when Thursday in the Hotel Falmouth, tions was discussed as well as com
had
to
be
content
with
less
return.
Democrat parties, is a wide discrep McQuigg in his battle to break ScarLOOKIUG AT OKIE OF -IW' WIvE
such a man as Hoover is available.’ called by Benjamin F. Cleaves, exe pulsory education of thf prisoners.
For the express company it will mean ancy between the party as expressed si’s grip on the political situation.
cutive secretary of the Associated In
JOBS HE PRINTS' JEST AS
the
end
of
its
existence
and
probably
dustries, at which were present rep- '
in its platform and the candidate, asMUCH AS OL'MAH REMBRAWDT
The lighter moments of the picture
on Winter Street
The assassination of President
FAD HEALTH PROBLEM
the taking over of its 25,000 offices shown by his speech. Because of this are supplied by the police reporters
resent at ives of prison reform agencies
and 90,000 employes by the railroads. they are wondering whether it is a who are out to get all the news they
elect Obregpn of Mexico suggest and of labor and industry. This con
And will give the public
In the opinion of Dr. Luise Diez,
As operating efficiencies ard planned, change of heart or a lapse of memory can. Two of them are experienced,
anew the extent to which political ference was occupied with a discus
the Best of Service
of
the
New
York
state
health
de

however,
some
changes
in
tlie
way
pf
on the part of Candidate Moran.
cynical men and the third Is a young j
unrest in some portions of this west sion of the general problem and will | partment. the reducing fad among ’
consolidation of activities may lie
be followed by later meetings at '
While in one way thc» only avail fellow, just out of college,' who has • Twelve Years’ Experience
ern hemisphere touches the borders which a tentative bill to be submitted || young girls under 20 is one of the
made.
able epidemic in tne situation is the many ideals which he lindrt'are not so
most serious health problems today. I
It is understood that rates will not phraseology of the platform in com Racket,” is always interesting and is
of barbarism. While it i.s in the to the Legislature will be drafted.
'
This
authority
points
out
thal
the
lie
affected.
Those present were Dr. E. Stagg
parison with the speech of Mr. Moran. practical in every day life. "The
latin-tinged regions to the south
Then* can be no doubt as lo th * cor supplied with an unusual climax.—ad.
WUiitin of New York, representing the entire body is affected by the under86*88
us that the sinister thing receives it
I
nourishment
resulting
from
the
fad;
National Association of Prison Re
rectness of either quotation. In this
chiefest manifestation, sight i.s not form: O. Nichols of New York, rep I that youthful characteristics quickly
instance of the platform it was pre
lost of the fact that thrice in on
resenting the American Federation disappear and signs of age, such as
pared by the Resolutions committee
1 thinning of hair, changes in skin
and given out to the press in type
own country the bullet of the politi of Labor; 'Howard C. Woodside of texture, upset nervous system, loss
written form. That committee must
cal assassin has plunged the peopl South Portland, legislative agent of I of efficiency and lessened resistence
the Maine Federation of Labor; Rufus
have known what it wanted to say.
j to infection, soon appear.—The PathInto grief.
It is not possible that Mr. Moran was
H. Stone of M. C. Stone & Son, Lew ! tinder.
k0WLEY HILL
iston; John F. O’Connor of the Con
misquote d by the newspapers, for his
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
Mrs. Shaver is one of the Demo gress Shirt Company, Boston, and
speech was given out, in advance of
the meeting, in typewritten form. This
cratic women who appears to enter Benjamin F. Cleaves, executive secre
NOW
SERVING
TRAVELING MEN
evidence is absolute'y in showing that
tain no uncertainty of views with re- tary of the Axiociated Industries of
v
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\
■.
Mr. Moran, on water power, at least,
Maine.
Find it Invaluable for
FRIED SPRING CHICKEN
epect to her party’s nomination. Her
The Revised Statutes permit con- .
is not in accord with tlie policy of his
PLENTY
OF
GHEEN
PEAS
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
address to the Southern people is tract labor in the Maine State Prison j
party as expressed in their State con
AND
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,
vention.
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so illustrative of this fact that its under the folowing provisions:
FRESH
BLUEBERRY
PIE
_____
____
Chilblains
or
Sore
Feet.
“No more than 20 percent of all the'
And that Isn’t the whole of the
perusal (upon another page) should
i Prepared by the Notre.t M cpicinb Co.. Norway. Me.
TELEPHONE
UNION
11-42
male convicts in the prison, shal be
story. The evidence as presented in
YOUR MONEY REFUNDEO,
FOR RESERVATIONS
prove entertaining to our readers, to employed at any one time, in any one
the foregoing rather strongly indiIf tt fails to benefit you when nseditrif tly as directed on
86»S7
whose attention we recommend It. industry, or in the manufacture of any lbt>W4owiayipr. TryuUvthc.
.cates that Candidate Moran of today

Monday—Camden at Belfast.
Tuesday Belfast at Rockland. ,
Wednesday—Belfast at Camdeff.
Thursday—Rockland at Belfast;
two games. 2 p. m. and 5 p. m.
Friday—Camden at Rockland.
Saturday—Cannier, at Belfast.
Saturday—Rockland at Camden.

/fir-

“Schlitz Malt Syrup
Adds to the Goodness
of Southern Cooking”

S

SEAGULLS

MALT SYRUP

AUCTION SALE

CONTRACT LABOR

Water Pipes Relaid

THE
COLCORD LUNCH

Harold R. Cross

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

B.C.M
CIGARS.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
CODING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 25- -Thomaston- Ladles’ Aid and Ep
worth League serve lunches on the Mall.
July 25--ThouiaaUm—celebration of Geo.

ODD FELLOWS DISTRICT MEETING

Knox birthday.

July 2c—Tai r and supper of St. Peter’s
chunh
July 28--Joint meeting of 15th aud 18th dis
trict Odd Fellows in this city.
July 3l—Fair at Ash Point chapel.
Aug. 1—Thomaston, annual sale on the Mall.
Aug. 2—Thomaston, annual Baptist fair
and sale on the Mall.
Aug. 0-11—Rockland fair and Old Home
W.eck celebration at Rockland Trotting Park.
Aug. 7 -Knox County Field Day Association
meets at Glencove.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Fair.
Aug. 10—Annual Muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League at Knox Trotting Park.
Aug. 10 -Louise Bickford public subscrip
tion concert at The Samoset.
Aug. 15—Owl’s Head Pair.
Aug. 17-18—-Friendship Held Day.
Aug. 22— Thomaston: Library fair on the

A meeting of the several lodges comprising Districts 15 and 16
will be held with Knox Lodge at Rockland, Saturday, July 28, 1928.
At 2 o'clock, in the afternoon, a school of instruction will be
held at the lodge room, followed by a social hour.
At 5 o’clock Canton Vinalhaven, Patriarchs Militant, will give a
public drill in Postoffice Square, followed at 5.30 by a short parade,
headed by Rockland Band.

23-24 -Maine State Amateur Golf

At 8.30 a banquet will be given at the hall in charge of the
local Rebekahs. At 8 o'clock, the third degree will be conferred on
• large class of candidates by Warren Ledge. A recetpion will be
given the Grand Sire and prominent lodge officers at the close of
the degree work.

REUNIONS
Aug 1—Ingraham family at Penobscot View

All sojourning Odd Fellows are cordially invited to participate
in the exercises.

Mail

Aug.

Grange Hall, Glencove.
Aug. 8—Hall family at Penobscot View
Grange Hall. Glencove.

Per order,
ERNEST C. FALES,

The United Motor Fuel Co. start
ed pouring Mayflower gas at its Till
son avenue station this morning.

D. D. G. M. of District No. 16.

87-90

Painters have been decorating itihe
City Armory in the absence of Bat
tery G.

A portable house packed onto two
flat cars, passed through the city
yesterday.
This afternoon's game at Com
munity Park between Camden and
Buckland begins at 3 o'clock.

HERBERT KEEP TO

RETIRE

Office Manager of Central Maine Goes On Retired List
August 1, After Nearly 31 Years’ Service.

CHURCHES
'%eszi8s®&g!s!s^
SERMONETTE

The Truth Shall Make Us Free

There is no possible conflict be
tween Christianity and science.
Science is systematized knowl
edge, considered in reference to
the discovery or understanding of
truth. The Christian believes in
God, maker of heaven and earth.
He believes that Christ was the
Son of God, more than that he was
God made manifest to man. John
expresses this truth. “In the be
ginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God and the Word
was God.” “The same was in the
beginning with God. All things
were made by him and without
him was not anything made that
was made.”
Henry Drummond speaking of
Jesus’ lesson on* the lilies says:
“He not only made the illustration
but he <nade the lilies.’’ Christ said
repeatedly “I am the way and the
truth." Let us not forget that great
statement of his, “Before Abraham
was I am”—co-cxistant with God—
eternal. Not only the interperter of
truth but truth itself. Let science
systematize, let her lead where she
will, when she stands face to face
with truth she will stand face to
face with God.
However, science must give us
the truth, not an hypothesis. She
must teach our children truth, not
theories. It is ier promise to dis
cover the truth and to declare the
truth, and it is the Christian’s duty
to accept truth.
W. A. H.

♦1

on STOCK MOST OE
CLOSED 00T IT JOLT 31
Only 8 More Trading Days

❖1

We Are Forced Out of Our Store And Must Positively Be Cleaned
Out August 1. So We Are Moving This Great Stock of Men’s Wear
and Shoes

Absolutely At Cost
❖

Never Were Such Golden Opportunity Days Seen Before—Men’s
Clothes For the Every-Day Working Man At Prices Never Before
Dreamed of.
v .

We Must Sell These Goods

Herocrt W. Keep, office manager of meantime, in 1919, given way to the
Henry Heald has moved into the
Weymouth tenement on Lake avenue ifre Central Maine Power Company Knox County Electric Company.
In June 1920 Mr. Keep was called
g its cp the retired list Aug. 1st, navkpown as the "Old Tavern".
to the Augusta office as assistant to
jr.g served nearly 31 years with that John &. fcverett. auditor of the Cen
No infectious diseases in Rockland corporation and its prede. '-srors. Re tral Maine Power Company. In De
at this writing, is the report of the tirement carri-s with t a (tension cember of that year, he was returned
local health officer, Hr. H. W. Fro vhich has been well earned ov >- •/- at his own request to Rockland, be
hock.
ice that was faithful an J efficient cause of the desire to be where his
within the full meaning ci the terms.
hom£ was.
At the Congregational Church to
Prof. Pole's patients are being in
The Rockland, Thor aston & Cam
Mr. Keep was born in Worcester,
formed that he is planning to leave the den Street Railway Company created Mass., but his father moved to Rock morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Knox County territory the last of the its plant at Glencove in 1882. and in land when he was but 7 years old preach on the subject 'tChrist and the
The Pilgrim Choir
his capacity as carpenter for Sher Four years later the family ttent Supernatural.”
month.
man, Glover & Co. Mr. Keep worked onto a farm at Highland, Warren, will sing'The Radiant Morn,” Wood
ward.
The Haverhill New England league on the car barn. He probably did not and Mr. Keep attended High School,
• • • •
team plays Togus Sunday. Polly foresee at that early day that the ma- : He then thought to learn the drug
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Byrne, former Rockland catcher, is jority of his active years were to he ( business but a brief half year in a
given for service with the corporation. Worcester, Mass., store convinced Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
with Haverhill.
Leaving the employ of Sherman, him that the long hours and other morning service at 10.30 o'clock.
Glover & Co. My. Keep went to Houl conditions were not congenial to his Subject of lesson sermon “Truth."
Frank, the B-year old son of Percy
Sunday school at 11.45. Tlie reading
ton for three years and upon his re ideas.
Roscoe, fell overboard in Lermund's
turn in 1896 lie "broke in” as a con
Returning to Rockland he entered room is located at 400 Main street,
Cove yesterday and was rescued byductor on the Highland line. He then the employ of the W. H. Glover Co. over Daniels' jewelry store, and is
Walter Loring.
became a mothnuan on the main line and worked on Watts block in Thom open each week day frm 2 to 5 o'clock.
* * * ♦
where he wonted “extra” until Dec. aston. Then with Sherman Glover
There will be a regular meeting of 31, 1897.
& Co., before going hack to Massa'Sunday services in the Salvation
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., next Monday
Then followed three years as con- chusetts where he worked in Lynn, Army hall, 477 Main street, will be:
evening. The first and second 4e_ ductor on the freight run. The busi- , Swampscott, Lowell, Billerica, and Holiness meeting at 11a. m.; Sunday
gress will be worked.
ness expanded so rapidly that he w as Tewksbury. Then Houlton and fin school at 2 p. m.; Young (People’s
transferred to the Camden station, of ally back to the city which he has meeting, 6 p. m.; Salvation meeting
always been glad to call home.
The latest nuisance on the street Which he had full charge 13 years.
p. m. Capt. G. A. ,'Winsor of the
Mr. Keep will take two months’ local corps will be the principal
is those new’ bicycle horns. The youth
He was called to the Rockland of- ,
ful drivers are not content to sound flee Dec. 31, 1910, and served five years vacation, which he feels will be ben speaker.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
them at intersecting streets, but ride as bookkeeper. He was then elected eficial to his health. He has an at
through ijain street squeaking them treasurer, combining the duties of tractive home on Camden street, and
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
can
easily
qualify
as
a
farmer.
that office with tiie keeping of the
continuously.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
books. Five years later the plant was Whatever Bert does he will have the for tomorrow will be appropriate
Baseball at Community Park this taken over by the Central Maine Pow best wishes of the many friends he for the Seventh -Sunday after Trin
afternoon at 3 o'clock. Rockland vs er Company, the R. T. & C. having • has been making these years.
ity: Holy Communion at 7.30, sec
Camden, in its desperate fight to get
ond celebration at 8 o’clock, morn
at the top of the heap Rockland must
SUICIDE AT LONG COVE
ing prayer and sermon at 10.30;
first pass Camden. Aube will prob
UTAH ARRIVES MONDAY
evensong and sermon at St. John
ably be in the box to face his old
I Carl Olsen. 45, a granite worker Baptist Church, Thomaston at 7
teammates.
Public Invited To Go Aboard and 1 committed suicide by hanging yes- o’clock. Wednesday is the Feast of
Inspect.
J terday, the body being found by a St. James -the Apostle. There will
Charles M. Lawry has been spend
. fellow worker, Ray Kohichaud. Med- be a celebration of the Holy Com
ing a week at Old Orchard. H.e w;v
The U.S.S. Utah, which is sent i ical Examiner Frohock and Sheriff munion at 7.30 land evensong at 7.30
ATHLETIC EVENTS
amazed at the amount of poultry he
h$re to celebrate the Knox birth
Harden investigated. Olsen had no p. in. Friday night Litany at 7.30.
found on tlie beach. At least that
day, will arrive at Rockland 6 p.
• ♦ * *
known relatives in this section.
is the inference to be gathered from
m. Monday, July 23, and anchor
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pastor In Which Coast Artillery
his postcard, which mentions "lots
just outside the breakwater. The
In Municipal Court yesterday Har- of the First Baptist Church, will
Lads of Knox County
of chickens."
ship will be open for inspection by I old Niles was sentenced to three
speak on “The King’s Highway" at
the general public from 1 to 5 p.
months
in
jail
for
operating
a
mo
the
Sunday
morning
service,
10.30.
Made Good Showing.
The Joint pl.-nic of the American
m. daily. Transportation to and I tor vehicle while under the influence
i
—
Legion and Auxiliary wi'l be held
from the dock will be furnished i of intoxicating liquor. The arrest The anthems by the choir will be
‘Love not the World,’’ Shelley, and
Athletes of all companies of the
Sundiy. July 2*> at Crescent Beach
during those hours to the limit of
was made by City Marshal Webster
opposite the Edwards cottage. No
the ship’s facilities. The public j and Deputy Sheriff Ludwick. Appeal "Gloria in Excelsis,” Schilling. The 240th Coast Artillery displayed their
church school will convene at the
tices w ,i be sent to al' nmi.tbers next
landing will be used.
I was taken by the respondent's coun close of the service, with classes for prowess Thursday, when the regiment
■week. Watch this paper next Thurs
sel, F. A. Tirrell.
all ages. At the evening service at held .athletic day. A silver cup, the
day and Saturday.
7.15, the subject of the sermon will be regimental athletic trophy, was pre
The Donald George far mat Cush
Tlie Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Pc
‘The Reason He Gave.” The choir sented to Company C of Brunswick,
The Young People of the First ing has been sold to Boston parties
ter’s Church will have their annual will sing “In Heavenly Love Abiding,” high scores in all events, running up
Baptist Church will conduct a serv and the Brooks house at Pleasant
summer fair and supper July 26 on tlie Brown, and "Venite,” Buck.
a list of points numbering 34.
ice at Benner Hill Chapel, tomorrow Gardens to a Rockland man by the
church lawn. Tnose ir charge of the
Battery E of Camden won the pic
* * * *
ufternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A fine Studley agency.
various departments are: Fancy work
ture given Col. George E. Fogg by the
service is promised, and the public
At
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
Epis

Kiwanis Club of Portland to be pre
Miss Nettie Clark; apron”, Mrs. R. D
are cordially invited.
Come and
Kennedy Crane, manager of the Saville; flower table. Mrs. Alton De copal Church morning worship will sented to the company winning the
help by your presence.
Senter-Crane Company was much crow: candy. Mrs Grace Brubaker; be at 10.30 ^iid> the pastor, Rev. Jesse field meet. Company B of Sanford was
Kendfcrdine will preach on “What Is a close second to the winners, running
surprised on reading the store ad
If baseball fans approve the fine vertisement in Thursday’s paper to cooked food, Mrs. A B. Browne: the the Kingdom of God?”
Sunday a score tip to 30 points. Company E of
supper
is
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Peer
showing the Rockland team has find that his primed voiles, regular
school will be at noon. Woodrow Camden scored 10 points, while Com
Dinsmore.
Tea
will
be
served
during
made in the last two games they can 40-lnch wldthsc listed at 45 cents per
Wilson said "No study is more im pany D ol' Portland and Company 11 of
manifest that approval by being at yard was marked as reduced to 39 tiie afternoon by Mrs Waiter Lad.l
portant than the study of the Bible.” Bath each scored S points.
Community Park at 3 o'clock this cents instead of 29 cents. The proper
Epworth League meets at 6, topi':
Bath
Times:
Rockland
is
now
plan

The events and their winners were
afternoon when Camden plays here. price is 29 cents per yard.
‘Books and Dramas of the Social as follows: 100 yard dash, won by
ing
to
organize
a
yrfcht
club.
Years
As Judge Emery says: "Give ’em a
Awakening,
”
leader,
Mary
Geyer.
The
ago Bath had an active yachting and
Ricker of Battery B, Sanford with
hand!"
Practically all of the persons ar boating organization with an excel evening service comes at 7.15, sermon Farrell of Battery B, second. Moreau,
subject.
“
What
-Must
I
Do
To
Be
of Battery C, third; shot put. Moreau,
Deputy Marshal Fernald goes rested for drunkenness In this city lent clubhouse. Along came the war
The
Tuesday evening Battery C. Brunswick, Ricker. Battery
and vicinity the past month have ob and the automobile. Popularity of Saved?”
back to his duties in the conning
tained their "fun" from drinking al yachting and motorboating passed prayer service is 7.30 will have for its B second, and Mains, Battery H,
tower tomorrow, after a fortnight’s
vacation. Patrolman Price tlyen tries cohol rub. This would seem to in and tlte club went out of existence anQ study subject, “The Teaching of Jesus third; sack race, won by Cote, Kittery
dicate that beverage liquor is not to its building was sold and moved to an About Brotherhood.”
II. Kith, Wing, Battery, D, second, and
two weeks of rusticating, in the
I 4 » «
be easily obtained, and points to other location. Now that boating is
Webber, Battery B, thir l; potato race,
course of which it is safe to say he
commendable vigilance on the part coming hack Into popular favor Bath
"Baptism, Why and How” will he won by Kicker, Battery B. Sanford,
will not miss many Coast League
of the sheriff and police depart may some time see the day when it used by Pastor Stuart as the morning Farrell of Battery B, second, and
ball games.
ments.
will wish that It had a boat club and topic at Littlefield Memorial Church Clough, Battery B, third; shoe race,
Sunday at 10.30. The cho-ir will ren won by Cornish, Battery C, Bruns
clubhouse of its own again
The Rockland Old Timers (baseball
der the anthem “O, Be Joyful in the wick, Livernois, Battery C, second,
Joe Jacobson of Baltimore was to
relics) are getting ready for annual
The new cut-off at Saturday Cove Lord,” 'Lacy. Bible school at noon Carlson, Battery B, third: retiring
game which will be played this yeai be arraigned in Municipal Court this
in Vinalhaven, July 30. “Getting morning charged with drunken driv was thrown open to the public late and B.YJP.U. meets at 6. Regular • sharpshooter contest, won by Pierce,
ready” doesn't mean that they are ing. The alleged offense was com Thursday afternoon, and among the evening service at 7.15. The devo Battery D, Portland. Williams, Batpassing hall or catching flies, hut are mitted in Union, resulting in the first to ride over this fine piece of tional exercises will be conducted by lory C, second and Cornish, Battery
looking carefully after their diet, so ditching and overturning of the car. road were County Treasurer Earle C Chauncey Stuart, a student of Gordon C. third.
The tug-of-war proved long and
as to be in readiness for a feature in The arrest was made by Deputy Dow and a representative of The Cou College, Dwight Mosher, a student of
Sheriff Ludwick assisted 'by Lieut. rier-Gazette. The old road took a very Eastern Baptist Seminary and J. Paul strenuous, but a decision finally re
which Vinalhaven always excels.
Cushman of Vie State Highway Po sharp turn where it passed the East Jameson of New England Conserva sulted in Battery E of Camden taking
Northport Post Office and about tory. The pastor brings the message first place, with Battery (' second and
iWin or lose, Carl Moran will learn lice.
every sd often a car would knock over from the subject “The Necessity of Battery B third. In the relay race,
something about the geography of
The communication entitled "Land tlie telephone pole which stood there. Decision.” Thp music will consist of learns entered by Batteries C B ami
Maine before the governorship cam
paign is oyer. Up to Thursday he of Adventure," which appeared in Being a very cautious driver Mr. Dow vocal and instrumental duets by Mrs. Il won in tiie order mentioned.
had travelled 4300 miles in his new car Thursday's issue of this paper was has always stuck to the road instead Evelyn Hart and Miss Olive Bragg.
PUBLIC OPENING FRIDAY
since May ist and he has hardly read with much interest, hut was of telephone poles, but he voles the Baptismal service at 2.30 at the shore.
started The candidate has been doing quite a shock to George Morse when cut-off an immense succss.
Of Interest to music lovers Is the All Friends And Customers Warmly
Cumberland County this week, and he found that he was credited with
Invited to Black & Gay Factory.
Mrs. E. E. Annatoyn. who makes announcement that Manuel Bernard,
next Monday he will invade Aroostook writing It. The author of the letter
was his son Alton L. Morse, gen her home with her daughter Mrs. J. N pianist, of New York, will appear in
County.
The new Black & Gay canning fac
eral manager of the Devon Lumber Southard at Ingraham Hill, received recital the evening of Aug. 8. will)
George Thursday one of tlie first letters sent Miss Adelaide Cross, soprano,^s as tory in Thomaston will have its offi
A Packard car occupied by Mrs. Co., in Sultan. Ontario.
out
of
Grand
Rapids.
Mich
by
airKiail
sisting artist. The recital will lie cial public opening Friday afternoon
Thomas B .Moore of New York was Morse has recently returned from a
It l< Grand Rapids Tuesday, July 17 given under the auspices of the Uni- and evening of next week when
stranded at the corner of Broadway visit with him.
at 4.30 p. m. and was received at the versalist church for the benefit of the plant will he thrown open for
and Park street Tuesday night, when
the chauffeur sustained a slight
Judge Miller has returned from a local Post Office the following day at their organ fund. Mr. Bernard. a inspection. There will he an orches
shock. The predicament was noted week’s vacation at Columbia Falls, 7 p. ni. a feat which would have re former Rockland boy, is a graduate tra for dancing and everybody is in
by Miss Madolin Hopkins, a former where once upon a time he taught suited In witchcraft burning a cen of the Institute of Musical Art of vited. guests of the management of
Rockland taxi driver, who drove the J the young Idea how to shoot. He tury ago. The letter was sent by Mrs. New York, lias had the advantage of this thoroughly modern factory. On
car to Camden for Mrs. Moore after also visited Cutler, where 'he taught Annatoyn’s son. E. V. Annatoyn, and a year’s study In Italy, and for som■■ Monday night at 6.30 the Forty Club
while still in his 20s. He was much the envelope will be returned to him. time has been under the tutelage of will dine at the factory with lobster
the chauffeur had been cared for.
Interested In the wonderful blueberry as it bears tlie autographs of Host- Elizabeth Gtrauss of New York who as the chief item for consideration.
There will be two shows only of fields, which the coming week will master E. R. Veazie of Rockland and Is considered one of the foremost it) There will he music on this occasion
also. Those members desiring trans
the Mae Edwards Players at Park be sprayed from an airplane. Because Postmaster Robert G. Hill of Grand planisttc art in the country.
portation should notify Dr. E. W.
Theatre today, 2.15 and 8.15. All of weather conditions tlie blueberry Rapids.
Another name to be added to the I’easlee.
seats will be checked for the eve crop is not going to be up to nor
It should be borne in mind that the
Have you visited the new porch list of celebrated artists who are to
ning performance.
The number mal. he was told.
overlooking the hay at 'Two Steps assist Louise Bickford at her concert public opening Friday is for every
will be the famous "Laugh Clown,
Frank A. Tirrell, who has come to Inn, Ingraham Hill. An ideal place at the Samoset, Aug. 10 is that of body, especially friends and custom Laugh,” well known through presen
Carl Webster, whose artistry on the ers of the firm, those who supply it
tation In the movies. The Mae Ed be recognized as one of the leading for luncheon and bridge parties.
86-tf
’cello Is much appreciated in this products and all persons interested
wards group has been cordially re criminal lawyers in Eastern Maine,
locality. The quality of the artists jin seeing a fine, modern packing
ceived during their stay here, all the has been engaged to defend Asa
who are to appear on this occasion plant.
Proprietor Fred C. Black
troupe taking well with special com iWinslow, th<r- Lincoln county man
1928
1855
assures the most notable musical promises a good time and a warm
mendation to the work of the charac now In Knox County Jail, charged
v elcomV
event of our summer season.
with murder in Nobleboro. Tiie de
ter man, Webb.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
fense will be complete ignorance of
Peopl-e are interested only in the
WALDOBORO, ME.
The coolest place on a hot day*nnd
Telephone 784-J and your luncheon the Are In whloh the victim perished.
the coziest on a stormy one is fhe troubles of successful people; they
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
or dinner will be ready when you Mr. Tirrell will also defend Lillian
new porch at Two Steps Inn, Ingra find these stimulating whereas the
STONE
6Stf
arrive at .Two Steps Inn, Ingraham ■Winslow, who is held by the State in
t.oubles of failures are depressing.
ham Hill.
86-tf
connection with the case.
Hill.
86-tf

We Are Talking Price and Such Price Slashing As Never Was Seen
in Rockland Before. But—It Is On Our Standard—Quality Goods.
There Are No Old Goods or “Seconds.” All Is Our Regular Stock.
We Are So Sure of the Quality That

We Positively Guarantee
Every Article Sold and That At These Tremendous Price Cuts.

This Great Slaughter Sale is on Today
and Positively Ends July 31

Guarantee Clothing and Shoe Cn.

Rockland

Opposite Burpee Furniture Company

MRS. LIZZIE P. EATON

Mrs. Lizzie Parker Eaton of Little
Deer Isle died in this city July 13 at
the age of 64 years, after an ill
ness of two months. The end came
peacefully, like the life that she lived.
Mrs. Eaton, who had never enjoyed
good health since young womanhood,
had been gradually railing since the
death of her husband three years ago.
She was of a very quiet manner, al
ways bearing her croffs patiently,
and
uncomplainingly
ami
ever
thoughtful of others, especially of
her four daughters who tenderly
cared for her. She was a Christian
in every sense, uniting witli tihe
Congregationalist Church in Little
Deer Tsie at a very early age. Al
ways a faithful worker when her
health would allow. She was loved
and respected by ail who knew her,
and she has left behind a sweet
memory never to be forgotten.
The burial was in Little Deer Isle
in the little church she loved so
well. Rev. F. B. Collins spoke very
feelingly of the beautiful life she
hail lived. Many friends came to
pay their last respects and the
flowers were profuse and beautiful.
She is survived by two sons, Capt.
William J’. Eaton and Capt. C. 1'
Eaton of New I-ondon, Conn.; fou:
daughters, Mrs. Clarence Grey, Mrs
John Welch, Mrs. S. B. Grey and
Mrs. Maynard Grey of tills city:
three sisters Mrs. David Weed. Mrs
Asenatli Achorn, both of this city ami
Mrs. Sadie Eaton of Little Deer
Isle, and 22 grandchildren.

Oliver Cromwell, was sold for only
$500.
Both were part of a collection of
Sixteenth and Seventeenth century
embroideries and textiles belonging
to the Earl of Abingdon. The articles
came from Rycote House, the old seat
of the Kiris of Abingdon demolished
in 1779.
Queen Elizabeth rested at Rycote
House, then the home of Lord Wil
liams of Thame, on her journey from
the Tower of London lo Woodstock in
1554. When she left she forgot to take
her nightie witli her and collectors
got it.

By turning under crimson clover
grown with the corn crop, a farm in
Edgecombe County, N. C., carrying
on a demonstration in soil improve
ment in co-operation with the county
agricultural extension agent, y.-ecured
an increase of 6.3 bushels of cow
per acre over the corn crop where
the clover was cut for hay. This
was in 1926, when one crop of clover
was turned under. In 1927 a second
crop of crimson clover was turned
under and an increase of 22 bushels
of corn per acre was secured. The
type of soil in this county was Nor
folk sandy loajn, and 400 pounds of a
home mixed 6-3’4-4*2 fertilizer Were
applied to an acre.

BORN
Griffln East Appleton, July 7. to Mr. and
.Mrs. Charles Crlfthi. a son Donald Chai l^.
lint lei East Appleton, July 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Butler, a soil.

DIED
Clancy—Camden, July 20, Cyi’ddli IL, .vife
o?1 John Clancy, aged 24 years E un.il .Mon
day at 2 o’clock from 69 Washinfetoti street.
Burkett I'nlon, July 21. France* Ellen, wife
of Oscar A. Burkett, aged 88 years, 9 months,
1 days. Funeral -Monday at 2 o’clock.
Hall -Camden, July 18, Leonard A. Hall,
aged 33 years, 8 mouths. 6 days.
Olsen Loug Cove, July 20, Carl Olsen, aged
45 years.
CARD OF THANKS
Wo wish to express our deepest gratitude
and appreciation to our relatives, neighbors
ami friends for the many expressions of sym
pathy and kindnesses shown us in the loss of
our dear mother : also tor the beautiful Moral
tributes. Especially do we wish to thank .Mrs.
Crozier for the many acts of kindness shown
ua.
Capt. W. P. Eaton, Capt. C. I’. Eaton, Mrs.
C. E. Gray. Mrs. John Welch, Mrs. S. B. Grey
and Mrs. M. W. Gray.
*

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our friends aud neighbors
for their kindness and sympathy during our
recent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I’. Chapman and family.

•

Kockland.

Here’s a good menu for a company
lunch at this season: Chicken loaf;
asparagus; hot Sally Lunn; ice
(Team with fresh strawberry sauce;
angel food cake.

TIRE SPECIALS
29x4.40 Balloon.. .. .. .. . $5.95

HIGH PRICED NIGHTGOWN
Brought $62^ At a London Antique
Sale—^orn By a Queen.

*
___
Queen
Elizabeth’s
nightgown
brought $625 at an antique sale just
held in London. The state nightgown
of Charles I, who was beheaded by

30x3 1-2 Regular ....

5.65

Also Trades in Other Sizes in Both New and Used

BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION
BOUQUETS
made up for 35c each

ROCKLAND

CORNER BROADWAY AND PARK STREET

Telephone 774-W

NICE BEET GREENS
35c per peck
TWO CAMPS AT HOSMER POND
Two Rooms Each

EDWIN A. DEAN
TEL. 1181-M

ROCKLAND

87S90

To Whom It May Concern
,

R. E. Woods handled our goods
in Rockland and neighboring towns
for some time this spring until he
sold out to H. E. Edwards.
We were well pleased with the
way he conducted the business and
hope to enter into business with
him again if the opportunity pre
sents itself.
Yours truly,
CUSHMAN BAKING CO.
Per E. S. Cushman.

PAINT
MASURY’S R. R. PAINT
White and Colors in Stock
To each gallon of paint at
Add one gallon oil at

$4.25
1. 10

Two gallons,
One gallon,

$5.35
2.68

More than 35 ytart of use hat proven it to be one of the best on
the market. Why not buy your paint of a concern who know what
they are telling, rather than of agents who merely solicit orders?

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
TEL. 746-W

ROCKLAND, ^ME.

S1TS93
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Othc international syndicate.

HORIZONTAL
1-Girl's name
5-Swine
9-More sound
mentally
10-Happening
12-Garden vegetable
14- Qulverlng motions
15- Boy
17-Always (poet.)
19- Sagacity
20- Frozen dainties
21- Protectlve covering
22- Bird
23- N umber
25-Purchase
27- Lately made
28- Flsh
31-To roughen
33- Worship
34- Land surrounded by
water
35- To corner 0 t*'
37-Possess
39-To cry like a small
bird
41-Scrape with forefoot
44-Llchen

Every-Other-Day
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
45- Masses of floating
ice
46- Staff of office
47- ln no manner
49-Preflx. Up
51- Container
52- Perfectly
55-Reproached
58-Grudge
59-Tunnela under
enemy's works
60- Narrow aperture
61- Narrow strip of
wood
VERTICAL
1- Glrls
2- Hostelry
3- Cut down and
gather In
4- Part of a circle
6-Pronoun
6- Place for baking
7- Jewel
8- Falllng In white
flakes
9- Room
It—Commonplace

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Spllt
13-A plant
14- Home of Helen
15- Worry
18-An effort to equal
24-Mournfully
26-Abrupt
29- Owns
30-Timid animal
31- Perch
32-One (Scot.)
34-Part of the foot

(Pl.)
36- Ornamental
shoulder marking
37- Combining form. All
38- Forests
39- Dramatic offering
40- Frult
42- Landed property
43- Pass

48-High
50-Unwholesome
53-To be somewhat ill
54- To permit
56- Printer's measure

(pl.)
57- Feminlne suffix

*

TO YIELD BIG CROP

Solution to Previous Puzzle

Maine’s Summer Business
Will Mean $125,000,000
Income.
Aside from permanent capital in
vestments, which are increasing con
stantly in volume, the State of Maine’s
prol.&ble receipts from this year’s rec
reational business were conservatively
set at $125,000,000 by Clarence C.
Stetson, chairman of the Maine De
velopment Commission in an address
before the Ellsworth Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr. Stetson jxdnted out that the
... IMT(,NA—ION.L I..M4T,
recreational industry brought $100.000.000 to the State in 1926, and $110.000.000 last year, or an increase of 10
DRESSIER MOMENTS
percent. Inquiries this year in re
sponse to advertising, he reported,
Mellon colored wool and rayon in
have "run about 20 percent over those a satin weave makes a fascinating
of 1927.
“One important phase of the rec afternoon frock for dressier moments
reational industry that our people at the northern resorts. There is a
are just beginning to realize.” said Mr. heavy satin, naturally, but with a
Stetson, “and one that has played an particularly supple quality and the
important part in the development of
combination of textiles makes for
California, is that it makes of the
entire State a ‘show window’ where a weave which is neither slimpy nor
through personal contact our visi excessively warm—an ideal combin
tors. relaxed and happy through ation for Murray Bay. or for the
healthful recreation, can be interested northern Maine summering spots.
in our agriculture, education and in
dustry—a far more potent method This will also he a fabric that will
than printer’s ink to make people rec serve smartly for the early autumn.
ognize the real quality of our pro Another interesting mixture of these
ducts and advantages—and when they threads is Grancia, a fabric h.v Roreturn to their homes to make them
ask for ’Maine’ blueberries, apples, dier. It comes in several colors but
each one has the glint, sparkle and
seafoods, corn, shoes and paper.’’
Promotion of the recreational in charm of white rayon threads to give
dustry by every possible means is thus life, buoyancy and that frostiness
regarded by the Development Com which is so modish.
mission as a paramount objective,
Teacher: "Can anyone tell what
Mr. Stetson said, to be followed up
by advertising which shall tie in the causes trees to become petrified !
Bright Student: "The wind makes
industrial, agricultural and educa
tional activities of the State. As an them rock."—Chicago Tribune.
"Hey did you bring the field
illustration. Mr. Stetson said that the
Commission had learned from various glasses?" "Never thought of that, but
industrial prospects that a belief was we can drink just as well out of tiie
current that .Maine was wholly a rec bottle.”—Mississippi Bulletin.
reational State, with her highways
blocked by snow during three months
of the year, railroads stopped, har mentioning some agricultural, educa
bors clogged with ice and mills un tional or industrial aspect of tho
State's life such as "Maine corn, peas,
able to operate.
To combat this propaganda, the and blueberries are of highest qualCommission has run a series of ad- ity.” Maine's liarlsirs are good and
vertisements in “The New York closest to Europe,'' "Buy Maine apples,
Times." giving the facts on the State's they are unexcelled in flavor," etc.
(in tills . recreational advertising
transportation facilities, winter and
summer; her harbors, industries and campaign. Mr. Stetson said, the Com
agriculture, such as the fact that mission had expended this season ap
Maine has 92 percent of the commer proximately $30.0(10. A large gather
cial blueberry land or the nation, and ing of members attended the meeting,
so on through the list of the State’s and especial Interest was shown in
activities. In turn the recreational Mr. Stetson's outline of tiie State sur
advertising has carried coupons, each | vey which is now under way.

THE BUSY GRANGERS

NORTH HAVEN

Organization Proud Of Its
Work
In
Cooperative
Projects.

Improvement Society Takes
Interesting Action At An
Important Meeting.

The growing disposition to look
towards cooperative agencies as af
fording tiie most promising channel
of “farm relief,” in the present dis
tressing condition of agriculture In
some parts of tiie nation, serves to
emphasize the fact that actual coop
eration of farmers in marketing their
products and buying their supplies
already exists, to a greater extent
than most people realize; while an
other fact likewise little known is
that the most important factor in the
United States for promoting cooper
ative agencies has been the Grange,
working for many years in local
channels as well as in the larger di
rections of state-wide and nation
wide organization.
The best figures obtainable show
more than 12.000 farmers’ cooperative
marketing and purchasing associa
tions now actively doing business,
whose transactions yearly run into
millions of dollars. Many of these
business agencies are the direct out
growth of Grange initiative, leaders
in that organization take a promin
ent part in such business agencies
and in the large majority of instances
the first start towards such coopera
tive buying or seling by farmers
was made at meetings held In
Grange halls throughout the country.
.Moreover, positive impetus to the
farm cooperative movement has been
given by Grange discussion in thou
sands of meetings, not only in the
rural sections, but even reaching
city groups and oftentimes resulting
in the establishment of direct busi
ness relations between Grange pro
ducers on the farm and Grange con
sumers in town and city, great quan
tities of food products being thus
directly marketed every year.
Excellent examples of Grange
leadership towards such cooperative
activity are furnished in the case of
hundreds of livestock shipping asso
ciations: the sugar beet growers’ or
ganizations in several states; »the
prune growers and other fruit rais
ers in California; dairymen in a
dozen different states; wheat pools
and similar groups in varions sec
tions of the country. While not it
self a commodity organization, and
more particularly stressing the edu
cational and community side of rural
furnished leadership and vigorous
impetus to the farm cooperative
movement of the past quarter cen
tury, without which it could lever
have reached its present extensive
proportions.
In no other state in the Union do
farm organizations work together
more harmoniously than in Califor
nia. and in consequence the amount
of beneficial rural legislation put
over there the last few years has
not been equalled in any other state
In this splendid team work the State
Grange is well to the fore and its
officers, from state master down, are
always active in every group en
deavor which is undertaken. Repre
sentatives of the several farm or
ganizations of the state frequently
get together, discuss pending legis
lation of importance to the farmer,
both beneficial and menacing. and
when it comes time to appear before
legislative committees the farm
group are a unit in the program
which they support and oppose:—An
excellent example for farm organ
izations everpwhere.
• • • •
The Granges of Oregon are tak
ing note of the fact that their state,
like many other*, is rapidly coming
under the supervision of a mighty
group of boards and commissions, all
creating tremendous expense for the
taxpayers.fl with a needlessly heavy
resultant burden. The season of the
Oregon State Grange, just closed
discussed the question vigorously,
and after the fact had been brought
out that more than 60 different
boards and commissions dictate the
affairs of the state, resolutions were
adopted demanding a simplification
of the machinery of state govern
ment and aMharp reduction in the
expense of administrations.
* « • •

A noteworthy Grange event which
has just taken place in Michigan was
the “graduation” of 22 young people
from the Juvenile Grange into the
parent Grange, and the occasion was
made an impressive one. Appropri
ate exercises were held to welcome
the newcomers and vivid illustration
was given of the value of the Ju
vein He Grange movement in -fitting
the youngsters to enter the subor
dinate Grange itself as soon as pos
sible after they reach the minimum
age limit of 14 years.
• * • •
A leading farmer in the state of
Nebraska, who has just been dis
tinctly honored by being awarded a
certificate of noteworthy agricultural
achievement by the Nebraska State
University, is James D. Ream, well
known to the Grange people of the
United States because of his hav
ing represented Nebraska for a term
of years in the National Grange as
master of that State Grange. Mr
Ream's work along agricultural and
educational lines, and for rural im
provement, is rated of a very high
order.
WHY THE NAME DERBY

SUNNYRIVER

MAYONNAISE
Appetizing! Pure!

Delicious!

buy it of your dealer

Stiff felt hats with dome-shaped
crowns are usually called derbies In
the United States and bowlers in Bng
land, although both names probably
originated in the latter country. How
ever. the deriviation of "derby" in
this relation is not positively known,
it may have arisen from the fact that
such hats were favorites with the Earl
of Derby who established the famous
Derby races at Epsom in 1780. One
writer suggests that possibly bowler
hats were popularized by sporting
men attending the Derby races. Headgear somewhat similar in style was
worn by the ancient Greeks. There is
a tradition in England that the bowler
was designated by a Routhwlck hat
ter named William Bowler and that it
gained its initial popularity through
the patronage of William Coke,
nephew of Sir Edward Coke. The
bowler, declared the younger Coke,
possesses all the .rood qualities that
a man could deside in his headgear.—
Tiie Pathfinder.
“I notice the Seatons didn’t turn in
their old auto on their new one, after
all.”
“No. They hadn’t the heart to let
it go into the hands of strangers who
might abuse it."—Pathfinder.

You can’t beat Budweiser you can’t
even tie it for quality, satisfaction or
results. That’s why the big red can is
America’s favorite household package
today • •, Sold everywhere.
To odd flavor and nutriment to bread, cakes, cookies and
doughnuts, use Budweiser Malt Syrup in your baking.

Anheuser>Busch-St.Louis

Budweiser Malt Syrup
HOP FLAVORED OR PLAIN

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Diitributors

Rockland, Maine

BM-ffl

GOULD WILL RUN

WHITE HEAD

—

C. G. 172 of the Gloucester Rase
No. 7 under tiie command of A. H.
(’aider called at .White Head Mon
day and returned to Base No. 7.
Wednesday after cruising along Pe
nobscot Bay.
Supt. Sands of the U.S.C.G., Ports
mouth. N. H., was here on inspec
tion Monday. He came on the C. G.
279. Capt. Austin Remmick.
Miss Eleanor Dyer of Ash Point is
the guest of Mrs. John Kelley for
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kester Alley of the
Light have arrived back in Rockland
from their honeymoon trip. Mr. Al
ii v will proceed to the Marine Hos
pital in .Portland for treatment for
his eyes and Mrs. Alley will visit her
sister Mrs. Lindsey Goff in West
brook.
•
A Rockland vessel was discharg
ing coal for the Lighthouse Reser
vations here and at Two Bush Light
Tuesday and M ednesdaj^
Mrs. J. K. Lowe, Miss iBernice
Flood. Stephen Flood. Chester Wall.
and Donald Ingerson motored to
Rockland Wednesday and attended
the Mae Edwards Show at iPark
Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Carver and
sons of Burnt Island C. G. spent the
weekend at Mrs. John Kelley’s. Capt.
Ben Ricker of Portland called on
them Monday.
Miss Margaret Hall who has been
on a three weeks’ vacation at Nor
ton’s Island 'has returned to her home
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Andrews, da,,ugh^ers Helena an^ Margaret Hall a-ttended a house party at “Edge Rock"
Sunday. Others present were Miss
Gertrude Ferris, R. N., and Miss

Maine’s Junior Senator Likes
the Job and Finds Age No
Bar.
If, as has been rumored this week.
Gov. Brewster, who was defeated in
the primary last month for nomina
tion as Republican candidate for the
United States senate, will again be a
candidate for the senate in 1930, he
will have rather a hard row to hoe. for
Senator Gould of Presque Isle, whose
spectacular victory over ex-Gov. Bax
ter in 1926 is listed among the political
miracles, will try to hold onto his
seat. And getting Gould out. now that
he is in, will be more of a job than
most men would care to tackle.
The Brewster story, started in
Portland, is to the effect that at the
expiration of his term as governor.
next winter, Brewster will again take,
up his residence in Dexter, Penobscot
county his home town, although continuing his law practice in Portland,
and that he will run inxthe primary
in 1930 as an eastern Maine candidate.
Several others are mentioned as likely
or at least possible candidates for the
senatorial nomination in 1930. among
them John E. Nelson of Augusta, nowrepresenting the third congress dis
trict; Wallace R. White of Lewiston,
representing the second district, and
Hon. Charles P. Barnes of Houlton,
now a justice of the Maine supreme
court.
There has been an assumption in ,
some quarters that, because of his)
age, about 70. Senator Gould would I
not again be a candidate, but that
idea was smilingly waved aside.
“Why,” said tiie Miracle Man of
the Aroostook, "the people have put
me in there so solid that I guess I'll:
have to stick there the rest of my life !
—if I can. It’s a lot more fun, sitting I
around in the political draft at Wash
ington than I at first thought it could i
be, and I’m getting to enjoy it. I i
thought,'when I went to Washington!
that I might be rather old for the job, ]
but when I looked around me and i
found that some of the biggest and
liveliest men in the senate were five j
or ten years older than myself. I j
changed my mind right off. The older I
they are the more they know.
“Yes—I expet to run again in 193ft,
and maybe in 1936, if I live that long,
and I guess I will.—Bangor New-.
Advise a man to submit to a dan
gerous and unnecessary surgical op
eration, and he will probably do it.
But advise him to exercise more in
the open air, and look to his diet, and
he won’t do it.—E. W. Howe.

Margaret Donnelly, R. N., of Rhode
Island, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Ran
dall. of Warren and Mr. and Mrs.
George Higgins of Camden, host and
hostess.
Mrs. J. K. Lowe Spruce Lodge will
entertaift a house party of friends
from Wakefield, Mass., next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann, Two
‘Bush Light are at Spruce Head for
an indefinite stay.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Caroline Thompson of Cam
bridge, Mass., is guest of her daugh
ter Mrs. W. W. Godfrey.
Mrs. Al. Carroll and son Ray of
the Highlands were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley .Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McLeod and
daughter of Brockton, Mass., were
overnight guests Wednesday of Mrs.
Cassie McLeod.
Clifford Elwell of Clark Island is
boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Button.
Mrs. Marcia Burch is visiting
friends in Rockland.
Clarence Carr and Ralph Thomp
son motored to Portland Friday.
Miss Margaret Crockett returned
from Gorham with them, to spend
tiie Weekend with her parents in
Rockport.
Miss Ella Flood of Rackliff’s Is
land is spending a few days with
Mrs. Charles Burke.
Mrs. Eben Elwell returned home
Wednesday from Rockland where she
lias been nursing for the past two
weeks at the home of Mrs. Flora
Simmons on Willow street.

the Seedi of
Businesses

MeyerBoth
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BAXTER’S FINEST
Has been the standard of ex
cellence

OVER 60 YEARS
Try a can !

It’s different !

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Knox County's
NEWSPAPER

Manufacturer of

CEMETERY WORK
And Dealer in

NATIVE AND SCOTCH
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,

ETC.
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets

TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND
73-tf

Three Crow Soda is soft and

white, free from lumps.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

FOR ICE
Tel. 527R

J. F. WHALEN
ASH POINT, MAINE
40-tf

EAST SEARSMONT

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, f7.45 a. m., fl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.e
16.10 p.m.
Bangor, J7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., L4.45 p. ra.,
16.10 p. m.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., tl.55 p. m., L4.45 p. m.t
|6.10 p. m.
Brunswick, f7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Lewiston, J7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m.
New York, M4.45 p. m., 16*10 p. m.
Philadelphia, C6*lo p. m.
Portland, |7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p.m.
,
Washington, C6*10 p. m.
Waterville, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
6.10 p. m.
Daily, except. Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2. inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues . Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

!

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

and

North Haven, Stonington
Swan’s Island
Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)

Vinalhaven,

IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Sunday at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30. North
Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. ni.. North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
*

B. H. STINSON.

General Agent.

DR. UNWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
386 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
79-tf

F. B. ADAMS. M. D.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marrlner and two
sons. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marrlner and Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to S P.
son of Camden were Sunday guests of
Sundays By Appointment
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Marrlner and Mr.
Nurse In Attendance
and Mrs. L. L. Morse. I
Mrs. Ida Flinkstrom and son Nor
Electric Treatment Given
man. Ero Ginonen and uncle all of
Tel. '
Fitchburg. Mass., spenfc.fhe weekend •100 Main Street
with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blander.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Packard, son Ira
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
ami little granddaughter"of the village
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
visited Clara Geio recency.
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Smith and son
Osteopathic Physician
Donald were at ClarencaGelo's Sun
By Appointment—Tel. 136
day.
•
Rockland
Mrs. Flora Bickford is 111. Mrs. 35 Limerock St.
Graduate of American School of
Rogers Is caring for her.
Osteopathy
Clifton Bickford visitled his mother
Mrs. Flora Bickford Shinjpy.
Mrs. Rodeny ThomAs \Ats in Belfast
DR. E. B. HOWARD
on business Monday.
Dentist
George Donnell and Mrs. Alvah
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Donnell of Salem. Mass., hre spending
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to ■
a few weeks with his father Herbert
Donnell.
OPEN EVENINGS
____________ Ji
BY APPOINTMENT

NORTH APPLETON

&&pyare usedin

SIMON K. HART

CLARK ISLAND

A fine piece of road is being built
from the "turn" down toward the vil
lage making a very noticeable im
provement, as this pieqe of road has
been very rough.
Kenneth Wadsworth: suffered a
minor injury to his thumb Thursday.
Dr. Leach of Tenant's Harbor at
tended him.
Mrs. Mary Davis is in ill health.
Mrs. Martha Maker has returned to
her home In Whltinsvlllq, .Mass., after
visiting her brothers William and
Albert Davis.
The men folk are very busy haying
this week.
Virginia Elwell is working for Mrs.
Thomas Maker at iRfockleitge Inn,
Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. James Caven mo
tored to Damariscotta Sunday.
Mrs. John Caven was a business
visitor in Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Frances Russell who has been
very ill at Knox Hospital, is much
improved and is now here with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. folewellyn El
Highbrows don’t have much in well.
common with the rest of the world
Herbert Elwell is working for L.
except that they get hungry at the
B. Smith at South Thomaston during
same, hours.
the haying season.
Mrs. Wilbur Alilen and children
who have been visiting relatives in
Skowhegan, have returned home, ac
companied by her sister Mrs. Gussie
Taylor.
Mrs. F. C. Wilson of Chicago is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rick
ards.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Piersons of
Stonington have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. William Pif«Ji|ps.
Barge 795 is loading paving from
John Meehan & ‘Sons fo^ New York.
William and Albert Davis are build
ing a barn.
Mrs. Laura Hummels of Milli
nocket has been Dje&uest of her
sister. Mrs. L. C. E1»«I, Saturday
she went to Rockport to visit another
sister.

Raised in
MAINE
Which internationally bears;
a reputation of producing the1
sweetest Sweet Corn that
grows.

Tuesday night, July^ 17, In the
Library hall, members-of tiie North
Haven Improvement Society met to
consider matters pertaining to the
welfare of the island* community.
Acting chairman Rev.qH. F. Huse
stated that the special matter was
that of the doctor's residence, to see
what steps shall be taken to meet the
indebtedness upon the house, and to
raise funds to make necessary re
pairs. After discussion it was voted
that tiie trustees be authorized to
make arrangements for a canvas, and
appoint a committee to carry it out.
It was voted that tiie dyes for indi
vidual membership remain at $1,
family membership $2. , In the case
of those contributing $5 or more to
ward the various objebfs’in which the
society is interested it was voted that
such donors become members exempt
from additional membership free.
The society was organized in 1924.
Last August in order to enable it to
do certain things it was incorporated
as the North Haven Improvement .So
ciety. One of its first acts was to
purchase the Mills house for a doc
tor's residence. It was felt that the
ownership of such a house would
mean much in securing and holding
a physician permanently upon the
island throughout the year. This
project had been long considered and
there had been collected more than
$1300, said fund placecUin the hands
of the Selectmen as a nucleus toward
the purchase of a doctoWs residence.
With the incorporation of the so
ciety this money was used in the purhase of the fine pio^gty upon the
Thoroughfare frontage^mll told there
has been paid toward the house $1700.
leaving an indebtedness of $3300. In
the effort'to wipe otit this debt and
provide for repairs it was voted to
conduct a campaign for a 100 per cent
membership in the society on the part
of both native and summer residents.
The present officers of the society
are: Acting chairman, Rev. H. F.
Huse; vice president. H. Noyes; sec
retary, Herman Crockett; treasurer,
Mrs. W. 6. Hopkins; trustees. Fre
mont Beverage, Mrs. Wilfred Lewis,
H. Noyes.
A rising vote of thanks was given
to the town and also to Rpad Commis
sioner Vernon Beverage for the
splendid manner in which the new
street had been laid out from the
Thoroughfare, also the regrading of
the grounds about the doctor’s resi
dence. Attention was called to the
annual meeting the first Monday In
August in the Library hall, when
effort will be made to secure the
largest possible attendance.

Tel. 1020
407 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

Mrs. Ormond Keene and son Philip
with her father Will Wood attended
the reunion of the Wood family July
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
15 at Mrs. Sam Bryant"« in Freedom.
Frank Meservey has a large crop Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. II
of peas and is shipping Them to Bos
ton.
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
George Fish and soif'are cutting
Appointment. Telephone 186
the hay on O. T. Keene's farm.
The Pentecostal people are hold
THOMASTON, ME.
ing meetings every Sunday evening
at the chapel.
Miss Gertrude Fogg
•Camden is
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
the guest this week of 'her cousin
Miss Vivian Keene.
Dentist

w

400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M

Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to
Evenings by Appointment
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Every-Other-Day

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
>1 »
u*

^ooj morning, motor'
’’ih-ure, I can
(ell you tome
gat and some
icotch, cheap.
both genuine
pre-yejterday
Stuff."

•put! nix,
boat, nix!!’’

ft

■xic

\Jspeaking to the Madam? She waa fooled
yesterday by the one cent price lure of that
pump across the street from Red’s. You know
she loves a bargain and never has understood that
all gas isn’t alike. Only last Monday, I was tell
ing Red that his regular customers appreciated
bis honesty and would stick by him, and there I
was across the street taking on a load of the poor
est apology for gas that ever choked my cylinder
heads. I felt like a dog and Red looked as if he’d
lost his best friend. I know the Madam thinks a
lot of me and if she realized how hobo gas and*
oil hurt me, she wouldn’t any more buy them
than she would give you bad eggs for breakfast.
Put it up to her straight. Boss—and fix it up
with Red. He’s a good friend of ours.”

t

I

RENEW YOUR

OIL INSURANCE
TODAY
/
ubrication is only 2% of the cost of
J running your car. Changing the oil at regular
intervals is the cheapest car insurance you can

L

j

buy.

/

Have you driven 500 miles since your oil was
changed? Are you planning summer tours?

Oil is thinned after 500 miles, by gasoline that
seeps down into the crankcase. It is black from
dust and dirt. A fresh filling with Socony Motor
Oil costs you only a few minutes in time, and very
little in cash. Give your car this protection.
The Socony Laboratories work in close contact
with the automobile manufacturers, and are constantly adapting Socony Motor Oil to meet the
changes in engine construction. Thirteen tests in
sure the quality; fifty-four years of refining ex
perience stand back of every gallon.

VINALHAVEN
Arrivals July 17 at Island) Home
were Mr. and Mrs. A. H. King ot
Kansas City, Mo., and Mr. and Mra.
Louis Hammond of Spring-field.
Mass.
'Miss Sara 'Bunker returned "Wed
nesday from Boston.
Horace M. Noyes of North Haven
was a guest Thursday of Thad C.
Carver.
Merle Tolman spent Wednesday In
Rockland.
Mrs. Louise Wareham was hostess
of a picnic party which spent the
day Thursday at Camp Restless. The
guests were Mrs. Eliza Arey, Mr.
and Mrs. R. Mont Arey, Mrs. Lora
Hardison, Mrs. L. iR. Smith, Mrs.
Et'hel Smith, Miss Dorothy Cassie.
Miss Ellen Wareham, Miss Enna
Vinal. Mrs. Louise Folsom and Doug
lass Littlefield.
Mrs. Warren Billings visited Rock
land Wednesday.
Mrs. Mark P. Smith and son Kilton
of Boston are in town for a few
weeks’ stay. Mr. Smith is on a busi
ness trip west.
Mrs. Lida White and sister Mrs.
E. L. Coomibs have returned from
Five Islands where they were guests
of a sister.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley are
with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith at
Camp Alyosca.
Vinalhaven is beginning to brush
up a bit, as is evidenced in the re
pairs and Improvements at the fish
wharf.’which Is looking more and
more like business. It shows confi
dence In Che town and its future.
The popular Creed's garage has been
enlarged and improved. Everybody
wishes Mr. Creed success. Another
new building Is the Winslow studio
being built on Main street across from
t<he bank. It is to have a new and
greatly superior light system and will
be ready for business some time In
August. Another building is talked
of which if erected will make Main
street look up still more. There is
no reason why Vinalhaven should not
double her business. She has lots of
natural resources. Why not de
velop them?
Mr. and Mrs. William Gaston from
their summer home made a trip
Thursday to Swan's Island) in their
speed yacht.
The Silent Sisters were at Craventhirst Wednesday, guests of Mrs. H
W. Flfield.

ROCKVILLE

Stop at a Socony station and renew your oil
insurance today.

1

/

S'"

Why gears go wrong
Gears go wrong when the rear-end is neglected.
Have the old lubricant flushed out twice a year.
Refill with Socony Transmission Lubricant or
Gear Oil. You'll get an appreciable increase in
power; and the cost of this sensible troubleinsurance is very little.
p * 1

TOURING THIS SUMMER? Let Socony Tour
ing Service help you plan your trip and advise
you of road conditions. The service is free. Just
fill in the coupon and send it to Socony Touring
Service, Room 58, 26 Broadway, New York City.

Sirs. Hawkins who has been in
Massachusetts all winter is now
spending a few weeks with her daugh
ter Mis. Gardner.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Ames and daugh
ter Helen of Fort Fairfield visited
Mrs. F. W. Robbins recently.
Mi. Tiffany of Providence has been
in Rockville to see his mother who
lias been very ill.
Leslie Partridge is driving an O 1crnoblie sedan.
Mrs. Karl Packard has been con
fined to the house by illness.
Mr. and iMrs. 'Richardson who were
at the Hill Top for a week have re
turned1 to Atlantic City.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason O. Packard
who have been visiting in Hull. Mass.,
returned home by boat Tuesday
morning.
Karl Packard has had a bathroom
and hot and cold water system in
stalled in his home.
Misses Ruth and Freda Tolman
spent Wednesday with their mother
Mrs. Ida Tolman.
A party of ten from Massachusetts
who are on a tohr to Nova Scotia
made a stop-over Sunday night with
Mrs. Fannie Brewster. In the com
pany were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Burnham and daughter Alice and
Mrs. Carlton Cushing of North Abbington, Mr. and Mrs. Josselyn and
sons Harold and Robert of Abbington And Mr. and Mrs. Stoddard of
Rockland, Mass. They made excel
lent time, leaving there at 4 a. m.,
and arriving here at 2.30 p. m.

*7 am going from..........to........ j-......”

CUSHING

Name..............................r.............

Mrs. Mary Leeman and daughter
Lillian of St. John’s, N. B., are in
town.
Fred Bedell is home from Boston
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Bedell.
C. B. Payson and daughter Lillian
of Auburn are visitors in town.
Mrs. Rebekah Robinson has been
the guest of her daughter Mrs. Hat
tie Orff.
The Ladies’ Aid supper held at the
town hall last week proved to be
the banner occasion, $26.44 being
realized, the largest sum ever ob
tained at a regular supper. Mrs.
Hattie Orff was housekeeper and has
reason to feel pleased with .her suc
cess. Next Tuesday evening the sup
per will be in charge «of Mrs. Lana
Killeran as housekeeper.
John Hills and daughter Simie of
Quincy, Mass., were in this place
Monday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Bedell.
Wilder Sherman’s cottage, Wawenock, on the Georges River is now
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. -Lowell R.
Payson. Mr. and Mrs. W’illard Payson, June and Willard Jr. and (Dr.
and Mrs. Herbert L. Johnson; River
View cottage, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
(Spear and Mrs. Frank Cruff; Larrabee’s bungalow, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
MacKenzie, all of West Roxbury,
Mass.
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday at
the town hall for an all-day session
with a covered dish dinner which
proved a very enjoyable affair. Two
comforters were tied and other work
accomplished. Those from out of
town present were: Rev. and Mrs.
J. L. Pinkerton,. Mrs. Emeline McKindsley. Mrs. Edith Hathorn. Cora
E. Fogerty, Edith Sawyer of Thom
aston, Daisy E. Dixon of Montville,
Mrs. Choate of Rockland and Mrs.
Larrabee. The assistance of those
ladies is very much appreciated and
thanks are extended.. Tuesday aft
ernoon and evening. Aug. 14, is the
date set for the annual fail*. Further
announcement will be made later.

Address.

I

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Sine* 1840 thia firm haa
faithfully aarvad the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 460; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

r
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REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,

Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots
!■

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf

Jor Economical Transportation

FRIENDSHIP
Percy Wlotton and family of Staten
Island. N. Y., are passing their vaca
tion with relatives in town.
Elmus Morse and Henry McDonald
of Thomaston visited friends in town
Wednesday night.
Miss Alma Swartz of Macadoo,
Penn., and Roger Evans of Princeton,
N. J., returned Friday to their respec
tive homes after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Owen D. Evans of Martin's Point for
two weeks.
Miss Fanny R. Childs of Springfield. Mass., is visiting Mrs. Edgar
Bosworth.
Charles Wlallace passed several
days this week with his family here.
Mrs. Samuel T. Redmond of Madi
son, N. J., is visiting Mrs. William L.
Tompkins.
Willis Rauskolb of Medford has ar
rived at The Spruces to spend the
summer with his family.
Mrs. Orrin Burns and Miss Dorothy
Burns spent several days in Portland
recently.
Mrs. Virginia Goderre of Gardner,
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Harry L. Bossa.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll C. Gleason and
son Junior and Mrs. Rae and daughter
of Dover, Mass., have arrived at the
former’s summer camp at Martin’s
Point.
At a recent official board meeting of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, Ray
Wincapaw was appointed treasurer
for the conference year ending April,
1929, with Mrs. Roy Carter assistant
treasurer. A vote of thanks was ten
dered Austin B. Cook for his long and
faithful service, upon retirement from
office.
Miss Eizabeth Hartel, Miss Eleanore Hartel and Miss Rosamond Fos
ter motored to Belgrade Lakes Thurs
day to call on Miss Emma Swan who
is spending the summer there at
Camp Alena.
James Logan of Worcester has ar
rived at his summer home here.
Miss Regina Meyer of Boston vis
ited her grandmother, Mrs. Syrena A.
Benson recently.
Mrs. C. G. Burns, Miss Virginia
Burns and Miss Irene Merton returned
home from New Bedford, Mass.,
Thursday, after a two weeks visit with
elatives there.
Harcourt W”. Davis of Newtonsville
arrived here Saturday for a week’s
vacation with his family.
Rev. Lester Spencer and Clifton
Thompson returned Thursday from
a two days' stay camping trip on Otter
Island.
At a recent business meeting
of the Ladies Aid of the Methodist
Church, Mrs. Adeiia Jameson was
elected
president;
Mrs.
Geneva
Thompson, treasurer; and Mrs. Ella
Cook .secretary. The Aid met with
Mrs. Alton Thompson July 18, when
work was done and arrangements
made for the summer fair and supper
to be held in vestry next Wednesday
afternoon and evening. They are ar
ranging for a fine supper at a nominal
price and it is also decided to have a
Japanese table; fancy table, aprons
and comforters on sale; along with
the children’s diversion in the form of
the indispensable grabbag. A goodly
number responded to the call for the
annual cleaning day and overhauling
of the church on the 17th inst; and
dusters, brooms, soap and water and
vacuum cleaners made everything
bright and shining In its cleanliness.
The Rev. Leonard G. March of the
Rockland District was in town Friday
and conducted the First Quarterly
Conference at the Methodist Church.
The usual reports were presented by
the officers.
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The COACH
IE sensational popularity of
the Bigger and Better Chev
rolet is due in great measure to the
fact that it is the biggest automo
bile in the world available at such
low prices.
It is built on a wheelbase of 107
inches—and on this longer wheel
base Fisher craftsmen have de
signed bodies of marvelous beauty
with wide, deep-cushioned seats
a a. ample head and leg room ..»
and generous seating capacity.
Translated into terms of comfort.

T

safety and utility—this additional
• size is of vital significance in the
low-price field. For it means that
the buyer of a low-price car can
now secure the balance and road
ability that only a longer wheel
base can provide—plus the restful
comfort of ample room for both
driver and passengers.

’585
MQC

The Touring
or Roadster...s.

$£QC

The

Coupe umm.

£^.,.<..•675
The Convertible
Sport Cabriolet..
The Imperial
Landau..................

Come in for a demonstration—
and bring the family along. See for
yourself what a difference the Big
ger and Better Chevrolet provides
in seating and riding comfort.

bii’lil Delivery
'Chassis Only)
Itlllty Trmk
• Chassis Only)

U7 J
$*71 C
I Aj

$375
$520

AU prices f.n.b
Flint, Michigan

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. E. W’. Monkhouse
who have been guests at Charles
Dunbar’s, have returned to their
homo in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Forbes of Ha
verhill, Mass., are at their summer
residence here for the season.
Mrs. Gertrude Payson has re
turned from Razorvllle where she
has been visiting friends for a few
days.
Hazel Brown of Rocjtland is vis
iting her grandmother Mrs. Lydia
Merrill.
Annie Thorndike accompanied by
Phyllis Pickard and (Stanley Pick
ard of Haverhill, Mass., are in town
for the summer.
Mrs. Cora Teague and Marie Hayes
of Warren were visitors Sunday at
Evelyn Vining’s.
Mr. and Mrs. .Burton Bailey and
and Mrs. George Crockett and Nor
man Crockett all of Lancaster, -Penn,
have been recent guests of relatives
and friends in town.
Mr. and rs. Burton Bailey and
daughter of Montpelier. Vt.. Mrs.
Lizzie Crockett of Rockland and
Mrs. Lura MoLean of Camden were
at Mrs. Lydia Merrill’s Bunday.
The girls from Alford Lake Camp,
about 60 in number, accompanied by
the councillors and with Mr. Gath
as guide climbed Ragged Mountain
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. iP. Whitney are
housekeeping in Mrs. C. B. Taylor’s
house. Mr. Whitney is the popular
foreman of the State road which is
under construction through town,
Route 101.
Robert Chandler of Attleboro.
Mass., spent a few days here the past
week.
Mrs. Ida Blood of Gardiner is vis
iting relatives in town.

PORT CLYDE

News has been received of the
death of Mrs. Ida Marshall Mc
Carthy of Greenwood. Mass., a form
er resident of this place.
Herbert Elwell of Tenants Harbor
is preaching In the Advent Church
during the absence of the pastor
Rev. Arthur Baker who is on his
vacation.
Mrs. Jessie Ingerson and daughter
Alice of Attleboro have arrived
home for the summer.
Frank Montgomery and family are
spending their vacation on Spruce
Point.
Mrs. Clara Davis has returned
from a visit In Rockland.
Cecil White and family have re
turned from a visit In Jonesport.
Dr. Harry Naumer of New York,
Isn’t it amazing how a married has been the guest of his father at
couple can be perfectly happy one Land's End. .
Alton Hopkins of Hallowell spent
moment and madder than tigers the
the weekend- with his mother Mrs.
next?
Frank Hopkins.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Fred Romkey and
children of Belmont, Mass., and Mrs.
To eliminate your
Madge Pratt and children of Ten
ant's Harbor visited Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Simmons Tuesday.
Taka Buxtan'l Rheumatic SgaelSe
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodgdon of
Try it. Yau will act rearet It. Far
Farmington are guests of Mr. and
tala at all leading drug stores. Let
us sand you a booklet. THE BUX
Mrs. Laforest Davis.
TON RHEUMATIC MEDICINE CO..
Mrs. Lewis Marshall has been ill
Abbot Village Maine.■M-S-tt

QUALITY

LOW

COST

Miss GIcnice Hall is visiting Mr.
here Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. J. C. ald Charles, horn July 7.
Mr. and .Mrs. Leslie Butler are also
Robinson, Orris Kinney and Mrs. Ada
and
Mrs. Osmond Plumer in Port
The following guests were enter Jenkin; also Mr. and Mrs. Whiter receiving congratulations on a baby
tained at Mrs. Ada Jenkins' Wednes
land.
Leavett and children of Wfiscasset boy born July 14.
day: Mrs. William Foster, daugh
md Mr. and Mrs. Warren Kinney and
ter Mrs. Garfieid Doliver and tw<
son of Braintree, Mass.
granddaughters Lucile Doliver and
II. W. Kinney of Auburn Is the
Marguerite Smith all of Cushing.
proud possessor of a tame crow named
Mrs. Hyler of Cushing was a recent
Sam.
guest at Mrs. Edmund Kinney’s.
Miss Leola Robinson entertained
the Larkin Club Wednesday evening
PLEASANT POINT
and a very pleasant time was enjoyed
Dr. Daniel J. Geary of Plainfield,
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Solberg and N. J., spent last week at Friendship
daughter Marie have returned from cottage.
Mi. and .Charles R. Raymond of
a motor trip to Canada.
Miss Lucile Jones is visiting her Wollaston, Mass., are passing two
weeks with Charles Gould and sis-ters
grandmother Mrs. Lillias Robinson.
Miss Janette Robinson has returned at Gull Book cottage.
A. W. Maloney motored to Portland
from Auburn where she was (lie guest
of her grandfather H. W. Kinney tire last week with Mr. and Mrs. II. Wel| linglon Smith and spent a most de
past six weeks.
Mrs. 'Wilfred Robinson and daugh lightful day looking up old acquaint
ter spent Thursday with fricigl.s in ances.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Cameron
Rockland.
Miss Marianne Gilchrest
spent ami son Wesley of Melrose, Mass.,
Thursday at Spruce Head guest of and Mrs. Charles Blaisdell of Ball
visited Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Cleveland.
James Riley and E. F. Hall both of G. ' Bussell Mann at Mossbar cot
whom have been very Ill are now able tage.
Miss Louise Bei nbart, contralto, of
to get out a short time each day.
Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest is having cellar the American Gpera Co. of New York
repairs made. Her brother J. A. Wil and' Chicago, is spending a few weeks
liamson of Thomaston is doiftg the with her teacher II. Wellington
Smith at Sagamore cottage where
work.
Gust Anderson, Ernest Hansen and she is preparing rolls for next win
Victor Damstedt motored to Oat Hill ter.
Ernest Maloney and family of
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kinney of Au- Port Clyde spent Sunday here with
burn entertained the following from his parents.
W. I. Rivers who has been passing,
bis vacation with bis family at their
cottage at Dream Harbor, has re
turned to bis employment in Quincy,
Mass.
Bird’s American Twin Shingles are 20’ wide by
The Sunday school which is being
ICE deep.
held in the schoOlhouse each week is
largely attended. Rev. .1. L. Corson
1. They have a smooth surface of
of Rockland has charge of the Bible
natural red, green or blue-black
class, Miss Margaret Crandon of
Thomaston the class of young peo
crushed slate that will not fade in
ple and Miss Mai ion Di ne the little
color and an extra wide butt.
folks.
2.
Have the distinctive, arched cut
Mack Gilebrest of Thomaston is to
out that gives a decorative appear
furnish the program at the meeting
of the Pleasant Point Improvement
ance to the roof.
.Society Friday evening of this week.
3. They are permanent and sparkMr. Gilchrest plans to be present
proof.
once every year and a big attend
ance is looked for.
4. Are one-man, one-hand shingle,

ST. GEORGE

BIRD’S ROOFSl

AMERICAN
Twin Shingles

EAST APPLETON

RHEUMATISM

hut is improving.

AT

THERE’S AN S f?H
HEALER NEARBY

Haying is now in full swing and
the weather has had in store a few
days of sunshine for the hay-makers.
Mrs. Lulle Hill of Ludlow. Mass.,
is visiting at her home here. She
drove through in her Willys-Knight,
a di.- tanee of nearly 300 miles.
Mrs. Walter Hill and mother Mrs.
Mri’V Ames visited relatives in
1 Iioinaston Monday.
People in this vicinity *ro en
joying green peas, lettuce, radish
and greens from their gardens.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Griffin are
rejoicing over the birth of a son Don

packed in easy-to-handle bundles.
Amnlf.n Twin Shtntle. are made hr Bird & Son, Inc. (Eat. I7Q4J
manufa..uter, of NeponaetTwin.Shingle., Bird". Shinele Dc.i«n Hoofing,
Art-Cmft Roofing, Parold Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and
Neponseti iBoard. There ■ a Bird product for every sort of building I1

We are headquarters for Bird's roofings,
building papers and wall board

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Tel. 14

Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

PROBATE COURT

Last evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Dunn the committees
met in final conference upon the Knox
celebration of next Wednesday—a full
Wills probated: Maria J. Bowers, meeting with Camden and Rockland
late of Rockport, Edwin H. Bowers represented.
The details as pre
and Edmund W. Spear. Exrs.; Mamie sented by the several committees
J. Wincapaw, late of Friendship. and effectively assembled by Mrs. C.
Fessenden Wincapaw. Exr.; William A. Creighton disclosed a program of
J. Tobey, late of Thomaston. Caro celebration whose features will ren
line J. Tobey, Exx.; Samuel A. Bur der the day memorable.
pee, late of Rockland, Elizabeth I.
Four Thomaston events for the near
Burpee. Exx.; Charles Jones, late of
future are: The observance of Gen
Warren, Lilia Davis Jones. Exx.
Knox birthday by the Knox Memorial
Wills filed for notice: Frank A. Association. July 25; the exhibition of
Mansfield, late of ■Camden, naming J. Mrs. Jarley’s wax works for the bene
H. Montgomery, Exr.
fit of the town nurse fund at Watts
Petition for probate of foreign will hall July 31; the fair by the Baptist
granted: Estate Isabel J. Butler, late Ladies Circle and Beta Alpha Club
of New York City, Peter B. Olney, on the Mall. Aug. 1; fair and enter
Exr.
tainment by the American Legion and
Petition for probate of foreign will Ladies’ Auxiliary for the new library
filed for notice: Estate Sylvanus C. building, on the Mall. Aug. 22.
Webber, late of Colfax Co., Nebraska,
R. H. Counce Engine Co. will have
naming Alice M. Webber, Exr.
a try-out of their band engine Tues
f
The petition for administration day night.
d.b.n.c.t.a. granted: Estate of Oliver
Today at one o’clock the new Dr.
Farnsworth, Kite of Camden. Fred S. Grenfell boat Maraval will he
NEW
TO
Farnsworth, Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.
launched from tire Morse boat shop.
LOST—A woman’s bathing suit between
FOR SALE—The Idmero-k Restaurant.
Advertisements in this column not to ex- Rockville and Middle street, color red with
Petitions for administration grant
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Staples and , cee*l
An event of today is the return of
three lines Inserted once for 2- c exits, gray bands. Fihder-gotify The Courier-Ga- Write or call for information at RESTAU
ed: Estates George H. Marks, late of Co. F, C.A.C.. from the encampment at
family of Stamford, Conn
RANT.
7 lamerock St.
87-tf
were 3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines
cents
Staunch Craft Built By Charles A. Morse & Sons of Thom guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Stew I each for one time. 1U uts for three times. zette, T. SVLVRSTCT.________________ 97*89 FOR SALE-^4>inin« room suae, oil stove,,
Rockland. Edward C. Payson, Admr.; Fori Williams.
LOST
—
Amethyst
brooch
on
Main
St.
MRS.
Louisa A. Farnsworth, late of Cam
ard Wednesday while enroute to Six \M»nls make a line.
SETH W KELLEY, K. 2, l’nlon. Me. Tei. Lin kitclien cabinet and other household furni
The citizens of Thomaston .especially
aston Goes Overboard This Afternoon.
den. Fred S. Farnsworth, Admr: Al
colnville 11-31.
86*88 ture at Johnston farm, Thomaston. MRS. E.
North Haven.
those living along the line of march
C. SANFORD.
87-89
fred Spear (Berry, late of Whitins
Mrs. Emma Sylvester of Lokg Is
LOST—Near Ingraliam Hill. Tuesday after
Wanted
from the Mall to the cemetery are
ville, Mass., Edward F. Berry, Admr.;
noon, package containing bedspread. MRS.
FOR SALE—
land. N, Y., and Mrs. Carrie Palmer
earnestly requested to display flags in
Large lot of land on Crescent street next
Sophia M. Mathews, late of Warren,
The new Grenfel boat MaravaJ cooking. Aft of the galley there
WANTED—An experienced Brake Mechanic. KINSLEY DRAPER, Spruce Head. Tel. 853-31.
of Rockland were visiting friends in
honor of General Knox and the rep
86-88 west of schoolhouse.
.Must understand Hydraulic and Bendix Can be left at Courier-Gazette Office.
Nathaniel B. Eastman. Admr; Flora
a spacious hold 16 feet fore and aft town Thursday.
Large corner lot, Rankin street and Atlantic
resentatives of the Army and Navy will be launched at Charles A.
brakes.
Write
MECHANIC
care
Courier-Gaj
LOST—15-foot skiff, painted widte, flat
E. Young, late of Matinicus, D. H. in the parade on July 25. It is hoped 1
Capt. Huse Richards is spending zette.
87*89 bottom and guuwliale painted slate color. Highway.
^,nt Son’s boat building yard and extending the width of the boat.
Glidden, Admr.; Myron Wentworth,
This hold can be used either for a few days wirh his family.
Eight large house lots, Broadway, opposite
in
Thomaston
at
1
o
’
clock
this
aft

Adrift frprii Tonant’s Harbor. Notify W. H.
that the stores at “the Corner” will
WANTED—<M a tried Man desires permanent
Community Park.
late of Rockland, Westbra B. Went
cargo or extra accommodation
Mr. and Mrs. Artihur Gardner and responsible position. Capable, honest, un FOLEY, tet>anCs Harbor.______________ 85*87
make a special effort decorate with ernoon. and will be christened by
Good corner building Lot on Maverick street,
worth and Winifred L. Clinton,
passengers—and will he most useful daughter Ruth of California. Mrs. questionable. Ret • fences. A. S. SIM.MOXS,
LOST—Gold and black pocket l»o<»!< with Atlantic Highway.
the colors either flags or bunting, or Miss Katherine Creighton.
Admrs.
87*92 chain. Contained small sum and glasses. Lost
Double tenement house and lot 640-642 Main
The craft has been built to take for carrying supplies between tli 1 Adella Goding and Miss Rachel Warren. Me.
both.
week
ago between Asli Point and Limerock street.
the place of the Grenfell Mission Grenfell Mission stations which ar< Noyes of Hope were calling on Mrs.
Petitions for administration filed
WANTED—An old fashioned well sweep, all St. MABEL LAMB Phone 786-M
85 87
Jameson house and large lot. C8 Camden
boat of the same name which met located along the lonely stretches
ood : j’Jso two oaken buckets to hang in lite
for notice: Estates Alice J. Philbrook,
FOUND—Watch chain near Rankin block. street, on Atlanth* Highway.
Reading the above appeal the cor with disaster at Sydney. Cape Breton the bleak coast of Labrador and Nellie Wilkins Thursday.
di. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobh-Dt L. THE
House in East Union m Route 1, garage, or
late of Owl’s Head, naming Susie
Charles Prince is passing a few
<'OCKIER-GAZHTTE.
86-88
87-tf
chard, lot of land. Reasonable price. Is situ
M. Post, Admx.: Hattie B. McLoud, respondent asked himself if he and last summer and is the gift of tiie Newfoundland.
days
in
Union.
,
FOUND
—
Pair
black
bow
spectacles
in
ated
opposite Grange hall.
WANTED—Stenographer, some experience leather case. Thursday evuiing on Scott street.
Aft of the galley is the engine
late of Rockland, naming Daniel A. ther citizens really grasped the sig- same anonymous donor who gave
Mrs. Charles Berry spent Thurs
EBNE8T C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cold) Davis
bookkeeping and office work : also want re Call at the THE COI RIERCAZJTTE. 87 89 Store.
87-92
McLoud. Jr., Admr.; Richard B. Sim iticance of the event and the honor the first Maraval to the Grenfell room and a cabin containing tw< day at the home of her son Ralph in
liable engineer for plant. LlBBY-ltl’RCHELL
hich will come to the town on that Mission.
NOTICE -Is hereby given of the loss of
staterooms.
On
deck
is
a Berry in Camden.
mons, late of Appleton, naming L.
FISHERIES CO . Vinalhaven.
86 89
FOR
SALE
Sweet
peas,
long
stems.
$1
per
day. The fact that two Generals of
deposit book numbered HUGO and tire owner of hundred. C. AI. THOMAS, 8 Spruce St. Tel. ,00.
The new Maraval was designed by i pilot house and deckhouse consist
Belle Simmons, Admx.
Miss Caroline Fuller is visiting
WANTED—Girl for kitchen work. MRS. said book asks for duplicate in accordance
he United States forces and the Gov the well known Boston naval archi ing of a small hospital for the doc
87*89
relatives in Walpole. Mass.
MARY 1U RKETT, 75 Broad St. Tel. 6419 M with tiie provision of tin State law. SEPetitions for distribution granted: ernor of Maine will be in town to grace
86-88 Cl KITY TRUST CO., by Elmer C Davis.
FOR SALE—4 Victor Table Model Phono
Mrs. Ella Wentworth of SearsEstates Uriah N. Dyer, Ormond T. the occasion ought to stimulate to a tect John G. Alden, whose now fa tor, and two staterooms.
Tteasurer. Rockland, .lidy 7. 1928.
81 -S-87 graphs STi DLEY FURNITURE CO.
87-92
There
is
wide
deck
space
through

mous
Malabar
schooners
have
won
mont and West Newton. Mass., is
Keene, Admr.; Barzillai H. Spear, display of welcome that will fittingly
WANTED—Position as janitor or watchman,
out.
and
altogether
the
boat
is
ideal

for
him
a
well-deserved
reputation.
can take care of machines. Write "WATCH
the
guest
of
Mrs.
O.
F.
Jackson
this
FOR
SALE
—
Baby
carriage,
first
class
con
M. W. Spear, Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.
supplement the glorious display of The builders are Charles A. Morse ly fitted for the service for which
To Let
MAN.” care This office.
86*88
dition. NYE’S REPAIR SHOP. Tel. 585.
week.
Petition for distribution filed and scenic beauty which nature is making.
87-89
and son who have achieved a wide she is intended. She will be used as
TO
LET
—
Large
front
room
at
130
South
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
WANTED—Anyone in Knox or Lincoln
granted: Estate Eliza J. McLaughlin, Let us arise and decorate
FOR SALE-4406 Secures Beauty Spot 500
reputation among fishermen and a mobile hospital and supply ship for Church will have their annual mid Counties, who plans to attend the Grange Lec Main st. Suitable for three men: with board.
87*89 ft. Waterfront On picturesque river where you
Frank H. Ingraham, Admr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner re- yachtsmen as the builders of honest the Grenfell Mission in northern summer fair next Wednesday aft turers Conference at Burlington, Vt.. in Au
can
satisfy all it-sires for sport, 32 acres with
gust.
to
write
immediately
to
BOX
277^
Rock

TO LET ideal Beauty Shop 273 Main St..
Petition for distribution filed for urned from Boston by train Thurs- able vessels.
Newfoundland and Labrador, and ernoon and evening.
land, Maine.
85-87 Aug. 1st. Apply EL1Z.UD7TH DONAHUE, 85 in mile of RR. town, good loam soil, pleasant
notice: Estate Nancy K. Whitmore,
y.
6-room
house, lovely views, spring water;
The Maraval is 75 feet in length, may possibly be used personally by
Park St.
87-tf
The Johnson Society will observe
—Giri for general housework at 30
large ham If taken now, will leave some farm
Ensign Otis, Admr. d.b.n.
At the Methodist Episcopal church 16H feet beam, and draws 7 feet of Sir Wilfred Grenfell, who has ex ‘Gentlemen’s Night." Friday evening. SI WANTED
TO LET—Apartmeut for small family, all tools, only $l.(»oo for ill, $400 cash. Don’t
FFOLN ST Tel lt>55.
,-87
Petitions for license to sell real tomorrow Rev. J. L. Pinkerton’s water. She carries two masts, is pressed his enthusiastic approval of Supper will he served after the meet
modern, good location. ERNEST C. DAVIS at wait. Details pg. 4 free illus. catalog. STROUT
87-92 AGENUY, 813-DG-OJd Soutli Bldg., Boston,
WANTED—Experienced stenographer for I Fuller-Cobb-Davis Store.
estate granted: Estates Nathalie G. morning subject will be “Christ the ketch rigged and has a sail area of the boat and her construction.
ing.
substitution during summer months. Excellent . TO LET—Furnished room with modern Mass.
87-lt
The Maraval is, in fact, the bes
Starrett. A. P. Starrett, Guardian; Power and Wisdom of God.’-’ Sunday about 1400 square feet. She is pow
Rev. H. L. Skill in of Rath will nay. Write STENOGRAPHER,” P. O Box ] conveniences. Write ”B.” care Courler-Ga1927 STANDARD BUICK, 7000 mileage. Just
Frank T. Pearsons, Harry S. Pear chool at noon: praise and preaching ered with a 60 H. P. Fairbanks & and staunchest boat that the com preach at the Baptist church Sun 11>4, Rockland.
85-87 zette.
87-tf painted and overhauled. MRS. H. D. AMES.
sons, Guardian. Elbridge C. Cook, iervice, 7 o’clock. The Ladies’ Aid Morse crude oil engine. which bined skill of her designer and day morning and evening as a can- I WANTED—Young man would like position I
87-89
TO LET—Furnished front room at 19 12 Florence St., Qty.
William F. Cook, Admr.
nd Epworth Leagu** will serve hould give her a speed under power builders, aided by the suggestions of didate. Services will he held at 10.45 to do typewriting or general office work. Ex PLEASANT ST.
86-88
FOR SALE—Farm produce at reasonable
perienced.
References.
TEL.
3,
Thomaston.
many
nautical
experts,
could
pro

of
about
8
knots.
In
addition
to
her
Petitions to determine inheritance lunches on the Mall Wednesday.
and 7.30. Church Bible School at the
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Houses and stores. rate, small or large quantities. Tel. 9-11, West
85*87
tax granted: Estates B. H. Spear,
Easy payments. I. BERLIAWSKY, 385 Broad Appleton. SUNNY BROOK FARM. L. Belle
George Cross of Boston spent a few main engine, she will be equipped duce. The builders and designer noon hour.
86*91
way.
Tel. 958-VV.
85*87 Simmons, R. 1, Union.
have
shown
a
keen
interest
in
the
with
a
Mianus
crude
oil
auxiliary
en
WANTED ^Position ,s a chalTeur. Can
M. W. Spear, Admr.; d.b.n.c.t.a.;
At the Methodist church Sunday
ays with his son George Cross, Jr.,
give references. Will ; i anywhere. Call 27-1.
FOR SALE—Ford roadster, all in good con
TO LET—In Thomaston 3 rooms furnished
Emily J. Brainerd. Carrie E. Brain this week. Mr. Cross is a summer vis engine and General Electric generat boat and have spared no pains t
morning at 10.30 the pastor Rev. F. DAVIS T CONDON.
dition.
GALL
188-M
86-tf
85*87 for lluht housekeeping, central location. $25
erd, Exx.: Mary L. Andrews, Kather- itor to his old Rockland home. In No or. .She will he electrically lighted. make her as seaworthy and able a- F. Fowle will take for his subject
per month KA3TK&X REAL ESTATE COMWANTED
—
chamber
maid
at
WINDSOR
FOR
SALE
—
Young,
souud,
safe
and
good
a
boat
could
be.
•
ir.j C. Veazie, Admx.
• Reciprocation:" the evening subject HOTEL
ember he will reach his 87th birth- and has an electric windlass.
76-tf PANY, Tel, 819.________________________ 85-87 lived chestnut mare, weight 1350. H. H. RUPOn completion, the Maraval will will he “Seasonable Speech.” Sun
The Maraval will be heated by an
PER,
Tenant's
Harbor,
Me,
Tel.
3-5.
86*88
Petitions to determine inheritance ay.
TO
LET
—
Five
rooms,
modern
home
with
WANTED -Your summer cottage adver- j
tlsed in this column, if for rent or sale. Try ‘ sun porch. EASTERN REAL ESTATE <».M
tax filed for notice: Estates Augusta
Miss Hattie Williams had as guests Arcola heating system by which all proceed from Thomaston to Labra day School at the usual hour.
FOR SALE—65 laying hens, one year old, R.
i’ANY. Tel. 818.
85-87 I. Reds. $1.40 each quick sale. M. R. MILLER,
it and notice the many replies you get.
E. McConnell. George J. Newcomb,
t a six o’clock dinner Friday Mrs. parts of the boat will be kept at a dor, and on arrival at destination
62-tf
I
R.
F. D. 2, Union. Tel. 10-32.
86**
6*18‘
TO LET— >-room apartment, heated, with '
Admr. c.t.a.; Mary M. Oxton. Gert lelen Brown. Miss Lena Shorey. Miss comfortable temperature by radiat will be turned over to the Grenfel’,
WALDOBORO
hath. S. RUBENSTEIN, 61 Park St. Tel. 916.
FOR SALE Ford ton truck or Reo 1% "it?
rude L. Sepich. Exx.; Seneca Palmer, Hilda George and Miss Mabelle ors connecting with a single heater, Mission. During the winter she will
85-tf truck. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel.
thus reducing the risk of fire to a be hauled out on a marine railway
Mary Berry, Exx.; Nancy K. Whit Brown.
86-tf
Miscellaneous.
TO LET—6 room tenement at Rankin and Camden 152-4.
Miss Abbie Boggs has returned fo
which is now being buijt at St. An
more, Ensign Otis, Admr. d.b.n.;
Word has come from the Children’s minimum.
Broadway. Good locution, modern. Apply at
FOR SALE—Farm m Rockville; 170 acres.
The boat throughout is of excep thony at the northern end of New Knox Hospital whene g»he will re
85*87 Building in fine shape, water in house and
George T. Hodgman, Annabel S. Hospital, Boston that John Singer,
NOTICE—To whom it may concern I will ( KIE S GIFT SHOP.
substantial
construction. foundland by the Grenfell mission sume training.
pay no bills after this date contracted by any
TO LET—Rooms with lights and bath. MRS. barn. Go acres cleared up for blueberries, lot
Hodgman, Exx.
who has had what is hoped to be the tionally
Fred Trowbridge of Boston is one without a written order. ARTHUR M. E_C (.RANT, 184 South Ma 1 n St.
All of the frames are of double out of the proceeds of a gift of an
85-87 of berries this year. Good apple trees. Right on
final
operation
for
infantile
paralyPetition for confirmation of trus
the State Road. Will sell or exchange for
4.RDTTDN,
Koikport.
Me.,
July
20.
1928
I
spending
his
vacation
in
town.
thickness of natural crook oak other anonymous friend of the Mis
TO
LET
—
6-room
apartment,
all
modern
con other property. GEORGE M SIMMONS. 23
s
is
doing
finely.
87*89 .
tee granted: Eslate Richard H. Bur
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have
veniences. Apply MIKE ARMATA S STORE. Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Maine.
paced only eight inches apart, while sion. This railway or haul-up slip
85-87
Mrs.
Maker
of
Erin
street
fell
from
a
pee, Security Trust Co., Trustee.
DEALER IN HOOKED RUGS, home made Park Theatre Bldg.
85-90 |
ill the planking is of heavy oak. In will he of great value to all vessel been at Medomak for a few days.
patchwork comforters, and wall paper. E. W
FOR SALE—McIntire & O’Neil property on
Petition for appointment of trus truck wagon Tuesday breaking her addition the boat is sheathed both owners using those waters, as thebe
TO
LET
—
«
lean
rooms
with
bath,
telephone,
Mrs. Ida Achorn has returned from 1IODGE. 362 Main St.
86*88
Tillson avenue; building in first class shape.
tee granted: Estate Edwin H. Lawry, arm.
$1 day. $3.50 week. MEDOMAK HOUSE. Tel Will let or sell at a good trade. GEORGE M.
above and below the water line with has heretofore been no marine rail Everett, Mass., where she has been
J. W BOYINGTON. DECORATOR «,f Au 39, Waldoboro.
85-87 i SIMLMONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Me.
Rockland National Bank. Trustee.
for
several
weeks.
She
was
accom

burn has been appoiuted by the Fair Asso
Ironwood.
commonly way north of St. John’s. Newfound
A former Thomaston boy. for the Australian
TO LET—Five room, furnished cottage with _____________________________________ 85-87
ciation to do the decorating f"r the Fair and
Petitions for adoption filed and
known as “greenheart”—the same land. In the future, not only fish panied by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Old
shore privilege on Pleasant Point road, by
Home Week celebration, August 6-12.
FOR SALE—30 acres of land at Lincoln
granted in the case of Ruth P. Perry, past 42 years a resident of Arizona, material used by the old New Bed ing vessels but also yachts up to 125 Waltz.
'
86*31 week, month or season. Inquire of DEWEY ville ('enter : right on Die Main Road, mostly
MALONEY, South Gushing, Maine.
84-tf wooded. Will sell at a good trade. GEORGE M.
Dennis E. Carroll and Edith M. Car- was in town Friday looking up old ford whalers and by MacMillan on feet in length can be accommodat
Mrs. Mary Mathews is at her cot
CARS WASHED—C tiled for and delivered.
friends
—
Elias
S.
Clark,
whose
name
roll. adopting parents, name changed
TO LET—I looms with modern conveniences SLM.MONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Me.
his stout schooner Bowdoin. Steel ed by this railway which ought to tage at Martin’s Point.
KENNETH GREEN. Phone 828 .M.
85*87
_____________________________________ 85-87
at 97 UNION STREET.
82-tf
to Pauline Mae Carroll: Robert W. and early history will he recalled by plates at the how will withstand any stimulate yacht cruising in those
Mrs. G. H. Coombs is the guest
I AM PREPARED to make your wool Into
older
citizens.
In
Mr.
Clark
’
s
case
FOR SALE—1 farm at South Thomaston : 70
TO LET—Apartment, furnished or unfur
■Wentworth. George L. Brackett and
of her daughter Mrs. P. B. Stinson in yarn. Write for particulars. Also yarn for
ice pressure; and the bow is curved northern waters.
nice blueberry field and good lot of ap
the
boy
was
father
to
the
man.
He
has
sale. Samples free. II. A BARTLETT,. Har nished : room with private bath. Inquire 85 acres,
Sarah L. Brackett, adopting parents
so as to cause the boat to lift on
It may safely he predicted that Wiscasset.
ple trees Buildings In first class shape : ar
MASONIC
ST.
85-87
been
honored
by
public
office
in
Ari

mony, Me.
83-94
name changed to Robert W. Brack
Y.P.S.C.E.
of
the
Baptist
tesian
well, new furnace last year. Right on
TO LET—Building on Knowlton St. Would the State Road, next place to the schoolhouse.
zona and came within a few hundred coming in contact with ice. She is this Thomaston built vessel, worthy __ The will give a carnival on the
BIG AUCTION SALE—\t Simonton farm,
ett.
also ceiled throughout with heavy successor to the ships and schoon ^"church
make a good storehouse, joiner or paint shop. (iEDRtJE M SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Avenue.
tes
of
being
elected
its
governor.
West
Rockport,
Maine
August
9,
posters
out
Petition for leave to sue bond filed
J II. MELVIN, 21 Gay St. Tel. 624 M
79-tf Rockland, Maine.
ers that made the town famous dur church lawn Monday afternoon and in a few days. J. II. SIMONTON.
85-87
82-tf
Misses Alice and Hilda George of pine planking.
and granted: Estate Fred T. StudThe interior consists of a fore ing the flood tide of shipping days, evening.
TO LET—7-roi»rn IMMRM and garage at H
FOR SALE House, ell and barn con
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
Thomaston
and
Miss
Marjorie
Hup

ley, Claire S. Hodgkins. Admx.
Mechanic
St.
WALTER
SNOW.
Tel.
373
W.
H. W. Hastings of F
S. can- work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
nected: building newly repaired, painted in
castle containing four berths, imme will prove to be one of the most
76-tf side and out. 9 acres of land. Located on
Accounts allowed: Estates Eliza J. per of St. George will leave Sunday for diately aft of which, separated by a valuable assets of the splendid med didate for attorney-gen
79-tf
was in 3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
motor trip through
Aroostook
Limerock street. GEORGE M SIMMONS, 23
TO
LET
—
Modern
apartment
of
5
rooms,
McLaughlin, second and final. Frank
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar galls
bulkhead, is the galley which ex ical mission which the devoted serv town Tuesday.
85-87
all Imtirovcnients, 7 Granite St. Apply NEL Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Maine.
H. Ingraham, Admr.; Barzillai H. county.
The members of the Baptist^Sew- built and repaired; all kinds -of lawn work, SON' B. COBB at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
ice
of
Sir
Wilfred
Grenfell
in
the
tends
the
full
width
of
the
boat,
and
79-tf
by
tiie
day
or
contract
BENIAMIN
KNOW!,
FOR SALE On Vinalhaven, house with
Mrs. L. H. Dunn entertained at
Spear, first and final. M. W. Spear,
ing
Circle
and
the
entertainment
has a stateroom opening into it. A cause of humanity has now made
TON. 'I Brewster St. Tel. 167 M
7»-tf
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Waxer, , shore privilege- fish hodse and wharf, all re
Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.: Bert L. Thurston, cards Thursday evening with Mrs. shipmate stove will be used for » famous the world over.
modeled last year : it is one of the many beau
committee are planning a fair and
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES $2 per dav. ROCKLAND HARDWARE; CO.. tiful locations for which Vinalhaven Is noted.
first and final. Bessie L. Norwood, Nettie Clough of San Francisco as
498
Main St.
79-tf
the presentation of “The Old Maid’s and estates: up-to-date property, in the gar
Unsurpassed as a summer home. Price $500.
Admx.; Uriah N. Dyer, first and guest of honor.
den spot of Maine Penobscot Bay. Write
Convention.”
Mrs. Minnie Newbert returned coffeP—beginning at 11 o’clock. Ice
final, Ormond T. Keene. Admr.; Em
Several
members
of
Meenahga
dickey
.
BeiSummer
Cottages
and
Board
Kp.4
AXtK8’
*7?#
APPLETON
Thursday from a visit to her sister cream will be served all day.
ily J. Brainerd, first and final, Car
Grange attended church services at
FOR
SALE
—
Strand
phonograph,
excellent
Clifford
Rowell
of
Bangor
was
a
Mrs.
Danunage
in
South
Bristol.
TO LET—"Red Roof” Farm. Alford’s Lake, condition. Price very low. Apply MIKE ARNEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
rie E. Brainerd. Exx.: Francis Ward
Library Fair Not?s—T. R. McPhail
Winslow’s Mills Sunday as guests of Main
Sts. ( leaning, repairing and dyeing. six rooms completely furnished, water in (he m4TA STORE. Park Theatre Bldg.
George Mathews .vill direct the or is midway manager, backed by the guest Saturday of Lucy Moody.
85-87
Chandler, first and final, Alice DaProgressive Grange, where they lis Suits made to measure. Fur coats refined.
house, screened in porch, if desired, garage.
Will Tobey and daughter Maxine tened to an able sermon by Rev. Tel. 738-K.
land Chandler, Exx.; Gorham A. chestra which is holding rehearsals Legion; it will be a good one----- Mrs.
Inquire of <>S( AR 8. DUNCAN, 156 Main St.
FOR SALE—Braided rugs at 19 Gurdy St.
79-tf
85*87
Tel. 457.______________________________ 84,-tf MRS NAN FARRAND HALL
Munro, first and final Etta Munro, in preparation for “Mrs. Jarley’s Wax Maryon Benner of Rockland is added returned Sunday to their home in H. O. Megert.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair gooda at
Works.” An excellen’. entertainment to the remembrance table committee. Augusta.
FOR SALE—Chamber sets, sideboard, din
REBUILT Hamilton. Elgin and Waltham
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mai’
Exx.
The
new
siren
whistle
in
the
tower
ing
table,
vacuum
cleaner,
clothes
reel,
mis
watches
at
LEON
J.
WHITE
’
S
jewelry
store.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bryant and of the town offices notifies the*pub orders solicited. HELEN (’. RHODES. 79-tf
Accounts filed and allowed: Es is promised for the evening of July 31
—The apron committee is made up
Guaranteed for one year, $6 and up. 30-S-tf sion set. odd chairs and other articles. Mat
The public will have an opportunity of Mrs. Stewart, chairman Mrs. Olive children of Knox were Sunday visit
G.
K.
MAYO
representing*
J.
L.
Taylor
&
tates Mary Lewis Haskell, first and
tresses.
SINGER
HOUSE,
Main
St.,
Thomaston.
lic when the noon hour arrives.
FOR SALE—N ew bungalow, seven rooms:
Co., Wholesale Tailors. All wool suit or over
85-87
final. Leonard <). Haskell. Exr.; Levi next Friday night to inspect the new Brazier, Mrs. Letitia Starrett. Mrs. ors at L. <N. Moody’s and A. F.
Melzar McCurda and Mrs. Parker coat made to measure as low as $25. Best all hard wood floors. Facing the Penobscot
S. Jones, first and final. Ellen R. factory of the Black & Gay Canning Louise Brown. Mrs. McPhail, Mrs. Barnes.’
Bay
between Searsport and Belfast, on the
FOR SALE—Forty-foot cruiser witli equip
linings,
trimmings
ami
workmanship.
G.
K.
of Damariscotta Mills have been re
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, Mr. and cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. George MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 394.
79-tf State Road. 29 acres of land. Most sightly ment at a trade. ORRIN J. DICKEY’, Belfast,
Jones, Admx.. Mary L. Andrews, first Co. It will be an opening with Fred Adelaide Hanley. Mrs. Flora Maloney,
pla«e on the road. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Me.__________________________________ 85-90
• nd final. Katherine C. Veazie Black as host. Dancing and other Mrs. Hathorne. Mrs. Kirki>atrick. Miss Mrs. H. C. Stanley and Miss Chrys- Genthner.
ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS— Tillson Avenue. Itoeklaud, Maine.
85-87
FOR SALE—Floor show case, book cases,
Applications are now being received for ad
Admx.: Hiram Jones, first and final forms of entertainment will lx* pro Fogeriy, Mrs. Dora Comery, Mrs. tal Stanley were Sunday visit-os at
Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak and mission to the School of Nursing. New Hamp
FOR SALE—'Mt. Vernon cottage at Megun wall cases, counters and scales. CHARLES
vided. Thomaston should show its Dora Robinson, Miss Hilt. This com the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jendss
Percy Jones, Exr.
85*90
son John Dvorak are visiting rela shire State Hospital. The Hospital is located ticook Lake: large living room, kitchen and .Cook, 71 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates appreciation by a large attendance.
on extensive pounds and excelle t living four chambers. Newly painted, electric lights
mittee is working for a well-stocked Keller at Lincolnville Beach.
tives in New York.
FOR SALE—Nice Home on Broadway, 6
George French has had new steps table, and would he glad to receive
conditions are provided tor students in a new and water. Porch newly screened and a good rooms, modern improvements and garage. ApRoland Edgecomb is haying for
Chelsea Calderwood, first and final
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger have Nurses' Home bow ready for occupancy. Pupil garage. Ix»t 250 ft. depth. GEORGE M. SIM
Ply to T. J. FOLEY.__________________ 85-tf
Annie B. ('alderwood, Exx.: Nancy and platform built to his tenement on materials from any good friends who Mrs. Ella McLaughlin.
returned to Hartford, Conn.
nurses receive board, room, laundry and an MONS, 23 Tillson A/enue, Itockland, Me.
Sunday visitors of Mrs. A. II.
K. Whitmore, first. Ensign Oti Main street.
FOR SALE—7 room house and 12 room
have not the time to make aprons.
•
85-87
Mrs. W. C. Flint has been spend allowance of $49 per month. Ti.is school Is
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Davis of Wal
with 1 acre land and large barn. Fine
Moody and family were Mr. and Mrs. ing several days in Portland.
registered and accredited and is affiliated with
Admr. d.b.n.; Seneca Palmer, first
FOR SALE—Thurston cottage at Megunti house
cellars
both in Thomaston. 4 room house. Gay
the
Yale
School
of
Nursing.
Preference
given
doboro visited Thursday with Mr. and
Fred Emmons and daughter Kather
cook Lake; two car garage, two extra lots. street place
and final. Mary Berry Exx.; Fred
: 4 room house, Pleasant Gardens,
Miss
Winifred
Knowles
of
Chel

to
high
school
graduates
and
a
minimum
of
It
is
generally
said
high
resolve
is
Electric
lights
In
garage
and
cottage,
all
fur

ine and Mr. Hilton and son Hazen sea. Mass., is at Mrs. Jessie Achorn’s one year high school required. For further
crick
Ripley, second Westbra B Mrs. Verne Achorn. Upon their re
Rockland.
F.
nished can move right in. GEORGE M. SIM STUDLEY. All can be paid as rent. V.
84 86
Information address DIRECTOR OF N'UICSIN'G, MONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Me.
Wentworth. Trustee: W. M. Grant turn home they took Esther the young the only way to accomplish the best of Bath.
Russell Greenwood has been in New Hampshire State Hospital, Concord, N.
work;
but
the
few
wise
ones
say
hun

H. C. Stanley is working for A. L.
FOR SALE—Several articles of used fur
first and final. Gilford B. Butler daughter of the Achorns with them.
85-87
II.
85*87
* * * ♦
ger and competition are more impor Sprowl and M. M. Brown during Jefferson for a week.
Just the kind for your cottage or
Admr.; Augusta McConnell, first and
FOR SALE Cottage at Crescent Beach: fur niture.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore and To Whom It May Concern :—
camp.
TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
•
tant
as
incentives.
—
E.
W.
Howe.
Mrs. Aurelia Collamore and Mrs
nished In good shape. Pdrch has hard wood
haying.
final. George J. Newcomb, Admr.
77-tf
No hills will be paid by me that are contract floor and glassed in. All in flue shape, elec
guests of Freeport were visiting
W. H. Proctor and family w- re in friends in town Tuesday.
c.t.a.; Edmund R. McConnell, George C. H. Washburn who have been ill
ed by any persons beside myself
tric lights and water. GEORGE M. SIMMONS,
FOR SALE—19 mowers, one and two horse,
with grippe are better. Miss Chris
Togus Sunday.
G. K. BREWSTER
J. Newcombe, Admr.
23
Tillson
Avenue,
Rockland.
Maine.
85-87
new
and
used
:
12
horse
mowers,
new
and
used.
A surprise party was given Mrs.
Yakima. Washington
84*89
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter
Inventories filed: Estates Seneca tine McFarland is at her home in
TO LET—Six room cottage at Crescent Champion, Yankee; also a full line of John
Thomas G. Kuhn at her home Tues
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any Beach, running water, 1 car garage. C. A. Deere Implements. C. M. Bl'RGESS, Union,
were overnight guests Tuesday of day evening by a number of out of
W. Palmer, $1-542.19; Adelbert L. South Bristol recovering from the
85-87
color:
storage.
J
A.
STEVENS
Jb
SON,
Mc

ROSE.
Rockland or MRS. A. B. ROSE. Tel. Me.
her sister, Mrs. Lillian Morang in town friends/ Mrs. Kuhn received Loud St. Tel 241 -M or 13 M
Harmon. $3800; Carrie L. Thurston same disease.
79-tf 213-W.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
72-S-tf
Mrs. J. F. Rowland who is living in
Augusta.
$1662.15; Mary M. Oxton. $4896.07
per
cord,
stove
length
$8.
$1
less
in
Thomas
numerous gifts, among them one from
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. 12.
TO LET—7 room cottage at Pleasant Beach. ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C.
Sylvester Overlock. $2342.42; Mary the C. W. Creighton house on Gay
Helen Morang has returned home Providence friends who were •un good as new, at half price. 64 Summer St MRS.
MAKIETrA BLETHEN, 59 Holmes St.
PACKARD, Warren, Me.
83-tf
t»*d
Lewis
Haskell,
$2,000;
Imogene street has returned from a week’
and Edith Morang is the guest of able to he present. This gift which TKL 186 R
79-tf
stay in New York where business
her cousin E. Marie Perry.
FOR SALE—A very flue canvas covered,
Parker, $4947.19.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Cottage at ('rescent square
was
most
beautiful
and
useful
Mrs.
stern,
Oldtown
canoe.
Perfect
condi
called her.
Beach, electric lights, rum ing water, garage, tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
REGULATION SIZE WITH
Kuhn prizes very highly.
price reasonable. LENA K. SARGENT, Tel.
Mrs. Mary Bunker was hostess to a
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAY’TS.
TENANT’S HARBOR.
197-R or 994-M.
83-tf
picnic party at her farm on Beech82-tf
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
W.
Mesrvey
FOR
SALE
OR
TO
LET
—
6-room
furnished
woods street Friday evening.
SOMERVILLE
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
FOR SALE—Two 15 foot row boats, new.
summer cottage at Ingraham Hill, city water,
of
Providence
are
being
entert
ined
/
Rev. Albert Hanseom. a former pas
Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Cates and son
A'. 'CLARE TO GOODNESSf
I.AW
elec, lights, 5 minutes to elec, cars, nice view FRANK POSTER, South Thomaston, Me.
at tire Franette cottage by Mr Mo- David of East Vassalboro were re
82*87
tor ol’ the M. E. Church, was in town
of harbor. Also summor cottage lots for sale.
Standard
FI
servey
’
s
sisters,
Mrs.
Frank
S.
Pel
JE» BOUT TIME AH DONE
Apply to (J. A. TARR. Tel. 614 M or 232-W.
FOR SALE Standing grass. Telephone
Thursday calling on friends. He is
cent visitors at tl^e home of F. A.
$4.50 ptr 1000 Sheets
80*tf
1192-YV. R.76-tf
L. ANDERSON.
lett of >'< w York City and M . E. Turner.
now located in Omaha.
For Pound Siz«
GOT ALL mAh DAW65
G. Spau’tjing of Central Falls IL I.
TO RENT—Three cottages furnished on
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,
Miss Ruth Lermand who has been
Mrs. G. L. Fuller is very ill at Au
Postage 15 Cants Additional
Lake. Boating, fishing and bathing. Write for modern Improvements, hot water heat, three
Movies at l.O.O.F . hall M< iday gusta General Hospital.
TRAINED SOS DEY RUNS OUT
with friends in Round Pond is at
particulars. WILLIAM HANSOM, Rockland. car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
evening. The feature will be The
Miss .Marie Turner passed the
home
Me.
73-tf , station and small store. L. W. BENNER. 2
EN BARKS AT A COLLECTUH,
Thirteenth Hour’ with Lionel liar- weekend with her schoolmate Miss
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING barglliu. I ?ir“vl-lly
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw have
For M Platea
ryraore
and
Jacqueline
Jal
ion
small
and
large,
summer
homes
and
realFOR SALE—Cabbage plants— Danish BallFreda
Berry
of
Week
’
s
Mills.
returned to Portland after a visit to
Postage 10 Cents Additional
LONG COMES de dawgmountain, river or lake. Copy free
an<l others. OVERNESS SARKESIAN,
This is a new mystery melodi ma;
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Evans and
their parents Mr. and Mrs. II. B.
With GI Graphotypa and Cabinat dences,
For each additional 1000 sheets
ORRIN
J
DICKEY.
Belfast.
Me.
79-tf
JMiddle
St. Tel. 568-W.
79-tf
tax collectuh!’’!_
a genuinely weird film, with si. lows family of Augusta have been passing
Shaw.
ordered at same time, add to the
All Complata
FOB SALE—Cottage at Hobb's Pond, Hope.
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
of giant chains and ugly fac- rain a few days at their home here.
Harris Shaw who has been spending
price of first 1000. 84.00 and 18
Me., one mile from postofflee, all furnished^ quality at an attractive price. Order now for
scenes and dark cellars in an u ique
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner and Mr.
some time with his parents and at his
ready to occupy; or will let for the season Immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
cents postage for each 1000.
As new, in original pack at
atmosphere,
also
the
latest
<
<
,n?dy
$150.
Communicate with J. F. BURGESS. 67-M. RALPH P. CONANT. South Hope. 78-tf
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Turner
were
Sunday
house at Glenruere returned to Bos
Rockland, Me. Tel. 426-R or 1186-M.
79-tf
and
Fox
News
reel.
—
adv.
FOR SALE—Several hundred R. I. Red
visitors
of
relatives
in
Palermo.
ings.
At
a
bargain.
If
in

ton Thursday.
$4.00
per
1000
Sheets
chicks, 5 weeks old. Price reasonable. E. R.
P. W. Dodge of MWeek’s .Mills is
Mrs. Augusta Kellog and Miss Edith
VERKILL,
354 Broadway.
78-tf
terested write to
For Half Pound Size
Anil some of us can be fooled a lot cutting the hay on E. R. Evans’
Watts who are summering at the
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed and oak
Postage 10 Cents Additional
easier than we can fool other
Watts homestead in St. George were!
farm.
L. C. FIELD
bureau. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE office.
visitors in town this week.
77*tf
Contractor and Builder
ff
Mrs. Selma Nylander of Brookline.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
FOR SALE—Cord ami fitted wood ; fitted soft
Free Estimates
wood
slubs
$8:
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARROLL,
Mass., is visiting her sister Miss Clara
Postage 10 Conti Additional
I’. 0. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Ellison.
For raeh additional 1U00 atiMio
Tel. 851-R
74-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crooker of
ordered at same time, add to the
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
Brockton. Mass., are weekend guests
64S'f
price of first 1000. $3.50 and 10
TRY THE SIMPLE, SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
FFECTIVE
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
of Mrs. Henry L. Bryant.
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
cents postage for each 1000.
C. S. GARDNER. Rockport. Me.
72-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pritchard of
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 Toot long $6.50.
Brockton are guests at the Knox Ho
THE
Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1 ; also
tel.
lumber. L. A. PACK ARD. IL P. D., Thomas
!n This Town lsff the
COURIERThe lunch to he served on the Mall
ton.
70-lf
Plumbing
and
Heating
July 25 by the Ladies’ Aid and Ep
Family of Readers of
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
A non-narcotic, non-i;abit-for>n ng sedative. Relieves all Pains, NervousROCKLAND,
MAINE
worth League of the M. E. Church
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Telaphone 1005-M
nesa. Brings Refreshing Sleep In a Little Box, ?0 doses, 25 cents. Sold
will include sandwiches, strawberry
Rockland, Maine
--------- THIS PAPER---------buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
10-every
Sat-tf
Everywhere.
shortcake, pies, cakes, doughnuts and
JOEL P. WOOD, BeUaM. Tel. IJJ-H. 78-tf

MARAVAL

LAUNCH

In Everybody’s Column1

« whj, you

OWN J.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

The Courier-Gazette

Why Have Headaches?

GAZETTE

Ballard’s Headache
Qo,den Tablets

The Biggest Family

L. W. McCartney

Every-Other-Day
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SOCIETY

LAST CALL!

tytve/./tmt/,
In addition to personal notes recording de
Mrs. W. F. Glover of Allston, Mass.,
partures and arrivals, this department espe arrives today for two weeks’ visit
cially desires information of social happen
ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by with her parents Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Hemenway.

announce /netr

TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

William Hich of Hingham, Mass.,
the guest for the weekend at the
tome of E. L. Spear, Broadway.

f

Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and Miss Ruth
Lawrence are in E’lswoith for a brief
visit as guests of Mrs. B. E. Moore.

Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine is’enter
taining her sister Miss Harriet M.
Smalley, who arrived at the Metho
dist parsonage today from Plainfield,
N. J. Mrs. Kenderdin- and her sister
are the daughters of Rev. David D.
Smalley, a retired Methodist preacher
of Plainfield, N. J., who spent 30
years of active service within the
hounds of the Newark Conference.

Richard St. Clair who has been
guest of Mr. and Mrs. .1. E. Stevens,
Mrs. Charles L. Cragin of Portland
Talbot avenue, returned to his home
who has been the guest of Miss Mabel
in Wollaston, Mass., Thursday.
A. Pillsbury. Ingraham Hill, returned
Graham Hills is home fora few days home yesterday.
from the Y.M.C.A. camp due to an in
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Molway and
ured elbow.
three children of Mariners’ Harbor,
Mrs. Mattie Ifimick and Mr. and Staten Island, are guests for 10 days qf
Mrs. Frank Munsey of Portland who Mrs. Molway’s grandparents, Capt.
htVve bt en occupying the Himick cot- and Mrs. H. It. Huntley.
age at Crescent Beach are returning
Mrs. Alfred Haskell and son Mer
tomorrow or Monday.
ton Haskell are spending several
Miss Khnndcnn Armstrong who has weeks with relatives in Bridgeport
cen the guest of Hr. and Mrs. W. H. and New York.
Armstrong for two weeks left Tues
day for Merchantville, N. J., where she
Rev. and Mrs. George McCrea and
will visit relatives for two weeks be- famiy who have been visiting Capt.
ore returning to her position with and Mis. II. It. Huntley, are enroute
the American Homemakers, Inc., Bos to their home in Illinois.
They
ton.
planned a brief stop in Massachusetts
and visits to the Gettysburg battleMr. and Mrs. John .1. Cain of Fred- fle’d and Washington. D. C.
ricktpn, N. B., are guests of their
laughter, Mrs. Blake Annis.
E. Mont Perry is in-Vinalhaven the
weekend guest of his niece, Mrs. L. R.
Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Mrs. Har- h’mith.
«
ison Mac A’man returned yesterday
from a brief visit in Stonington.
Mrs. C. iW. Orcutt and daughter
Mrs. H. M. Noyes who has been vis Katherine of North Weymouth. Mass.,
iting relatives in the city has returned arrive this afternoon and will be
guests of Mr. and Airs. H. G. Cole.
to her home in North Haven.

Final Reductions on
Summer Furniture

3-Jnnua/ S^a/e o^' ^tne
Qfiurtnrf

ant/ S^uyirtf
84-tr

BUILDING COLLAPSE

TO MEET IN BANGOR

CAMDEN

Coal Shed At North Haven Three-Quarter Century Club,
With New Recruits, Get
Lets 300 Tons of Fuel Into
ting Ready For Annual
the Sea.
Session.
The North Haven correspondent of

A special communication of Amity
lodge, F. & A. M., was held last eve
ning and the Master Mason degree
conferred on four candidates. Reere served after the
work.

Mrs. Frank Hart and young son of
Germantown, Penn., are visiting her
The Courier-Gazette writes:
The Maine Three Quarter Century parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor.
The collapse Thursday afternoon of Club is to hold its annual meeting
Members of Camden Commandery,
the coal shed owned by Mrs. C. G. and reunion at Bangor Monday, Aug. K. T. and their ladies will enjoy a
trip July 29 on Steamer Castine,
Weld is a hard blow to the North 27.
Capt. Coombs, to Castine. Dinner
Haven Fuel Co. Fortunately no one
This organization, the only one of will be served at the hotel.
was injured. Only asshort time ago its kind in the world, has brought
Miss Lena Ames has returned from
men were working there. The fuel
fame to the Pine Tree State from Boston where she spent the winter
company had just stored a cargo of
and
is the guest of her parents Post
250 tons of . coal adding to 50 tons almost every section of America.
It was established primarily to ad master and Mrs. Leslie D. Ames.
already on hand. The building and
vertise the fact that men and wom
Frances Bresnehan of Pittsfield,
the wharf underneath is entirely
en live longer in Maine than else Mass., is spending the summer with
broken down.
where in the United States; not that Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Dougherty.
This structure was # built many
it seems longer, as some have fac
Several motored to East Union
years ago for the purpose of storing
titiously remarked, blut that their Thursday evening to attend the Ma
coal for the W. id steam yacht and was
)ap of „fe |g act
sonic Assembly dance held there.
used for that purpose until the yacht
nionths an„ „
The music was by Dean’s Dance
was changed into an oti burner, j Thp ,,pason fo,. ,
writes p w Band.
Since about four years ago the North Hopgg
Malne.„
cllmate.
Regular meeting of Arey-Heal
Haven Fuel Co. has used the building Many ppople jn fac, hundrpds o£ Post, A. L., will be held Tuesday
to store their fuel. It is hoped that pP1.suns, have discredited this idea, evening, at 7.30, and a full attend
•some of the coal.may be saved. Th,•. bavP pvpn sa,d harsh th,
about ance is desired to make arrange
Capt. William P. Eaton and Capt.
.'" the climate, hut. nevertheless, „ta- ments for the picnic to be held at
Mrs. Clarence Jenkins and daugh
ter Choris who have been guests of C. P. Eaton were in this city Sun bert Webster, is due to arrive the tistics prove the statement.
Coleman’s pond August 5.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Myrtle day called from New .York to accom first of the week to remove the ruins.
Nowhere, it will be conceded, can
Last evening the Boys' Band gave
pany
(he
remains
of
their
mother
the
street, have returned to their home in
there he found more beautiful sea- a concert in Postoffice Square and it
late
Mrs.
Lizzie
Parker
Eaton
to
Lit

Peabody, Mass.
sons than Maine's summer and au- ' was enjoyed by a large and enthu
WEST APPLETON
tle Deer Isle for interment.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard iStover of tumn; cool, comfortable and invig- ; siastic company of citizens. The
Mrs. Keigh’ey Gilbert and daughordting,
with a minimum of hot and [ youngsters have been organized only
Houlton are visiting his mother Mrs. ' or
^1
r Jane of Texas arrive today to be
sultry weather.
, a few months and have made but
Harold E. Hughes, manager of the Jennie Fowles.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Bowdoin Square lit .inch of the Na
* * * *
j one public appearance before, on
Raymond Harriman of Liberty is
l\\lbot avenue.
Maine’s winters will also rank well , Memorial Day. They were uniformed
tion Shawmut Bank of Boston and the guest of his grandparents Mr.
with those of other sections. Back ' last evening for the first time and
Mrs. Hughes, formerly Louise Whit- and Mrs. M. E. Harriman.
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Nicholas and Miss comb, are visiting the latter's grandMiss Helen Green of Worcester is from the coast the cold is steady, . made a fine appearance. Camden is
Dorothy Crockett are on a motor trip mother Mrs. 11. G. Pillsbury, Ingra- spending a few days with Mrs. Cora the atmosphere clear and bracing, i justly proud of the Boys’ Band and
On the coast the variation in tern- . hopes to hear them frequently duro Canada.
ham Hill.
Fogg.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wentworth and perature is greater but nevertheless | ing the summer.
Mrs. John I. Snow and Mrs. John O.
M,.s Rlchar(, s Fl|||pr apd rb|1. son Frank. Mrs. E. N. Whitcomb and the climate is much steadier, much ’ Fair at the Congregational chapel,
^Stevens entertained the Cardinal Club (lrPn Jeanette> nirk and
wltll daughter Marjory of Montville, Mrs. more agreeable than many points to I next Wednesday,
The Mae Edwards Players will
and guests at tiie Gilchrist cottage at ,|avp bp,.n ((p a v,gR ,o Mr ,(pd M].s Lucy Tasker of Concord, N. H.. the south and west. In these latter |
oopers Beach la.-t evening.
VV. ,, Fuller, returned yesterday by Mrs. Edwina Grant and son Getchell territories changes are sudden. There present “Laff That Off” in the Opera
' motor to their lio^ne in Dedham, of Frankfort and Miss Googins of is dampness and a ehill in the air ' House next Thursday evening. Seven
Mrs. Walter Rich, Jr., entertained at xiass.
Eastport were Sunday visitors at R. vhieh goes completely through one, i acts of vaudeville and the Mae Ed| even though the thermometer may ! wards Novelty Orchestra featuring
luncheon and bridge Wednesday at
____
W. -Bartlett’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Prescott of be comparatively high for the sea Valmore -Smith the boy wonder on
ier summer home in Camden, among
A
party
given
\\
ednesday
after.
the drums. The plays for Friday and
Montv.ile and Mr. and Mrs. A. L. son of the year.
the guests being Miss Esther Stevennoon at the
Probably Maine’s spring is her Saturday evenings have not been
Pease of Howard, R. I., were re
worst season hut even this has its announced.
cent visitors at M. E. Harriman’s.
Alvali Andersen is in Portland at
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. George , good features.
Fowles July 15 were: Mr. and Mrs.
It was an exceedingly difficult tending the regatta held this week
Elmer Fowles and family and Mr. matter to impress this important in that ity tinder the auspices of the
and MrS. Bert Fowles and family Tact of long life and healthful climate Portland Yacht Club. He has two
of Belfast: Mr. and Mrs. Harry on tiie people who had apparently. speed boats entered in the races.
Hon. Julias S. Clark of Phoenix, Miller and family of Searsmont: Mr. always believed that Maine and the Several others from Camden are go
Mrs. Alice Knight who has been the
ttuest of her daughter Mrs. Harold Ariz., who went away from Thomas and Mrs. Earl Gross and family and North Pole were next door neigh- ing over today.
The beautiful yacht Corsair, owned
Barrett in Northampton. Mass, has ton 40-odd years ago. is in the city Mr. and Mrs. George Sheldon of Bel- hors and had virtually the same cliby J. P. Morgan of New York City,
eturned home accompanied by Mr. for a brief visit, the guest of his mont: Mr. and Mrs. Harland Sim- matic conditions.
and Mrs. Barrett who are here for a niece, Mrs. Alan L. Bird Mr. Clark mons of Rockland: Mr. and Mrs. ■ Then the suggestion of devising was in this port Wednesday night.
is one of Arizona’s Democratic lead Leonard Stover of Houlton: \Jr. and some plan whereby this fact of peoMr. and Mrs. Ralph Beverage are
two weeks vacation.
ers, and in a comparatively recent Mrs. Frank Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. j pie living to a greater age in Maine visiting friends in Boston and vi
| than elsewhere, which would tell the cinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pt. C’air of contest for governor was defeated by Dexter Robinson of Belfast.
Sterling Hastings, district manager
Mrs. Eth'-l Wagner, Mrs. Flora J story in a spectacular manner and
Wollaston, Mass., arrive today to he only a few votes.
Robinson and son Alva of Camden impress it upon the Country as a for the Maytag Washing Machine,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Thomas, who were in this vicinity ^Tuesday.
will lie host next Wednesday evening
whole, was given consideration.
Talbot avenue.
have been visiting relatives hare,
Tiie result was the recommenda at tiie Ocean View Tea Room at
have returned to their home in New
tion to capitalize the idea of the a supper given to the sales force and
Mrs. L. B. Crockett entertained the
OWL’S HEAD
great number of people in Maine who their wives, of this vicinity. Fol
Thursday Auction Club Thursday at Jersey.
Mr. anti Mrs. Walter Maul of
were over 75 years of flge. The lowing the supper, an enjoyable proier cottage at Ash Point. Picnic din
Louis Carini of Boston is the guest Haddonfield. N. J., will spend a Maine Public Health Association was gram will be presented.
ner was followed by cards, honors go
of his brother Fred Carini for a month at the Rogers House.
George French who has been a pa
used as the logical body to put the
ng to Mrs. Fred Veazie, Mrs. Albert
Ross Perry of P.oston is spending
few days.
tient at Community Hospital as the
plan into operation.
Havener and Mrs. F. E. Follett.
a few days with his family at L. A.
• . « •
result of a fall, is much improved.
Mrs. Lester Shiblgfl. <A Orono was Arey's.
Dances tonight at Oakland, East
The organization of the Three
Maynard Marston and family are
Mrs. A. Coolidge arrived at the
guest of honor at a supper party at
Quarter Century Club was an Union and Simonton Corner.
ccupylng the Dow cottage at Ash
Difift tan last evening. Auction fol Rogers House Friday returning Sat nounced and in record time the office
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Wadswortli
Point for the month of July.
lowed at the home o,f Mrs. Layyrence urday evening to her home in Bos of the Public Health Association was are on a motor trip in Massachusetts
ton.
C. Perry.
deluged with the names of people and New York State.
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
Floyd Scammon and family were
* • • •
who had attained the age of 75. it
are at Skowhegan today where Mrs.
Mrs. Harrison P. MacAlman has guests Sunday of M. E. Scammon. ! was surprising, even to those who
Ellingwood Is attending a luncheon
Church Notes
Dr.
R.
L.
Emery
with
guests
are
I returned from a motor trip to Deer
had conceived the idea, to know how
given at the home of Judge and Mrs Isle.
at tiie Rose Hill House.
Rev. C. W. Bibb of St. Louis, will
many there really were in the State
n
!l)anforth for the club officials of the
It is hotted to hove a good attend- !
occupy tiie pulpit in II,e Baptist
who were eligible to membership in
federated Clubs of Maine, an annual
ance
at
the
baked
heap
supper
to
church
Sunday morning and Miss
Mrs. Frank Moon and daughters
event. In the evening Dr. and Mrs. Louise and Beatrice of Portland are be held in the Community room of ' this unique group,
Ada Hall of New York and Wiscasset
Then the other surpristng feature will sing.
(Ellingwood will attend the perform visiting relatives here for two weeks. he Libra, v Building Saturday night.
Supper starts at 5.30. It js for the was the great number, comparativeance at Lakewood.
At the First Congregational church
ly speaking, of men and women who
Sunday morning. Rev. Alfred V.
Mrs. Mae Perry has.re/irned from benefit of the library.
had
gone
far
beyond
the
three
quar

Mrs. Ix*ster Ayer who has been th< a visit in Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. Ethel Burkett of Camden vis
ter century mark, including several
guest of Mrs. Maynard Oxton. Suffolk
ited relatives in town Wednesday.
centenarians. Today there are en
(street, is returning to her home in
Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw of North Ha
(Medford. Mass., today.
Poet: “I cannot understand why you rolled on the membership books cf
ven is in the city for a few days.
the organization 14.256 persons who
befused my poems. I put my whole
are 75 years or more of age and 17
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney L. Winslow and
The Tuesday Night Sewing Club heart into them."
[sons of Vinalhaven were recent visi dined at the Jack o’Lantern Tea
Editor: "it would have been better who have attained the century mark.
PUBLIX THEATRE
The first meeting of the organiza
tors in the city, guests of relatives.
Room in Camden last evening with if you had noj ... we had to pay ex tion was Held at Augusta three years
TODAY
cess
postage
oil
them."
—
Passing
Miss Lucille Duffey of Boston as spe
ago and was attended by several
Miss Ardelle Me Loon of Jersey City. cial guest.
Show.
thousands. It was so unique that
PAT
O
’MALLEY
|N. J., is the guest of Miss Helen Mcnewspaper representatives and mo
IN
The
history
of
mankind
is
one
long
Loon and Miss Anne McLaughlin,
Mrs. Ada Tremaine of the Camden
tion picture men came front all sec
Ocean street.
“THE SLAVER”
road suffered an ill tut’n Wednesday record of giving revolution another tions of the country to report and to
and was taken to the Knox Hospital trial, and limping back at last to san picture the remarkable assemblage.
"VANISHING RIDER” No. 10
ity, safety and work.—E. W. Howe.
^Dorothy Thomas was the guest of where she is receiving treatment.
| The second reunion was held at
Ruth Marston at Ash Point Tuesday.
' Portland last year and was an even
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mrs. Fred Gregory and Mrs. Ellis
I greater success. Tltis year Bangor
awrjon
4
Mrs. Eda L. Oxton has been the Ripley spent Thursday in Portland as
| is to be the scene of tiie interesting
DOROTHY WEARS A RAYON
(guest for several days of Mrs. Horace guests of Mrs. Granville Shibles and
I event.
[Vose in Thomaston.
Mrs. O. A. Tolman.
Henry Lord. Bangor veteran, is

president of the club; George C.
i Wing, Sr., Auburn, is vice president :
A. M. Dunbar. Waterville, is secre
tary and the executive committee
consists of W. W. Kemp, Portland.
• who was president last year: Miss
i Maria Fuller. Augusta and Henry F.
Kalloch, Tenant's Harbor.
This year's celebration bids fair to
) exceed even its two notable predeI cessors.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Sullivan of Ja
Mrs. Richard A. Parker and Mrs.
maica Plain. Mass., are guests of Mr. Ralph W. Brown have return
and H. H. Winslow. Oliver street.
from Portland, where they were
guest of Major Brawn of Fort Wil
A delightful informal tea was given liams and Master MacNeil Brown,
by Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury. Ingraham who is student at G.M.T.C. at Fort
Hill, Wednesday afternoon. The rooms McKinley. Young MacNeil has just
were prettily decorated with roses and won a marksmanship medal for ex
sweet peas. The out of town guests pel t shooting. The score set for the
were .^Iis. Charles L. Cragin of Hol boys was 56 out of a possible 75.
land. Mrs. Edwin B. ttollins of West Brown won second ranking with 65.
Somerville and Mrs. F. B. Whitcomb the next higher being 66. One hun
|'6f Brooklyn.
dred sixty-five hoys competed.
With Mayor Carv*‘r as chvaif'- ir.
The summer sale of the Woman’s
Mrs. Carver. Miss Pearl Borgorson. auxiliary of St. Peter’s Church will
Mrs. .Maude Hallowell and Mrs Emily jM>
on tj,e grounds Thursday
Stevens, motored to ('enter Harpswell [ afternoon and evening. July 26.
Thursday where the Indies attended1 Fancy goods, aprons, fir pillows,
the summer outing of the BPW Clubs cooked food, enndy^flowers and aftof Lisbon Falls. Bath. Brunswick and ernoon tea with supper served at 6
Rockland. There were about 7(1 pres o'clock, price 35 cents.
87-89
ent. Tile tine shore dinner at Miller's,
was followed by speeches and a gen ' Best chicken dinner ever at Two
eral exchange of ideas. Among the Steps Inn tomorrow. Two Steps inn
outstanding features was the presen
Is Just over the brow of Ingraham
latlon of tho charter to the Brunswick ' Hill. Phone 784-J for reservations,
club newly organized and a very Inter- ! —adv.
esling account by Mis. Ellen i.ildiy
Eastman, State President, of the N:i-,
OFFICE CLOSED
tional Convention at New Orleans,
AUG. 1 to 27
from which she had just returned.
i
When I shall take
Have you watched tiie Boston boat
arrive and leave front tiie new porch
at Ingraham llill. Two Steps Inn. I', j
S. The boat don’t arrive and leav
at the porch.
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Special P. G. studies
in Chicago
BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor

86-tf

'Bvn thejacklofuion

stAirrmn

fabrics for aftfrnoon

JENNY. IN FLAT RAYON CREPF WORN BY
BBSS POROFMY SMART. THE MOST PHOTO

GRASHFO GIRL (N THE WORLD. WHO RE
rFNTLY MARRIED LYMAN BILL. NSW YORK

MtLUONAIRE SPORTSMAN

EXCITING-

Refrigerators—Top and Side leers, Couch Hammocks and Swayers, All Types,
With and Without Awnings ; and a Very Special Price on Oil Stoveti.

Seeing Is Believing!
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Phone 980

Bliss of Portland will occupy t’he
pulpit.
The subject of Bev. F. Ernest
Smith’s address at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning will be "My
Commandment.” The Union service
will be held in the Congregational
church at 7 o’clock and Mr. Smith
will give an address on the sub
ject, “Conflict or Servitude Which?”

A PUBLIX THEATRE

MONDAY-TUESDAY
6.45

2.00

8.30

COLLEFN

MOORE

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT

kkuBAOWAMTAOSj
Used Furniture^
Wonderful Cream
For Dry Skins
A new marvelous Cleansing Cream is
on the market, containing Cocoa But
ter. It melts right into the skin, clean
ing every pore of grime ami dirt, and
will not stretch the skin or make it
sagrg.v.
It’s »imply marvelous in
keeping youthful complexions. Ask
for MKLLO-GLO, the new Cream
with Cocoa Butter. Will not grow
hair. Corner Drug Store and all
other good stores.

Park

|

BELLE
BENNETT
and
MONTAGU
LOVE
and a Great
Supporting Cart

2.15

With

Allene Ray
And the New Pathe Dog Star

Cyclone
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"Domestic Troubles”
With

Louise Fazenda

NOW SHOWING

“That Certain Thing”
With

Viola Dana
And

"The Law Of Fear"
Featuring

Ranger
The Wonder Dog

8.15

TODAY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

MAE EDWARDS’
PLAYERS
IN

AND THEIR

‘HAPPINESS
AHEAD’

Novelty Orchestra
SATURDAY AFTERNOON

‘HER COMPANIONATE

1

MARRIAGE”
SATURDAY EVENING

“Laugh, Clown Laugh”
Three Act Comedy Drama

Romance of Great Beauty.

,

HOWARD R. HUGHES
PRESS NTS

THOMAS

Five Miles North of Skowhegan

MEIQHAN

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS

yhcRacket

Each Evg at 8 Standard Time. Tel. Skowhegan 424. Mail Skowhegan

i "Ten.

‘BRINGING BROADWAY TO MAINE”

LOUIS WOLHEIM
MARIE PRrVOST
FR00UCI9 IV THI tA?K CT -yUMN

NEXT WEEK
The Distinguished Star

TONIGHT

A Taut anti Tingling Crook I’lay

—ALSO—

‘‘1 he Yellow Cameo”

STRAND

Let Our Arctic Nu-air Keep You
Cool

Publix Theatre

A Story of Tenderness and Allure,

With

Rockland, Maine

Dance in Maine’s Wonder Ballroom

with

WHEN IN NEW YttHK—HmM-mber th.t
you can liuv cujites ig The ( inirlci -Ornette.,
wltll the home news, at Hotalblg's News

\

We Are Making Sensational Cleanup Prices These Last Days On 1 ligh Grade

EDMUND LOWE

THRILLING

Yes everyone is planning to attend
the Old Home Week in Rockland and
they sure will have a real time as
everything will be there and a real
| good time is in store for everyone.
There are many features that will |
I be presented during the week and a
15-car show will have a big midway
I with new rides for the children. The
Central Maine Power Company will
i run cars to the park every 15 minutes
and that will he a very good accom
modation to the patrons of the Fair.
Entries are still coming In and
there will he many well known horses
here for the rnces. Things are mov
ing on ver$- nicely and a record
crowd is expected in Rockland week
of Aug. 6th.—adv.

I Agency, Broadway aud 43 St.

Smashing Reductions

WITH

MEET ME AT ROCKLAND WEEK
OF AUGUST 6th

WtAR. EXEMPUFIEO BV THIS ORtGINAI

Couch Hammocks and
Refrigerators
Oil Stoves and Ranges

“Night} tick”

Arthur Byron in

“Your Uncle Dudley"

By J. C. and Elliott Nugent
John Wray and Elaine Carrington with M[s. Jaques Martin, Jean
The Biggest Cast Tnis Season Adair, Theresa Maxwell Conover
and a brilliant cast
Will Thrill you

(1 Qaramouni picture
Another from Meighan
to add to your gallery of
great pictures seen. Action,
drama, thrills, defeat, vic
tory and romance!
Ft'otii the Stage Buccrss by

Bartlett Un: mack
GRANT MITCHELL, Week JULY 30—ANDREW TAKES A WIFE

WEDNESDAY
’FRIDAY

DANCING

OPEN DAILY
A. M. to 11 P. M.

INN”

85-86

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

John Gilbert
In

"The Cossacks"

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 21, 1928,
COM'R PARSONS' PLEA

THE REALM OF MUSIC

MRS. CLEM

SHAVER’S APPEAL

1

milll It

XAS /X

MW

A hJ l>

FINEIR

M OTOR

CAR

Officials Hope That Moose
Will Not Be Exterminated Wife of Former Democratic National Committee Chairman
Uses Some Vigorous Language.
—Other Matters.

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
“The President must be a sober Tammany members of the committee
and (lame Parsons in an interview
*'ho demanded a wet plank to suit
Wednesday declared that the moose man." Mrs. Clem Sh iver, whose hus- their
candidate.
hand has just been replaced as chalris
too
valuable
an
animal
1.1
many
Mrs. Eleanor C. Howard has signed <of nine supplementary exercises. It
"The drys had a right to believe
nominee of the convention
ways to be exterminated by bviiiers, man <n the Democratic National Com- t|lat
a contract for another year as super is a Carl Fischer publication.
mlttee by John J. R.iskoh, declared in would be honest enough to -stand
or driven out of our domain.
visor of music in Rockland’s public
‘ Sportsmen like to photograph them a message to the Southern dry Deni- wholeheartedly on that platform, hut
At a recent evening musical ves
schools. Her work has been con
per of the Chestnut Street church, and they are a great attraction to our oeratic conferenc which convened in what was their amazement and chasistently excellent from the first. Portland, juvenile artists were feat own people who enjoy the big woods,’’ Asheville. X. <?.. Thursday, at the call grin and disappointment when a can
She has always held before her the ured.
Among them was Master continued Commissioner Parsons.
of Bishop James Cannon, Jr., of the didate was nominated whose every
ideal of perfection, and while real Herbert Oerter. Cathedral choir boy.
“An opportunity to look over one of Methodist Episcopal Church. South, official act has l>een a repudiation of
izing that this is a goal seldom whose sweet child soprano voice 'has these lordly monarchs of the forest is and Arthur J. Barton, a Baptist lay the Eighteenth Amendment and the
reached, has never lessened the been heard on many occasions; also an event highly appreciated by any man and chairman of the Anti-Saloon Volstead Law. No sooner was he nom
striving, paying particular atten Robert Henry Kingsley, a ten year camping out party, and increases each League.
inated than this wet candidate sent a
tion to details often overlooked and old pianist, who played Paderewski’s year the number of enthusiasts who
Mrs.
Shaver's statement
was telegram repudiating the dry plat
evaded. This feature has caused a Minuet No. 1. Robert was heard in come to Maine to photograph its wild brought to Asheville by Mrs. Jesse AV. form plank.
rebellious feeling here and there, Rockland on the program of Junior
• The nomination of a wet candidate
Nicholson, of Chevy Chase, Mil.,
life.
particularly among the older pupils, clubs given at the State Federation
“It is hoped that there will be no president of the National Woman's was a deep disappointment to the dry
yet it is the very thing that should in May. Among the selections of
further open season on moose. When Democratic Law Enforcement League people of the country, for they felt
win highest commendation, as has Herbert was the hymn “The Old
they finally disappear they will no who was a candidate for A'lce Presi if the party had any chance to win
been demonstrated in her training of Rugged Cross” which the minister.
more return than the caribou which dent at Houston until Gov. Smith was and have four years of decent honest
the Pilgrim Choir of the Congrega Rey. Ralph Stoody. used as the sub
left the State 25 years ago or more. nominated for President. Ill health, government untainted by graft in
tional church, a group of young peo ject of his “sermonized song” talk.
“We have some 55 fishways to be Mrs. Nicholson said, prevented the at every department of the government
ple with untrained voices, yet who
* • » •
looked after from the 'first of May to tendance of Mrs. Shaver at today's and undebauched by whisky and the
are capable of giving a church serv
presence of saloons on every street
meeting.
Plans are being made for the pre the end of the spawning season in
ice and recital with choruses having
corner of every city, town and hamlet
Following
is
the
text
of
her
mes

the
fall
and
are
building
more
the
a neatness of attack, subtle shading sentation of “The Old Peabody
they should have nominated a man
sage:
present
season.
Frank
M.
Perkins,
and style that many an experienced Pew” dramatized by Kate Douglas
whose past record was above re
Those
of
us
who
attended
the
lientfishway
inspector
of
long
experience,
chorus might well envy. She teaches Wiggin from her book of the same
ocratie
convention
at
Houston
some proach.
is
assisting
in
the
care
of
fishways,
pupils to sing right from the begin title, to be given by request in the
"We have seen enough of graft,
time ago were compelled to witness
ning. and if the older pupils could old church at Buxton Lower Corner their repair and the building of new
corruption and licentiousness in the
the
most
amazing
and
humllitatlng
ones.
The
fishways
are
kept
open
only realize that they are receiving early in August, under the auspices
spectacle ever presented to patriotic unAmerican cities of New York and
actual vocal lessons along with their of the Dorcas Society. While the ,and the fish given free passage from
American citizens, that of the nomi Chicago, where vice and crime reign
the
first
of
May
to
the
15th
of
July,
regular school work, a more mutual cast in full has not yet been made
nation of a wet Tammany candidate supreme, unchecked by dripping wet
as
required
by
statute,
and'
such
fur

accomplishment would be brought public. Miss Nora Archibald Smith,
forced upon on unwilling electoraie by Governors and Mayors and so-called
ther
time
as
required
by
the
commis

sister of the author, will be the
about.
officers of the law—because in these
reader and coach the cast: Mrs. Her sioner during the fall run of salmon, the adherence of an unscrupuous ma two crime-ridden cities the licensed
chine
which
rode
rough
shod
over
men
Mrs. Howard's work with the lower man Locke of Buxton will take the usually from the 15th of September
saloon reigns supreme.
and women alike.
grades is particularly interesting. part of the president of the Dorcas to the 15th of November of each year.
"On July 9 there appeared the an
"We
saw
the
humllitatlng
spectacle
A new fishway is being erected
Even the little tots are taught the Society: Mrs. Gideon Bradbury of
nual report of the Committee of Four
of
men
who
bartered
ihelr
principles
tonic chord, the major scale, inter Hartford, Conn., a summer resident near the mouth of Sourdabscook. in
teen appointed to investigate vice
vals, and so on. the slightly older of Buxton, and Mrs. George Knox Hampden, and it is expected that and honor for the sake of filthy lucre conditions in New York City, which
and
the
promise
of
political
jobs,
de

ones being able to do board work and of Buxton as members of the Dor work will be completed this season on
sets forth that present city conditions
oral work that is surprisingly good. cas Society, and A. L. T. Cummings, the Aroostook River fishways. This liberately lie down before the chariot under Tammany rule is the worst in a
wheels
of
this
organization,
permit

She takes the greatest pains in secretary of the Chamber of Com is regarded as an encouraging proj
20-year survey. If such conditions
teaching monotones to sing, and they merce whq has the part of Justin ect as the Aroostook River has no ting themselves to he ^attended out exist under the administration of the
can be taught. I have seen her work Peabody, the hero. These five were large mills using chemicals detri by the Tammany steam roller.
Democratic nominee, might we not
with some of the Highland school in the original cast. The presenta mental to the ft«h, and lumber or
expect the same conditions to pre
little folks, having them sound a tone tion promises to be one of the most wood-working mills are required by
“The convention hall was the arena vail in Washington should the Demo
over and over until they can pitch noteworthy affairs of the summer aw to keep sawdust and other mill of the great battle between the wets cratic ticket win?
the voice with hers, and during the season from the literary and artis waste out of the river and its tribu and the drys staged in a dry State of
“Are we women voters in the Demo
year’s work some of these have tic standpoint, and will be anticipat taries.
the South, whose Anglo-Saxon citi cratic party going to vote to put in
learned to carry a tune. She is also ed with interest by members of all
“Fish screens are also being built zens hark back to progenitors who the White 'House a man with a drip
teaching the pupils to read music, a the summer colonies in Western at the outlet of many of our large first set foot on Jamestown to found ping wet record—a saloon man. a nulfeature that has not received con Maine.
salmon lakes where high dams below and perpetuate the greatest race on lifier inevitably associated with or
• * * *
sistent attention since the days of
prevent the return of salmon which the face of the earth.
ganized vice, because he is a saloon
Miss Emily Phillips who gave re
“ The Old Peabody Pew” has been have followed their migratory in
‘This battle was destined to be a man?
markable work along this line. All given by two of Rockland’s churches, stinct and traveled to the sea. Sev fight to the finish between wet viola
of us. pupils, parents and citizens, at the Methodist when Mrs. Gladys eral are to be erected this year, as tors and nullifiers on the one hand
“Are we going to vote to put in the
should give her heartiest support.
Morgan played the part of Nancy provided by the legislative resolves, and dry patriotic upholders of the White House a man whose citizen
and Dr. William Ellingwood that of if the additional amount required in Constitution on the other. On one ship is restricted to a small dripping
The recent “Evening with the Justin: at the Congregational with each case is furnished by subscrip side we beheld the beast and all the
wet area such as the City of New
Choir" at the First Baptist Church Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Rounds in the tions of the citizens interested.
forces of evil, whie on the other stood York, whose vision is bounded by the
deserves mention for its excellent leads. A. L. T. Cummings, the ori
“Many small screens are erected the Constitution pleading for preser number of licensed saloons that may
program prepared and given against ginal Justin, has acted as coach and where needed wholly on subscription vation of American ideals and Ameri
be crowded into that area, for we
great odds, several of the choir adviser, for many of t'he produc of citizens, according to permit and can traditions.
must admit t'he horizon of all wets
members being unable to sing due to tions in Maine, as well as playing specifications furnished by the de
'At the doors of convention hall we extends only* so far as the shuttered
severe colds, disappointment in se the part over and over.
partment.
were met by the clamoring^ of expe door of the saloon and its chief ally,
curing soloists, etc. However, Mr.
‘That bruin should be placed on the diency-loving politicians, cam^tl ag the red light district.
Constantine, the chorister, presented
The members of the Portland protected list as a game animal is ing under the puny, puerile whine of
"The trail of the serpent drink will
a program that highly pleased all Men’s Singing Club with their wives still recommended by many, hut the harmony—we must have harmony—
not he tolerated in the White House.
who heard it. With Miss
Elsa
Hay,
. were recently entertained at the present law seems to be satisfactory everything must b« subordinated to
“What sort of a President do we
SEE HEAVY VOTE
.MJ P.
summer home of Will C. MacFar- and few bear are killed in the sum harmony. There must be no more want in the White House anyway,
Robinson at the piano, two number: lane near Intervale. N. H. Mr. Mac- mer season.
Madison Square Garden debacle. honest men and women? Do we want
were given. “Kamenoi Ostrow." nv Farlane organized the club and each
“The black bear is fast becoming Foolish, silly , picayune politicians,
Rubinstein and Widor’s “Serenade.” year entertains the members and a valuable game animal, many sports small in stature and smaller in brain a wet, a fifty-fifty, an evader of the Great Enthusiasm Already
Constitution, a saloon man or a law
Miss Edna Gregory who is a student their wives at his cottage. Mr. Mac- men coming to Maine for the sole power.
Being Generated In Presi
enforcement bird, who knows when
at the Faelton Pianoforte School Farlana is remembered by us all as
‘They were kidding themselves, but he promises to enforce the 18th
purpose o-f hunting bear, and pre
played two solos, “To a Water Lily.” the first municipal organist in Port
dential Campaign.
thej- were not fooling anybody else,
by MacDowell and “Chanson Triste” land. coming to that city in 1912, and ferring it to the moose. Take in the for every man and woman gathered Amendment he does not mean it.
fall,
when
the
fur
is
prime
and
the
Do we want a man in the White
by Tschaikowsky. A double male • endearing himself to everyone with
A Washington despatch to the
meat good, the bear brings a good at that convention bad visible evi House who openly declares if elected
quartet gave “The Prayer of the i whom he came in contact by his
dence of the complete lack of har
New York Herald Tribune says:
price
in
the
market,
as
well
as
fur

he will do all in his power to bring
Crusaders”
by
Protheroe
and splendid character and by the devo
mony in this convention. Harmony
Although the battle scarcely has
“Though I £peak with the Tongues tion to and the promotion of his art. nishing the best of sport to the man was a myth in a convention where about a modification of the enforce
who
still
hunts
this
wary
animal.
ment act? By no means. We want, i>egun, the issues and sharply con
of Angels." by Greene. Miss Hay When he was appointed to have
fights were constantly occurring in
den, Mrs. Robinson at the piano, sang charge of the Kotzschmar Memorial
j>ers©nallties of Herbert
State delegations on the floor of the and are determined to have, a man trasted
“Hear Ye. Israel,” from “The Eli organ he became the first municipal
APPEAL TO WOMEN
convention and emanating from com for President whose past life has -been Hoover and Gov. Smith have tired
jah." and a two-part anthem “Eye organist in America.
mittee rooms, and shouts and cries full of achievement and promises public enthusiasm throughout the
Hath Not Seen” by Myles B. Foster,
performed, and whose name is a country as no other political cam
from angry delegates filled the air.
Republicans
To
Recognize
arranged for soprano and alto, were
guarantee
that
the
Eighteenth paign has done in many years.
• • • •
The
Wolfsohn
Musical
Bureau
of
given. The anthems under Mr. Con
Amendment will be held sacred.
Valuable Ally In Present
Republican leaders predict an oldNew
York
is
announcing
a
new
art

"There can never be harmony in
stantine’s direction were finely done,
“We do not want a man who fashioned election in November, pos
Campaign.
the party so long as certain Wet ele swears with uplifted hand to uphold sibly with the heaviest vote in
Kotzchmar’s stirring “Te Deum," ist, Ifor Thomas. Welsh tenor, “the
ments clamor for supremacy, though the Constitution ‘So help me God,” American history. Rejwrts are pour
“From Egypt’s Bondage Come" by greatest voice since Evan Williams."
The Hoover campaigners are after so greatly in the minority—so long but makes a mental reservation with ing into Washington from every sec
Arthur Page, and ‘‘Goin’ Home.” His voice is said to be of a warm and
beautiful
quality,
used
witfli
excep

the women’s vote, and have left it to as the sometime great Democratic regard to the Eighteenth Amendment, tion forecasting a landslide vote
arr. by William Arms Fisher, the lat
ter possibly being the high light of tional intelligence, and at all times an efficient and charming woman to Party permits a dripntng Wet mi and beckon* with a wink and leer to everywhere, with the possible ex
musically
interesting.
His
person

organize the campaign to capture the nority to rule it and dictate its policy his saloon followers and all the forces ception of the South. Dissatisfaction
the evening.
ality is romantic, and already he ap feminine ballots.
and throw overboard its old-time of evil.
over Gov. Smith’s wet views, it is
pears
to
be
a
master
of
liis
art.
The
The woman who will have charge principles and dictate to the majority
In a package of songs received
“The American people do not want said, may result in a very light vote
connection
with
the
Wolfsohn
Bu

of this special campaign is Mrs. composed of patriotic Americans, just a man who will adopt a beer keg for below the Mason and Dixon line.
from J. Fischer & Bro., New York,
are several that should make an ap reau was made so late that it is im Alvan T. Heft of Kentucky. She is so long will we have a decadent, in the White House coat of arms, nor
But whatever the wet and dry is
peal with both teacher and recital possible to present him in a series of wealthy, and socially prominent both harmonious Democratic party.
will they have a rum jug for their sue may cost the South in the way
“Can there be any sembance of
ist. There are two of Walter Golde’s debut recitals, but to introduce him to in her home state. As second vice
national emblem. Again, the Presi of votes, it bids fair to attract more
harmony when machine politicians
“A Lad Went a-Wooing,” a fanciful the public arrangements were mad' chairman of the Republican Nation
dent of the United States must pos than enough votes to the polls in
Valentine song, and “Love was With to have broadcast, which he did on al Committee she has called a meet calling themselves leaders, though the sess the virtues and graces of an other parts of the country to make
Me Yesterday,” a most effective July 9, on the Franklin motor car ing of eastern women Republican country does not think of them as American gentleman, and, possessing up the difference. Other live issues,
number for dramatic soprano; a fas hour which came over many stations leaders to meet the 24th to commence such, supinely prostrate themselves them, have the ability to exercise such as the farm question in agricul
cinating song by Abram Chasins such as WE El. WCSH, WGY the new kind of campaigning—an in the dust and permit this rough
tural states and -the tariff, are up to
\\1et element, this saloon element to them in the most graceful outward decision at the ballot boxes in thn
"Dreams;” three of H. Waldo Warn WTAM and WEAF among those we appeal for women’s ballots.
manner.
most
frequently
get.
Am
wonder

The Republicans, in the face of ride roughshod over them and dic
er’s “By Hedgerow and Meadow,”
November election. As one political
“And Ships Go Home,” and a dainty ing if any of our radio fans heard Mr. ■the Smith drive for the dry East, are tate who shall or who shall not be
observer put it tersely:
“
Wp
notice
by
the
press
that
the
Thomas,
and
if
so,
what
their
im

planning to counter with this fem the nominee of a great party conven
waltz song “Young Love Went a“We've given them something to
Vice
'Presidential
nominee
advocates
pressions
were.
inine drive. Such*a campaign has tion ?
Boaming” which should appeal to
vote for this time.”
a
cami>aign
bureau
in
the
heart
of
never before been attempted on a
“Alas, we no longer have militant
younger students, an exquisite num
Representative Wallace H. White.
The recent award by Dartmouth national scale.
men. real leaders in the Democratic the South with a view to offsetting Jr., of Maine, predicted two banner
ber “Remembrance” by Bernard
College
of
the
honorary
degree
Mus
the
bolt
which
is
rapidly
taking
form
In the presidential campaigns of party! None seems able to stand on
Hamblen: “The Sandman Is Calling
elections in his State, the first in
You” and “Up On the Top of the Doc, or Doctor of Music, to Philip 1920 and 1924, the only ones since their own feet or to have an honest in all the Southern states against September, when state officers are
Hale,
who
for
25
years
has
edited
the
Democratic
national
ticket.
It
is
women obtained the presidential vote conviction, or if they have a convic
Hill" by George Roberts, two num
elected and again in November when
bers adapted for teaching; “Mali the program books of the Boston neither candidate held any special tion. to have the courage of that con too late now to appeal to the South Maine registers its preference for
Symphony
Orchestra
is
a
distinction
ern voters whose wishes were so President along with the 47 other
appeal for women apart from men, viction.
Rose" by Lily Strickland which
“Did such men of iron exist in the completely disregarded by party states. Mr. 'White was in Washing
could be effectively sung by one richly deserved. Mr. Hale’s immense and the politicians of both parties
erudition,
untinged
with
pedantry,
pushed their campaigns along con party today there would not now be leaders at the convention who rail ton recently to confer with Dr. Hu
having the sense of lilting rhythm;
“Sometime at Eve” by Hugh New his inimitable prose style, his fine ventional lines, expecting the women a division in the party as exists at roaded1 through the nomination of the bert Work. Republican campaign
sympathy
for
all
that
is
good
in
mu

Tammany candidate.
to divide about as the men did. The the present time.
som. a beautiful song, the words by
manager. Upon leaving Republican
“Regardless of what the Demo headquarters he predicted the vote
"We cannot look to the Senate or
Lizzie Clark Hardy resembling Ten sic, old and new. have won him first women did as expected.
place
among
living
American
writer.*
But now, on the liquor issue which House of Representatives for any re cratic leaders propose to do, we dry in Maine would be the heaviest of
nyson's “Crossing the Bar.” There
were alfn several songs of Helen about music, and a world-wide repu the Democrats are emphasizing in lief from an intolerable situation, for Democratic women do not intend to record. He was confident Mr. Hoov
tation
among
musicians.
Mr.
Halthe east, the Republicans insist they with a few notable exceptions the support the wet ticket and joke plat er would carry the state.
Dallam's, notable among them being
is a Yale graduate.
have a large majority of women who congress is unable to boast of a com- form named at the convention by
“Sweet Bird." “I Shall Not Care
Women are to have a larger 'part
will vote for the so-called Dryer Re pany of statesmen, of men who are the Tammany delegates.
And the in this election than heretofore, parand “Love and You." A sacred song
The Union Theological Seminary publican candidate.
ready to stand, and having -lone all Democratic women of this country Mrs. Alvin T. Hert, of Kentucky,
“Thy Will be Done" by A. Walter
In Hoover, also, the Republicans to stil stand and suffer for the right, are not foiled', as the men leaders vice chairman of the Republican Na
Kramer. though
written simply will open a new school of sacred mu
feel they have a candidate who will because right is ri^hi.
appear to be.
should mak» an appeal in any church sic next fall, intended for the train
tional Committee, will come to
service. All these songs are worthy ing of organists and choir master.*- appeal especially to women because
"Harmony Is ridiculous word in the
“The idea of men like Josephus Washington on Thursday to prepare
of attention, by teachers seeing as. well as for those preparing t< of his war work, and because of his 1928 campaign. Every one at Hous Daniels, Dan Moody. Carter Glass, for the conference of committeewomnew material for t'helr pupils and by teach sacred music in schools and international engineering and relief ton knew that there cotid be no har Jed Adams and many others we might en from INew York. New Jersey,
work. Housewives still remember mony in the Democratic party if a name among our party leaders say Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware
universities.
The school will h
soloists arranging new programs.
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Other Important Features
Ao other car has all of them

Nash now has the

Three series

16 enclosed models

easiest steering

the

Twin Ignition mo
tor
12 Air Craft type
spark plugs

industry ever has
produced

Bijur centralized
chassis lubrica
tion

4 wheelbase
lengths
Salon Bodies

car

motor

•

•

•

High compression
Bolinalite alumi
num pistons
(Invar Strutt)

Just

7-bearing crank
shaft
(hollow crank pint)

let us prove it!

lloudaille and
Lovejoy shock
absorbers
(exclutirc Nath
mounting)

Torsional vibration
dani|>er

The Public demands

New double-drop
frame

One-piece Salon
fenders

Clear vision front
pillar posts
AH exterior metalware chrome
plated over
nickel
Short turning ra
dius

Ixmger wheelhasea
World's easiest
steering

Body, rubber insu
lated from frame
Nash-Biflex bump
ers and buniperettes

Easy Steering
THOMAS-NASH CO.
Park Street, Rockland

WHERE BELFAST BENEFITS

POLITICAL BRIEFS

Many Generous Bequests Contained
In the Will of Maude Gammans,

Frederick Hale of Portland expend

ed .$1,493 during his campaign. This
was divided as follows: printing $298.-10, clerk hire $389.37. advertising
$13.44, hall rent $10, soliciting agents
$69.62, miscellaneous $94.GO.
♦ * « *

f

1

I
|

President Coolidge and Herbert
Hoover Secretary of Commerce, have
reached a complete understanding as
to the latter’s campaign for the Pres
idency, and the President himself will 1
conduct what amounts to a collateral
campaign for his aid. both by the
spoken and the written word. Mr.
Hoover has confided to the President
the policies he, intends to announce
in his speech of acceptance and the
President has found them so fully in
accord with his own beliefs that he
will embark soon upon a tour of
speeches in which the Republican
candidate, while not named as such
cannot fail to appear as the man who
may be trusted to carry on the work
which President Coolidge will lay
down next Miych.
“RHODY’S" TWO CAPITALS

Rhode Island originally had prac
tically as many capitals as it had
towns. The tleneral Assembly met
in circuit, first in one town and then
in another. As time went on. how
ever, the legislature grew in size and
the accommodations in the smaller
towns became inadequate.
The
meetings were .held in fewer and
fewer towns, until finally the (Gen
eral Assembly met only at Newport
and Providence. For many years
the state had these two capitals. It
was customary for the legislature to
open its annual session in May at
Newport and after a few days to
adjourn for a more extended session
at Providence, beginning in the fol
lowing January. After the comple
tion of the statehouse at Providence
in 1900 the constitution^ was so
amended as to dispense with the
Newjmrt session of the legislature.—
The Path Under.

The Belfast Free Library, long in
adequate to take care of its pat
ronage, is one of several institutions
in Belfast remembered by the late
Miss Maude Gammans of that city
who died of apoplexy last Saturday.
The Library will receive $40,000 for
the construction of an addition to
he used as a reading room, and to
he known as the Gammans Reading
Room, in memory of her parents and 1
brother, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gam
mans and James A. Gammans.
To
St.
Margaret's
Episcopal
Church $40,000 also is left as an en
dowment fund and her Church street
residence to be used as a rectory.
Twenty thousand dollars is left to
the City National Bank in trust for
the poor of Belfast: $10,000 to Wap
do County General Hospital, an en
dowment fund In memory of her
father- $10,000 to the Children’s Aid
Society of Maine, in memory of her
mother; $4,000 to the Belfast Home
for Aged Women, an endowment
fund in memory of her parents; and
$5,000 endowment fund to the Uni
versal ist Church, to be known as
the Gammans fund.
VERSATILE MRS. HOOVER

Uthal Vincent Wiicox, writing in
the Farm Journal says:
“If Mrs. Herbert Hoover becomes
First Lady of the Land next March
America will become acquainted with
probably the most cosmopolite-n and
versatile feminine figure ever t«
grace the White House. This gia
cious California woman has a backkground more colorful with adventure'
and achievement t'han even the most
venturesome modern girl couid* pic
ture in her fondest dreams. From
op- 'ating a machine gun in the Boxer
I rebellion to sitting with crowned
heads in European palaces is a far
cry.
But both experiences have
(ome to Mrs. Hoover, as well as a
j score more as vivid.
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NEW BURDETT COLLEGE BUILDING, BOSTON

Fall Business Courses
FOR YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN
Begin September 4 and 17 (Day and Evening)
College and Executive Grade, Vocational and Shorter Business
Courses: Business Administration, Accounting. Secretarial,
Normal, Office Management, Bookkeeping? Stenography,
Combined Bookkeeping and Stenography, and Finishing.
Early Enrollment Suggested
Write or Telephone for Catalogue
Position Service for Graduates
, Visit the New Building if Possible
Offices Open Dailv~Saturdavs Until Noon
New Building Dedicated Week of Sept. 4 — Alumni and Friends Invited

SALARIES IN BUSINESS. A new Burdett publication con
taining information of value to young people. Free on request.

Now in its New Building

156 STUART STREET, BOSTON

